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Abstract 
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by Paweł Matusz 

 
 

Supervisor:  
Professor Józef Woźniak 

Department of Information Systems 
 

The market success of second generation (2G) mobile cellular networks is undeniable – 

there are currently hundreds of millions of subscribers of 2G networks all over the world.  

Yet, during the first years after deployment, bandwidth and services offered by 2G networks 

quickly turned out to be insufficient. A strong and still growing demand for packet data 

services and high data bit rates led to the creation of data-oriented enhancements of 2G 

networks, known as 2.5G, and finally to the emergence of third generation (3G) networks. 

With the emergence of third generation mobile cellular networks public, wide area access 

to broadband services became possible. Support for advanced data services and Quality of 

Service (QoS) management are an inherent part of 3G networks, such as the widely being 

deployed Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). To satisfy the need for high 

bit rates and transmission quality required by 3G services, UMTS takes advantage of the 

efficient Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) air interface. To exploit 

WCDMA capabilities, a sophisticated new Radio Access Network (RAN) architecture, 

including all protocol stacks, was designed. Operation of the radio interface protocol stack, 

directly involved in data transmission over the air interface, has a significant impact on 

transmission efficiency, achieved throughput and QoS. 

The first part of this thesis briefly presents evolution of mobile cellular systems and 

describes UMTS Release 5, which is currently being deployed and therefore was chosen as 

the base version on which all research was conducted. Particular attention is paid to 

thorough analysis of the UMTS radio interface protocol stack with focus on layer 2, its impact 

on effectiveness of data transmission in UMTS and performance challenges which arise 

during its design and development. The second part of this thesis presents the author’s 

original contributions, examined and verified by computer simulations. A number of 

innovative enhancements of the radio interface protocol stack are proposed to increase its 

performance. They include some changes in legacy UMTS protocols and proposals of novel 

algorithms used to increase available throughput and efficiently handle conveyed data 

streams, with respect to their QoS requirements. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Term Definition 

Bandwidth Maximum amount of transmission resources available to a single station. It can be 
expressed either as a radio band (in Hz) or as a maximum transmission speed over 
this radio band (in bits per second).  

Throughput Fraction of bandwidth used for data transmission, expressed in bits per second 

User Delay Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at source to its delivery at the 
target, expressed in seconds.  

RLC Delay Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at RLC service access point at the 
source node to its delivery at the RLC service access point at the target node. 

MAC Delay Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at MAC service access point at 
the source node to its delivery at the MAC service access point at the target node. 

PHY Delay  Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at PHY service access point at the 
source node to its delivery at the PHY service access point at the target node. 

RLC Layer Delay Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at RLC service access point to its 
delivery at the MAC service access point. 

MAC Layer Delay Time duration from a request to transfer a data unit at MAC service access point to its 
delivery at the service access point of the lower layer (FP or PHY). 

User Throughput Net user bit rate measured in bits per seconds (e.g. kbps or Mbps). Throughput 
corresponds to the output data bit rate of the source. It excludes any necessary 
overhead bits added by transport protocols below the traffic source. 

RLC Throughput Throughput calculated when the traffic source is located just above the RLC layer, 
expressed in bits per time unit.   

MAC Throughput Throughput calculated when the traffic source is located just above the MAC layer, 
expressed in bits per time unit.   

PHY Throughput  Throughput calculated when the traffic source is located just above the physical layer, 
expressed in bits per seconds. 

Normalized 

Throughput 

Ratio of the achieved throughput to the available bandwidth, measured as a value in 
range <0,1> and often expressed as percentage of the maximum bandwidth.  

Normalized RLC 

Throughput 

Ratio of the achieved RLC throughput to the available RLC throughput, measured as 
a value in range <0,1> and often expressed as percentage of the maximum RLC 
throughput.  

Normalized MAC 

Throughput 

Ratio of the achieved MAC throughput to the available MAC throughput, measured 
as a value in range <0,1> and often expressed as percentage of the maximum MAC 
throughput.  

Offered Load Total amount of traffic (measured as user throughput) being offered to the network., 
expressed in bits per time unit.  

Normalized Offered 

Load 

Ratio of the offered load to the available bandwidth, measured as a value in range 
<0,1> and often expressed as percentage of the maximum bandwidth. 
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STRESZCZENIE 

W ostatnich kilkunastu latach zaobserwować można gwałtowny wzrost popularności sieci 

komórkowych. Do niedawna praktycznie jedyną oferowaną usługą była transmisja głosu, 

jednak już w sieciach 2G zaczęto wprowadzać mechanizmy umożliwiające transmisję danych. 

Szybko zwiększające się zainteresowanie transmisją danych doprowadziło do powstania sieci 

2.5G oraz podjęcia prac na sieciami 3G, w których główny nacisk kładziony jest właśnie na 

transmisję pakietową. Wprowadzono zaawansowane mechanizmy zapewniające odpowiedni 

poziom jakości usług (QoS, Quality of Service) oraz zwiększono szybkość transmisji danych, 

umożliwiając efektywne przesyłanie danych multimedialnych. 

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) jest jednym z systemów łączności 

ruchomej trzeciej generacji (3G). Prace nad UMTS prowadzone są przez 3GPP (3rd 

Generation Partnership Project) etapami, aby umożliwić producentom oprogramowania i 

sprzętu zapewnienie pełnej zgodności z wybraną wersją systemu. Obecnie wdrażana jest 

przez wielu operatorów wersja 4, jednak już pod koniec 2005 roku pojawić mają się pierwsze 

komercyjne sieci zgodne z wersją 5 standardu. Obecnie wciąż trwają prace standaryzacyjne 

związane z wersją 6. 

Stos protokołów interfejsu radiowego w systemie UMTS obejmuje trzy warstwy, 

odpowiadające funkcjonalnie trzem najniższym warstwom modelu OSI: fizyczną, łącza 

danych i sieciową. Cały ruch, zarówno kontrolny jak i użytkownika, przesyłany przez łącze 

radiowe, przechodzi przez te warstwy, w szczególności przez warstwę drugą (łącza danych). 

Warstwa ta jest w systemie UMTS bardzo rozbudowana; nie tylko zarządza dostępem do 

medium transmisyjnego, ale zapewnia m.in. retransmisję błędnie przesłanych danych, 

szeregowanie danych, kompresję, oraz dba o zachowanie wymaganych gwarancji jakości 

usług dla przenoszonych strumieni danych. Ponieważ warstwa łącza danych pośredniczy w 

transmisji całego ruchu pomiędzy terminalami oraz siecią szkieletową, jej wydajność ma 

kluczowe znaczenie dla wydajności całego systemu. 

Celem pracy jest szczegółowa analiza funkcjonowania warstwy łącza danych w 

podsystemie dostępu radiowego UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial RAN) systemu UMTS i na tej 
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podstawie przedstawienie szeregu zmian i usprawnień oraz wskazówek odnośnie konfiguracji 

protokołów, jakie należy w tej warstwie zastosować aby zmaksymalizować jej wydajność 

głównie pod kątem oferowanej przepływności, wprowadzanych opóźnień oraz wsparcia 

priorytetów przesyłanego ruchu. Jednym z wymagań dotyczących proponowanych rozwiązań 

jest aby ich implementacje były na tyle mało skomplikowane, by mogły pracować w systemie 

czasu rzeczywistego. 

Teza pracy dotyczy wykazania, że zapewnienie efektywnego przekazu ruchu w systemie 

UMTS wymaga zastosowania odpowiednich mechanizmów sterowania przepływem strumieni 

danych w warstwie łącza danych, uwzględniających wymagania tych strumieni dotyczące 

jakości obsługi oraz wydajnie wykorzystujących dostępne zasoby. Mechanizmy te to w 

szczególności algorytmy retransmisji danych, przydziału zasobów, obsługi priorytetów i 

multipleksowania strumieni danych oraz kontroli przepływu danych. 

Zakres przeprowadzonych badań obejmował analizę architektury i funkcjonowania 

systemu UMTS, ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem stosu protokołów interfejsu radiowego w 

UTRAN. Zanalizowano także zakres usług oferowanych przez system i wymagania dotyczące 

jakości oferowanych usług (QoS); stwierdzono, na spełnienie których z tych wymagań 

bezpośredni wpływ ma warstwa łącza danych. Następnie wyznaczono te podwarstwy 

warstwy łącza danych, które odgrywają kluczową rolę w przesyłaniu ruchu i przeprowadzono 

ich optymalizację pod kątem uprzednio wybranych wymagań QoS. Rezultatem jest szereg 

usprawnień i zmian w protokołach RLC (Radio Link Control) i MAC (Madium Access 

Control) warstwy łącza danych, oraz liczne wskazówki dotyczące efektywnej konfiguracji 

tych protokołów. 

Dla realizacji celu pracy i dowiedzenia tezy badawczej wykorzystany i rozbudowany 

został symulator, mogący w czasie rzeczywistym symulować zachowanie urządzeń w sieci 

UMTS, takich jak RNC, Node B, MT, SGSN i 3G MSC. Symulator oparty jest o 

profesjonalne narzędzie do weryfikacji protokołów sieciowych ANVL (Automated Network 

Validation Library) oferowane przez firmę IXIA. Korzysta on z fizycznych interfejsów ATM 

(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) oraz posiada w pełni zaimplementowane stosy wielu 

protokołów, umożliwiające współpracę z rzeczywistymi elementami sieci; jego działanie 

zostało zweryfikowane przy pomocy komercyjnych urządzeń do testowania sieci szkieletowej 

i sieci dostępu radiowego systemu UMTS. 
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Wyniki prowadzonych badań związanych stricte z tematem pracy opublikowane zostały w 

9 polskich i zagranicznych materiałach konferencyjnych, raportach badawczych oraz 

czasopismach naukowych. Ponadto, kolejne 8 publikacji dotyczyło tematów z ogólnie 

pojętych szerokopasmowych sieci bezprzewodowych, również UMTS. Zgłoszono także dwa 

wnioski patentowe zawierające nowatorskie pomysły przedstawione w niniejszej rozprawie. 

Całość pracy podzielona została na kilka rozdziałów. Rozdział pierwszy zawiera wstęp, 

tezę pracy, jej cele oraz opis zakresu prowadzonych badań. Rozdział drugi przedstawia 

aktualne trendy technologiczne w zakresie sieci bezprzewodowych oraz ewolucję systemów 

telefonii komórkowej od systemów pierwszej generacji aż do obecnych systemów trzeciej 

generacji. Omówiona jest też ewolucja systemu UMTS, od wersji 99 do aktualnej i dokładnie 

opisanej wersji 5, oraz klasyfikacja usług w UMTS wraz z ich wymaganiami QoS. W 

rozdziale trzecim znajduje się analiza funkcjonowania stosu protokołów interfejsu radiowego 

ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem protokołów warstwy łącza danych; przedstawione są też 

główne problemy związane z wydajnością tej warstwy. Rozdział czwarty zawiera opis 

wyników innych badań przeprowadzonych z zagadnień pokrewnych tezie pracy. Następnie 

przedstawione są założenia dotyczące badań prowadzonych pod kątem tej pracy oraz przebieg 

i wyniki samych badań. Ostatni, piąty rozdział stanowi krótkie podsumowanie pracy. 

Poniżej streszczono najważniejsze informacje zawarte w rozprawie, wyniki 

przeprowadzonych badań i wypływające z nich wnioski. 

Ewolucja systemów telefonii komórkowej 

Postęp w dziedzinie telefonii komórkowej odbywa się etapami. W przeciągu wielu lat 

przejście od systemów telefonii komórkowej pierwszej generacji do nowoczesnych systemów 

trzeciej generacji dokonało się w wielu pośrednich krokach, których odzwierciedleniem były 

kolejne generacje oraz wersje tych systemów.  

Pierwsza generacja systemów telefonii komórkowej (1G) pojawiła się w latach 80. Użyte 

zostały analogowe techniki transmisji głosu, z założenia nie było potrzeby ani możliwości 

przesyłania innych danych. Przykładowymi systemami były NMT, TACS i AMPS. 

Architektura systemu była bardzo prosta (Rys. 2-2): stacje bazowe obsługujące poszczególne 

komórki połączone były z MTSO/MSC (Mobile Telephone System Office / Mobile Switching 

Center) pełniącym rolę zarówno kontrolera tych stacji bazowych jak i centrali telefonicznej 

systemu ruchomego łączącej sieć komórkową z siecią stacjonarną. 
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Pod pojęciem drugiej generacji (2G) kryje się głównie przejście w latach 90 na 

komunikację cyfrową. Przykładami systemów drugiej generacji są GSM, IS-95 i PDC. 

Początkowo jedyną usługą była transmisja głosu, jednak z czasem zapotrzebowanie na 

transmisję danych wzrosło na tyle, że stacje ruchome (MS) zaczęły umożliwiać transmisję 

danych z niewielkimi szybkościami (9.6 lub 14.4 kB/s). Zmieniła się też architektura: poza 

stacjami bazowymi (BTS) wyodrębniły się urządzenia takie jak sterownik stacji bazowych 

(BSC), centrala systemu ruchomego (MSC), centrala tranzytowa (GMSC), centrum 

identyfikacji (AuC) oraz szereg rejestrów przechowujących informacje systemowe. 

Na skutek zwiększającego się zapotrzebowania na usługi transmisji danych pakietowych 

opracowano rozwiązania nakładkowe na systemy 2G, określane wówczas często systemami 

2.5G, umożliwiające szybszą transmisję pakietową. Główne rozwiązania w sieciach GSM to 

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), HSCSD (High Speed Circuit Switched Data) oraz 

EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution). Maksymalna możliwa szybkość 

transmisji wzrosła do 384 kbit/s (w przypadku EDGE). Wprowadzenie GPRS zmieniło 

również nieco architekturę systemu (Rys. 2-4): w części komutacyjno-sieciowej doszły 

elementy takie jak bramy SGSN i GGSN, obsługujące ruch pakietowy. W ten sposób 

wyodrębniły się domeny komutacji łączy (do obsługi połączeń rozmownych) i komutacji 

pakietów (do obsługi ruchu pakietowego). 

Kolejnym krokiem było wprowadzenie systemów komórkowych trzeciej generacji (3G). 

Od pierwszej wersji bazowały one na architekturze systemów 2.5G; w przypadku UMTS w 

wersji 99 na architekturze GPRS. Wymagania dotyczące systemów 3G opracowane zostały 

przez ITU i przedstawione w specyfikacji International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 

(IMT-2000), stąd wszystkie systemy 3G określane są jako należące do rodziny IMT-2000. 

Przykładami wymagań są wsparcie dla szerokiego wachlarza usług multimedialnych oraz 

możliwość transmisji z prędkościami dochodzącymi do 2 Mbit/s. Standaryzacja i rozwój sieci 

3G opartej o technologię WCDMA (czyli właśnie UMTS) przejęta została przez 

międzynarodową organizację 3GPP złożoną z przedstawicieli jednostek standaryzacyjnych 

oraz firm z całego świata. Wkrótce opracowano kolejne wersje systemu, wprowadzając nowe 

funkcjonalności i możliwości oraz rozwijając architekturę sieci. Po wersji 99 z 1999 roku i 

wersji 4 z 2001 roku, prace nad wersją 5 zakończono w 2002 roku. Obecnie działające 

komercyjne  sieci UMTS oparte są co najwyżej o standard w wersji 4; pod koniec roku 2005 

planowane jest wdrożenie pierwszych sieci opartych o standard w wersji 5, więc obecnie jest 

bardzo dobry moment na badania dotyczące tej wersji.  
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UMTS wersja 5 

W związku z obszernością zagadnień dotyczących systemu UMTS, w rozprawie 

przedstawione zostały tylko te aspekty systemu, które są związane z tezą pracy i 

przeprowadzonymi badaniami.  

Ogólna architektura systemu UMTS w wersji 5 przedstawiona jest na Rys. 2-8. 

Wyodrębnić można w nim trzy główne podsystemy:  

• UE (User Equipment), będącym zbiorem terminali ruchomych MT (Mobile Terminal); 

często w literaturze (również w tej pracy) pojedynczy terminal również określany jest 

jako UE. 

• Sieć dostępu radiowego RAN (Radio Access Network), odpowiedzialną za realizację 

funkcji związanych z dostępem radiowym; głównym rodzajem sieci dostępu radiowego 

w UMTS jest sieć naziemna UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial RAN) choć standard jest w tej 

kwestii otwarty i w założeniach możliwe jest wykorzystanie innych rodzajów sieci 

dostępowej takich jak GERAN, SRAN lub HiperLAN/2 (Rys. 2-7); 

• Sieć szkieletowa CN (Core Network), realizująca komutację połączeń i pakietów 

między użytkownikami i do innych sieci oraz rozmaite funkcje zarządcze i usługowe w 

sieci. 

 

W UTRAN zlokalizowane są stacje bazowe określane jako Node B oraz kontrolery stacji 

bazowych RNC (Radio Network Controller). W CN zachowano podział na domeny komutacji 

łączy CS (Cricuit Switched) i komutacji pakietów PS (Packet Switched); w porównaniu z 

GPRS nieco zmienione i rozbudowane zostały węzły w domenie CS oraz pojawił się nowy 

podsystem w domenie PS: IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem), który ma umożliwić realizację 

szerokiego wachlarza usług multimedialnych z wykorzystaniem protokołu IP (Rys. 2-12). W 

wersji 5 realizowana jest koncepcja całkowitego przejścia na protokół IP; o ile we 

wcześniejszych wersjach systemu transport zapewniał ATM, o tyle w wersji 5 możliwe jest 

zastosowanie wszędzie protokołu IP w celu ujednolicenia mechanizmów transportowych i 

sposobu oferowania usług. 

Pomiędzy elementami sieci zdefiniowane są odpowiednie interfejsy. Ich ustandaryzowanie 

umożliwia współpracę urządzeń różnych producentów. W UTRAN wyróżnić można 

następujące interfejsy: Uu, interfejs radiowy pomiędzy Node B i UE; Iub, interfejs pomiędzy 
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RNC i Node B; Iur, interfejs pomiędzy dwoma RNC; oraz Iu, interfejs pomiędzy RNC a 

urządzeniami w sieci szkieletowej. Ten ostatni można rozdzielić dodatkowo na IuCS, 

pomiędzy RNC a 3G MSC w domenie komutacji łączy i IuPS, pomiędzy RNC a SGSN w 

domenie komutacji pakietów (Rys 2-16). 

Ruch między siecią szkieletową a terminalami ruchomymi (Rys. 2-18) przechodzi przez 

interfejs Iu do RNC. RNC kontroluje stacje bazowe na pewnym obszarze RNS (Radio 

Network Subsystem), i przesyła do odpowiednich Node B, w zasięgu których jest użytkownik 

(może być jednocześnie w zasięgu kilku) dane przez interfejs Iub. W przypadku, kiedy w 

trakcie trwania sesji użytkownik przejdzie innego RNS kontrolowanego przez inny RNC, 

ruch początkowo przechodzi przez poprzedni RNC określany jako SRNC (Serving RNC) i 

przez interfejs Iur zostaje przesłany do nowego RNC, określanego jako DRNC (Drift RNC). 

Po pewnym czasie mechanizmy kontrolne mogą zadecydować o tzw. relokacji RNS i ruch 

przełączany jest bezpośrednio na nowy RNC. Ostatecznie Node B przesyła dane do UE przez 

interfejs radiowy Uu. 

Ogólny model protokołów na interfejsach w UTRAN przedstawiony jest na Rys. 2-19. 

Wyodrębnić można dwie warstwy: sieci transportowej TNL (Transport Network Layer), 

zawierającej protokoły komunikacyjne służące do transmisji danych i zestawiania połączeń 

transportowych na poszczególnych interfejsach oraz sieci radiowej RNL (Radio Network 

Layer), zawierającej pozostałe protokoły, charakterystyczne dla UTRAN: radiowe, interfejsu 

Iu, przenoszenia (FP, Framing Protocols) oraz kontrolne. Szerszy podział protokołów w 

całym systemie przedstawiony jest na Rys. 2-20: warstwa dostępowa AS (Access Stratum) 

obejmuje protokoły komunikacyjne (radiowe i interfejsu Iu) istniejące w UTRAN, natomiast 

warstwa NAS (Non-Access Stratum) protokoły istniejące wyłącznie w UE i CN, przenoszone 

jedynie przez inne protokoły w UTRAN. 

Stos protokołów interfejsu radiowego zaklasyfikować można w warstwie RNL modelu 

protokołów na interfejsach w UTRAN oraz w warstwie AS ogólnego modelu protokołów. W 

UTRAN, większość protokołów wchodząca w jego skład znajduje się w RNC, ale część w 

Node B; wszystkie protokoły interfejsu radiowego istnieją również w UE. Niektóre funkcje 

tych protokołów różnią się w UTRAN i w UE, w prowadzonych badaniach skupiono się na 

działaniu stosu protokołów radiowych w UTRAN. Jednym z ciekawszych rozwiązań 

wprowadzonych w wersji 5, mających wpływ na architekturę i funkcjonowanie stosu 

protokołów radiowych, jest HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access). 
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Zarządzanie jakością usług w UMTS 

Usługę w sieci telekomunikacyjnej zdefiniować można jako zbiór funkcji oferowanych 

abonentowi przez operatora sieci lub dostawcę usług. Podział usług wygląda nieco inaczej z 

punktu widzenia abonenta (który odpowiada warstwie aplikacji), oraz z punktu widzenia 

protokołów komunikacyjnych (który to podział zdefiniowany został w specyfikacjach 

systemu). Z punktu widzenia abonenta system powinien świadczyć usługi, przykładowo, 

połączeń rozmownych, wideotelefonii, przeglądania stron WWW lub odtwarzania plików 

multimedialnych. Z kolei podział z punktu widzenia protokołów komunikacyjnych podział 

jest zorientowany bardziej na przynależność usług do pewnych klas, charakteryzujących się 

określonym wykorzystaniem zasobów i sposobem konfiguracji tych protokołów.  Ze względu 

na różnorodność usług oraz stawiane przez nie wymagania można wyróżnić cztery klasy 

usług i związane z nimi oczekiwania jakościowe (QoS): klasę konwersacyjną, strumieniową, 

interaktywną i podstawową. Ich krótka charakterystyka i przykłady aplikacji (z punktu 

widzenia abonenta) przedstawione są w Tabeli 2-9. 

Warstwowy model usług transportowych i zarządzania jakością usług, zdefiniowany przez 

3GPP, przedstawiony został na Rys. 2-23. Usługi końcowe (end-to-end) to usługi rozumiane z 

punktu widzenia użytkownika, charakteryzujące się określoną jakością. Pozostałe warstwy to 

usługi z punktu widzenia systemu; niższe warstwy odpowiedzialne są za zapewnienie usług o 

zadanej jakości warstwom wyższym. Z punktu widzenia niniejszej rozprawy najbardziej 

interesująca jest radiowa usługa transportowa (RB, Radio Bearer), zdefiniowana pomiędzy 

UE i UTRAN. Na oferowane przez nią gwarancje jakości ma bezpośredni wpływ 

funkcjonowanie i konfiguracja warstwy drugiej stosu protokołów radiowych. 

Usługi są definiowane przez wiele atrybutów, które decydują o profilu QoS określającym 

jakość usługi. Specyfikacje szczegółowo definiują atrybuty tylko dla niektórych usług; dla 

usługi RB są one wciąż w trakcie definicji, więc w pracy posłużono się atrybutami 

zdefiniowanymi dla usługi o jeden poziom wyżej, czyli dla usługi transportowej związanej z 

dostępem radiowym (RAB, Radio Access Bearer). Atrybuty te i zalecane przez 3GPP zakresy 

wartości, dla wszystkich klas usług, wymienione są w Tabeli 2-10. Przykładowe atrybuty to 

maksymalna i gwarantowana przepływność, opóźnienie i obsługa priorytetów; posłużyły one 

w dalszej części pracy jako metryki pozwalające oszacować wydajność warstwy drugiej stosu 

protokołów radiowych, po części (oprócz warstwy fizycznej) odpowiedzialnej za spełnienie 

oczekiwań jakościowych usługi RAB, zdefiniowanych tymi atrybutami. 
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Stos protokołów interfejsu radiowego 

Stos protokołów interfejsu radiowego w systemie UMTS podzielony jest na trzy warstwy, 

odpowiadające funkcjonalnie trzem najniższym warstwom modelu OSI: fizyczną (L1), łącza 

danych (L2) i sieciową (L3), co zostało przedstawione na Rys. 3-1. Warstwę drugą można 

podzielić na szereg podwarstw: PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol), BMC (Broadcast 

Multicast Control), RLC (Radio Link Layer) oraz MAC (Medium Access Control). Można też 

dokonać „pionowego” podziału stosu na płaszczyzny sterowania (Control Plane) i 

użytkownika (User Plane). W płaszczyźnie sterowania istnieje protokół warstwy trzeciej, 

czyli RRC (Radio Resource Control) oraz instancje protokołów RLC i MAC z warstwy 

drugiej. W płaszczyźnie użytkownika znajdują się instancje wszystkich protokołów warstwy 

drugiej. Każda warstwa udostępnia warstwom wyższym pewne usługi, realizowane za 

pośrednictwem odpowiednich punktów dostępu do usług (SAP, Service Access Point). 

Podstawowe funkcje wszystkich warstw i podwarstw w UTRAN oraz oferowane przez nie 

usługi są omówione poniżej. Funkcje i usługi niektórych warstw różnią się nieco dla trybów 

FDD i TDD działania interfejsu radiowego; niniejsza praca koncentruje się na trybie FDD 

jako, że jest on używany w przeważającej liczbie istniejących sieci UMTS. 

Warstwa fizyczna jest najniższą warstwą w stosie protokołów interfejsu radiowego. Jej 

funkcje są bezpośrednio związane z obsługą danych przesyłanych przez interfejs radiowy i 

należą do nich, między innymi, kodowanie kanałowe, modulacja, przeplot, i 

multipleksowanie kanałów transportowych. Usługi oferowane są warstwie drugiej w postaci 

wspomnianych kanałów transportowych, które można podzielić na dedykowane i 

współdzielone. Do pierwszej grupy należy DCH (Dedicated Channel), kanał którego używać 

może tylko terminal dla którego kanał taki został specjalnie zestawiony. Do drugiej grupy 

należą (w trybie FDD) RACH (Random Access Channel), FACH (Forward Access Channel), 

BCH (Broadcast Channel), PCH (Paging Channel) i HS-DSCH (High Speed Downlink 

Shared Channel). Dane z kanałów transportowych są przez warstwę fizyczną odpowiednio 

multipleksowane i przesyłane przez odpowiednie kanały fizyczne (Rys. 3-4). 

Charakterystyka każdego kanału transportowego opisana jest przez zbiór formatów 

transportowych (TFS, Transport Format Set) określających jak dane z kanału mają być 

przetwarzane w warstwie fizycznej oraz jak ma z niego korzystać warstwa wyższa, czyli  

MAC. Przykładowo, interwał transmisji (TTI, Transmission Time Interval) określa jak często 

dane mogą zostać nadesłane przez warstwę wyższą. Dane te są przysyłane przez kanały 
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transportowe w postaci bloków transportowych (TB, Transport Block) o określonej długości i 

w określonej ilości. Parametry te zawierają się w pojedynczym formacie transportowym (TF, 

Transport Format); wiele takich dozwolonych formatów składa się na TFS. Jeśli dla jednego 

UE zdefiniowany jest więcej niż jeden dedykowany kanał transportowy, co TTI dozwolone 

jest wysłanie tylko niektórych kombinacji formatów transportowych (TFC, Transport Format 

Combination). Dla każdego UE istnieje zbiór dozwolonych kombinacji formatów 

transportowych (TFCS, Transport Format Combination Set), z którego MAC wybiera co TTI 

odpowiedni TFC, informuje o wyborze warstwę fizyczną i nadsyła odpowiednią ilość danych. 

Warstwa łącza danych jest w systemie UMTS bardzo rozbudowana i składa się z 

następujących podwarstw: 

• PDCP. Głównym zadaniem tej warstwy jest kompresja nagłówków pakietów 

trafiających do stosu z domeny PS w sieci szkieletowej. Obecnie zdefiniowane są dwa 

możliwe algorytmy kompresji: IPHC (IP Header Compression) i ROHC (Robust 

Header Compression), choć standard zezwala na użycie innych. Dodatkowo opcjonalna 

funkcja numeracji pakietów jest pomocna przy procedurze relokacji RNS. PDCP 

oferuje warstwom wyższym (protokołom z warstwy trzeciej) usługi transportowe w 

postaci połączeń radiowych (RB, Radio Bearer). 

• BMC. Służy do rozsyłania informacji rozgłoszeniowych do wszystkich lub grup 

użytkowników sieci. Obecnie z BMC korzysta w praktyce tylko usługa rozgłoszeniowa 

CBS (Cell Broadcast Service). 

• RLC. Głównym zadaniem tej warstwy jest segmentacja danych źródłowych (SDU, 

Source Data Unit) RLC otrzymanych z warstw wyższych na stałej długości jednostki 

danych protokołu (PDU, Protocol Data Unit) RLC przekazywane do warstwy MAC, 

oraz składanie RLC SDU przy działaniu w odwrotnym kierunku.  Istnieją trzy tryby 

pracy RLC, pozostałe funkcje i oferowane usługi zależą od trybu pracy: 

o Przezroczysty (TM, Transparent Mode). W tym trybie RLC nie pełni żadnych 

dodatkowych funkcji. 

o Bez potwierdzeń (UM, Unacknowledged). W tym trybie RLC umożliwia 

dodatkowo konkatenację SDU w PDU, szyfrowanie danych oraz nadawanie 

kontrolę numerów sekwencyjnych kolejnym PDU. 

o Z potwierdzeniami (AM, Acknowledged Mode). W tym trybie, oprócz funkcji 

takich jak w UM, dochodzą funkcje zapewnienia kolejności dostarczanych 
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danych, wykrywania duplikatów PDU oraz retransmisji PDU dla których nie 

można było dokonać korekty błędów powstałych na łączu radiowym. 

 

RLC oferuje warstwom wyższym usługi transportowe o charakterystyce określonej trybem 

pracy instancji protokołu realizującej daną usługę: zdefiniowano więc TM SAP, UM SAP i 

AM SAP.  

Do obsługi ruchu pakietowego używany jest zazwyczaj (w zależności od wymaganej 

jakości usług) tryb AM, szczególnie ze względu na możliwość selektywnej retransmisji, 

realizowanej przez mechanizm ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request). Zasada działania RLC 

ARQ pokazana jest na Rys. 3-15. Odbiorca zobowiązany jest co jakiś czas wysłać do 

nadawcy status (w postaci STATUS PDU) informujący, które PDU zostały poprawnie 

odebrane, a które wymagają retransmisji. Istnieje szereg mechanizmów sterujących 

częstotliwością wysyłania i żądania statusu, który może być przysłany jako niezależne PDU 

lub przeniesiony w części PDU w której, ze względu na np. brak danych do wysłania, 

wstawione zostałoby dopełnienie. Częstość wysyłania statusu oraz sposób jego transmisji ma 

istotny wpływ na przepływność warstwy RLC (ograniczaną przez ruch kontrolny jakim są 

statusy) oraz wprowadzane przez nią w przypadku retransmisji opóźnienie.  

• MAC. Jest to najbardziej rozbudowana warstwa. Świadczy ona warstwie wyższej 

usługi transportowe w postaci kanałów logicznych różnego typu (Tabela 3-2). Istnieje 

kilka podwarstw warstwy MAC (Rys. 3-16), pełniących różne funkcje i znajdujących 

się w różnych urządzeniach w UTRAN: 

o MAC-d. W SRNC znajduje się jedna instancja MAC-d dla każdego UE. Do jej 

głównych funkcji należy multipleksowanie kanałów logicznych na kanałach 

transportowych (z uwzględnieniem priorytetów kanałów), wybór TFC z TFCS, 

szyfrowanie danych z kanałów logicznych wykorzystywanych przez RLC TM 

oraz kontrola przepływu danych między MAC-d a MAC-c/sh i MAC-hs. 

o MAC-c/sh. Znajduje się w DRNC i obsługuje współdzielone kanały 

transportowe. Do głównych funkcji MAC-c/sh należy zarządzanie zasobami, 

jakimi są kanały transportowe i multipleksowanie kanałów logicznych na  

transportowe z uwzględnieniem priorytetów kanałów, wybór TFC z TFCS dla 

kanałów FACH i PCH oraz kontrola przepływu danych między MAC-c/sh a 

MAC-d i MAC-hs. W wersji 6 UMTS MAC-c/sh został zmieniony na 
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MAC-c/sh/m po dodaniu funkcjonalności związanej z multipleksowaniem na 

kanały transportowe nowych kanałów logicznych, z których korzysta 

wprowadzony w tej wersji mechanizm MBMS  (Multimedia Broadcast 

Multicast Service). 

o MAC-hs. Znajduje się w Node B i obsługuje kanał transportowy HS-DSCH, 

przenoszący dane użytkownika HSDPA. Umiejscowienie blisko interfejsu Uu 

podyktowane jest jedną z jego funkcji, którą jest hybrydowa metoda 

retransmisji danych w warstwie fizycznej (HARQ, Hybrid ARQ). Ponadto do 

jego funkcji należy zarządzanie zasobem jakim jest HS-DSCH i odpowiednie 

multipleksowanie na tym kanale transportowym strumieni danych z różnych 

instancji MAC-d, z uwzględnieniem ich priorytetów. Kontroluje też przepływ 

danych między MAC-hs a MAC-d (lub MAC-c/sh, w zależności od 

konfiguracji). 

o MAC-b. Znajduje się w Node-B i jedynie kontroluje kanał transportowy BCH, 

przesyłając do niego dane z kanału logicznego BCCH. 

 

Dozwolone kombinacje kanałów logicznych i transportowych przedstawione są na 

Rys. 3-17, natomiast zbiorcze zestawienie funkcji realizowanych przez MAC dla każdej 

kombinacji w Tabeli 3-3. 

Po dokładnej analizie działania warstwy MAC zostały ujawnione mechanizmy, które mają 

kluczowe znaczenie dla wydajności warstwy. Są to w szczególności algorytmy przydziału 

zasobów, multipleksowania danych, obsługi priorytetów kanałów oraz kontroli ruchu między 

poszczególnymi podwarstwami MAC. 

Warstwa sieciowa zawiera jedynie protokół RRC w płaszczyźnie kontroli. W UTRAN w 

płaszczyźnie użytkownika w warstwie trzeciej zdefiniowana jest tylko funkcja przesyłania 

danych między stosem protokołów radiowych a stosem protokołów interfejsu Iu. RRC oferuje 

wyższym warstwom (w NAS) serwisy związane z kontrolą połączeń między RNC i UE oraz 

obsługą systemowych danych rozgłoszeniowych. Do jego funkcji należą m.in. rozgłaszanie 

informacji otrzymanych z NAS oraz właściwych dla AS, tworzenie, modyfikacja i usuwanie 

połączeń radiowych (zarówno RB jak i SRB, Signaling RB) między RNC i UE, konfiguracja 

pozostałych protokołów stosu, obsługa otrzymywanych z innych protokołów pomiarów, 

kontrola poziomu jakości świadczonych usług (QoS) i zarządzanie przełączaniem połączeń. 
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Wyniki badań 

Na podstawie przeprowadzonej analizy działania stosu protokołów radiowych oraz 

przestudiowania ponad 50 publikacji dotyczących różnych aspektów analizy wydajnościowej 

i konfiguracji systemu UMTS, w szczególności stosu protokołów interfejsu radiowego, 

została potwierdzona część tezy dotycząca stwierdzenia, że zapewnienie efektywnego 

przekazu ruchu w systemie UMTS zależy w dużej mierze od efektywności mechanizmów 

zastosowanych w warstwie łącza danych. Efektywność działania szczególnie RLC i MAC w 

warstwie łącza danych została wskazana jako element niezbędny dla zapewnienia wysokiej 

wydajności przesyłania danych przez interfejs radiowy. Wybór podyktowany został 

pełnionymi przez te warstwy funkcjami oraz faktem, że pośredniczą one w transmisji 

wszystkich danych, zarówno użytkownika jak i kontrolnych, przez interfejs radiowy. 

Warstwa BMC spełnia pomniejszą rolę, natomiast PDCP posługuje się algorytmami 

kompresji nagłówków pakietów, które nie są specyficzne dla UMTS. Ponadto problem 

kompresji nagłówków pakietów na wolnych, narażonych na błędy łączach bezprzewodowych 

okazał się odrębnym, dużym tematem badawczym i zdecydowano się nie zgłębiać go w 

ramach niniejszej pracy. 

Kolejna część badań miała charakter analityczno-symulacyjny i dotyczyła opracowania 

konkretnych, wydajnych mechanizmów sterowania przepływem strumieni danych przez 

warstwy RLC i MAC. Mechanizmy te to w szczególności algorytmy retransmisji danych, 

przydziału zasobów, obsługi priorytetów i multipleksowania strumieni danych oraz kontroli 

przepływu danych między warstwami. Do przeprowadzenia symulacyjnej weryfikacji 

proponowanych rozwiązań wykorzystany został symulator czasu rzeczywistego, 

scharakteryzowany na początku niniejszego streszczenia. Poniżej krótko przedstawione są 

najważniejsze otrzymane wyniki, stanowiące wkład własny autora do pracy. 

RLC 

W RLC skupiono się na zmniejszeniu strat przepływności oferowanej przez warstwę na 

skutek przesyłania ruchu kontrolnego w trybie AM. W projektowaniu rozwiązań i wyciąganiu 

wniosków wykorzystano, oprócz badań własnych, wyniki wielu wcześniejszych badań, 

opisane w dostępnych publikacjach. Okazało się, że częstość wysyłania statusu ma 

bezpośredni związek z opóźnieniem wprowadzanym przez warstwę w przypadku retransmisji: 

im większa częstość raportowania statusu tym mniejsze opóźnienie, ale jednocześnie tym 
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większa strata oferowanej przepływności na rzecz ruchu kontrolnego. Opóźnienie i 

przepływność mają istotny wpływ na działanie np. protokołu TCP, co zostało dowiedzione i 

przeanalizowane w wielu publikacjach. Aby zwiększyć dostępną dla ruchu danych 

przepływność bez zwiększania opóźnienia retransmisji należy więc poszukać sposobów aby 

zminimalizować rozmiar przesyłanych STATUS PDU oraz wprowadzić mechanizm 

efektywnego ich multipleksowania z przesyłanymi RLC SDU.  

Specyfikacja umożliwia przesłanie negatywnego potwierdzenia (NACK, Negative 

Acknowledgement) zawierającego numery PDU do retransmisji na trzy sposoby, różniące się 

sposobem zakodowania w polach SUFI (Super Field) informacji o tych numerach: LIST, 

BITMAP i RLIST. Po badaniach  polegających na symulacji wpływu różnych rozkładów 

błędów na interfejsie radiowym (przekładających się na rozkłady przekłamanych bitów w 

odbieranych RLC PDU) na rozkład retransmitowanych danych czasie oraz długość 

wszystkich typów NACK (Rys. 4-3 i 4-4) stwierdzono, że wykorzystanie RLIST SUFI daje w 

większości przypadków najlepsze wyniki (jest najkrótsze). Najgorsze wyniki dało 

wykorzystanie LIST SUFI: w skrajnym przypadku, kiedy aż 35 PDU na 128 wymagało 

retransmisji, przy równomiernym rozkładzie błędów, różnica w długości między RLIST i 

LIST SUFI była rzędu 50 bajtów a więc więcej niż użyte 40-bajtowe PDU. 

Zbadano też wpływ (opcjonalnej) konkatenacji RLC SDU  na wykorzystanie 

przepływności warstwy. Zgodnie z oczekiwaniami stwierdzono, że brak konkatenacji ma 

wysoce negatywny wpływ na oferowaną przepływność ponieważ spore fragmenty PDU 

pozostają niewykorzystane (wstawiane jest w to miejsce dopełnienie). Stopień 

niewykorzystania PDU zależy od długości SDU i w skrajnym przypadku sięga nawet 90%, 

więc konkatenacja zdecydowanie powinna być używana. 

Przeanalizowano także wpływ możliwości wykorzystania mechanizmu przenoszenia 

STATUS PDU w niewykorzystanej części PDU (zajętej w przeciwnym razie przez 

dopełnienie), tzw. STATUS PDU piggybacking. Mechanizm ten powinien być używany, 

ponieważ w przeciwnym razie każdy status musi zostać przesłany w osobnym AMD (AM 

Data) PDU, a ponieważ statusy są krótkie (standardowy ACK zajmuje 3 bajty) spora część 

PDU pozostaje niewykorzystana z powodu faktu, że nie można konkatenować STATUS PDU 

z SDU. Symulacje wykazały jednak, że w przypadku dużego ruchu (tzn. kiedy w buforze 

wejściowym RLC wciąż są dane do wysłania) mechanizm ten się nie sprawdza. Standardowe 

mechanizmy RLC próbują wstawić STATUS PDU do AMD PDU już po dokonaniu 

konkatenacji, w przypadku dużego ruchu prawie nigdy nie zostaje jednak wolne miejsce w 
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PDU i status zazwyczaj musi zostać wysłany w osobnym PDU, powodując zmniejszenie 

dostępnej przepływności (Rys. 4-9). 

Aby zapobiec temu zjawisku zaproponowano zmianę architektury warstwy RLC w trybie 

AM (Acknowledged Mode), która przy zachowaniu kompatybilności z oryginalnym 

rozwiązaniem (pod względem formatu danych) pozwala uzyskać znaczne zwiększenie 

przepływności warstwy poprzez sprawniejsze multipleksowanie danych użytkownika 

(zarówno nowych jak i retransmitowanych) i danych kontrolnych w ramach jednego 

połączenia. Specjalna funkcja multipleksująca dane wyszukuje najlepszy, czyli zapewniający 

najmniej niewykorzystanego w PDU  miejsca, układ skonkatenowanych SDU i STATUS 

PDU w zbiorze AMD PDU dostarczanych do warstwy MAC. Dodatkowo opracowano 

mechanizm, który przy niewielkiej zmianie formatu przesyłanych danych pozwala zupełnie 

wyeliminować dopełnienia stosowane w oryginalnym rozwiązaniu w ramkach RLC, 

umożliwiając stuprocentowe wykorzystanie przepływności RLC i kanałów logicznych (Rys. 

4-9d i 4-12). Zysk przepływności wynikający z tych rozwiązań został potwierdzony 

symulacyjnie. 

Zaproponowano również rozszerzenie mechanizmu odpytywania odbiorcy o status (tzw. 

pollingu) o dwa nowe rozwiązania, eliminujące możliwość powstania zakleszczenia między 

nadawcą a odbiorcą i przestoju w transmisji. Nowy ‘Poll Force Timer’ wymusza wysłanie 

zapytania o status (w postaci ustawionego bitu P w nagłówku AMD PDU) po upływie, od 

ostatniego wysłanego zapytania, zdefiniowanego okresu; jeśli istnieje konieczność wysłania 

zapytania a nie ma danych do wysłania, wysyłane jest puste PDU z ustawionym w nagłówku 

bitem P. Podano również szereg wskazówek dotyczących konfiguracji warstwy w celu 

zmaksymalizowania jej wydajności. 

MAC 

W badaniach warstwy MAC skupiono się na algorytmach przydziału zasobów, obsługi 

priorytetów i multipleksowania strumieni danych oraz kontroli przepływu danych między 

poszczególnymi warstwami. Tak jak w przypadku RLC, w projektowaniu rozwiązań i 

wyciąganiu wniosków wykorzystano, oprócz badań własnych, także wyniki wielu innych 

badań, przedstawione w dostępnych publikacjach. 

Dla MAC-d zaproponowano szybki i efektywny mechanizm multipleksowania danych z 

kanałów logicznych na dedykowanych kanałach transportowych, uwzględniający priorytety 

kanałów logicznych. Wykorzystany został algorytm WRR (Weighted Round Robin); badania 
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wykazały, że w tym przypadku znakomicie się on sprawdza i zapewnia dobrą obsługę 

priorytetów (Rys. 4-16). Sprawdzono też zachowanie się algorytmu SP (Strict Priority), 

jednak wyniki nie były zadowalające – opóźnienie danych z kanałów o niskich priorytetach 

było duże i trudne do oszacowania (Rys. 4-15). W zalecanym algorytmie WRR umożliwiono 

dynamiczną zmianę cyklu obsługi – mógł on zostać w dowolnym momencie zmodyfikowany 

w przypadku dodania albo usunięcia kanałów logicznych lub zmiany priorytetów. Ponadto 

zaproponowano nadanie kanałom logicznym tzw. priorytetów względnych, wprowadzających 

dobrze określone relacje pomiędzy priorytetami i umożliwiających wyznaczenie 

gwarantowanej przepływności dla każdego kanału. Pokazano też, jak na podstawie 

priorytetów względnych wyznaczyć cykl obsługi. 

Ponadto przedstawiono nowy, efektywny algorytm wyznaczania przez MAC-d co TTI 

kombinacji formatów transportowych (TFC) ze zbioru dostępnych kombinacji (TFCS). 

Umożliwiono nadanie kanałom transportowym stałych oraz chwilowych priorytetów, 

ułatwiających wybranie optymalnej w danej chwili kombinacji. Dodatkowo, po 

zaprezentowaniu podstawowych reguł wyznaczania TFCS wykazano, że często zbiór 

stworzony na tej podstawie jest nieoptymalny, czyli nie zapewnia wykorzystania całej 

dostępnej przepływności dedykowanych kanałów transportowych. Na podstawie wyników 

symulacji zaproponowano adaptacyjny algorytm wyznaczania TFCS, dopasowujący na 

bieżąco zawartość tego zbioru do wykrytych prawidłowości w charakterystyce przesyłanego 

ruchu (rozkładzie długości pakietów i interwałów między nimi). W przypadku ruchu o 

niezmiennej lub wolnozmiennej charakterystyce algorytm umożliwia wysokie (niemal 

stuprocentowe) wykorzystanie dostępnej przepływności kanałów transportowych przy 

minimalizacji ilości elementów zbioru TFCS. 

Dla warstwy MAC-c/sh zaproponowano, podobny jak dla MAC-d, mechanizm 

multipleksowania danych z różnych kanałów logicznych na kanale transportowym FACH. 

Również w tym przypadku wykorzystano algorytm WRR z dynamiczną zmianą cyklu obsługi 

oraz przypisanymi do kanałów logicznych priorytetami względnymi. Uzyskano dobre wyniki 

jeśli chodzi o wykorzystanie dostępnej przepływności kanału FACH oraz obsługę priorytetów 

kanałów logicznych (Rys. 4-21 i 4-22). 

Specyfikacje systemu mówią o konieczności istnienia między MAC-d i MAC-c/sh 

mechanizmu kontroli przepływu danych (FACH Flow Control). Definiują rodzaj algorytmu 

(powinien być oparty na przydziale kredytów) i format ramek FP (Framing Protocols) 

umożliwiających przenoszenie danych między MAC-d i MAC-c/sh oraz przesłanie zapytania 
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o kredyty (przez MAC-d, będący tzw. klientem w algorytmie) i odpowiedzi z przyznanymi 

kredytami  (przez MAC-c/sh, będącym tzw. serwerem kredytów). W oparciu o te wytyczne 

opracowano nowy, efektywny algorytm kontroli przepływu danych między MAC-d i 

MAC-c/sh (Rys. 4-24, 4-25 i 4-26), przydzielający kredyty klientom w sprawiedliwy sposób 

(nie faworyzujący klientów „zachłannych”) i uniemożliwiający powstanie przestojów w 

transmisji spowodowanych niewykorzystaniem przydzielonych kredytów, poprzez 

odzyskiwanie nie zużytych przez określony czas kredytów. Wyniki działania algorytmu 

zaprezentowano na Rys. 4-27 i 4-28. 

Dla MAC-hs zaproponowano dwuetapowy mechanizm podziału zasobu, jakim jest 

przepustowość kanału transportowego HS-DSCH, między strumienie danych napływające od 

różnych instancji MAC-d. Mechanizm ten w pierwszym etapie wykorzystuje algorytm PF 

(Proportional Fair) do wyboru UE, któremu w danym TTI należy umożliwić wysłanie danych, 

natomiast w drugim etapie algorytm WRR do wyboru kolejki (odpowiadającej konkretnemu 

strumieniowi danych z MAC-d z przydzielonym priorytetem), z której ma wysłać dane do 

UE. Algorytm PF wybrano w oparciu o kilka innych publikacji zgodnie stwierdzających i 

dowodzących, że jest to najefektywniejszy algorytm do zastosowania w tym przypadku. 

WRR wybrano w oparciu o doświadczenia wyniesione z badań MAC-d i MAC-c/sh. 

Podobnie jak między MAC-d i MAC-c/sh, algorytm kontroli przepływu danych (HSDPA 

Flow Control) powinien istnieć również między MAC-hs i MAC-d (lub MAC-c/sh, zależnie 

od konfiguracji). Specyfikacje również i w tym przypadku definiują rodzaj algorytmu (oparty 

na przydziale kredytów) oraz format ramek FP używanych do wymiany danych i wiadomości 

kontrolnych. Zasada działania algorytmu, jeśli chodzi o sposób przydziału kredytów, jest 

nieco inna niż w przypadku FACH Flow Control: MAC-hs (serwer kredytów) przydziela 

poszczególnym instancjom MAC-d (klientom) określoną ilość kredytów na określony okres 

czasu oraz wyznacza ilość powtórzeń tego okresu, podczas których klient samoczynnie 

odnawia kredyty. Eliminuje to problem przydzielonych a niewykorzystanych kredytów. W 

oparciu o te wytyczne, zaproponowano efektywny algorytm kontroli przepływu danych 

między MAC-hs i MAC-d (Rys. 4-33 i 4-34), gwarantujący odpowiednią maksymalną 

zajętość kolejek w MAC-hs, umożliwiający transmisję z maksymalną możliwą szybkością i 

nie dopuszczający do przepełnienia tych kolejek (podany jest sposób wyznaczenia 

maksymalnej wymaganej długości kolejek). Wyniki działania algorytmu zaprezentowano na 

Rys. 4-35 i 4-36. 
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Dodatkowo przeprowadzono wybiegające nieco w przód badania dotyczące efektywności 

podziału zasobów (kanałów transportowych i fizycznych) pomiędzy różnego typu usługi 

multimedialne w mechanizmie MBMS w wersji 6 systemu UMTS. Zaproponowano podział 

przenoszonych usług na trzy grupy o podobnych wymaganiach QoS. Każdy kanał 

transportowy powinien przenosić tylko usługi należące do jednej grupy, aby wymagania 

strumieni, które należy multipleksować, nie kolidowały ze sobą. Przedstawiono koncepcję 

dwuetapowego mechanizmu przydziału zasobów (Rys. 4-37). W pierwszym etapie, algorytm 

WRR jest wykorzystywany do multipleksowania danych z kanałów logicznych na kanały 

transportowe FACH, uwzględniając priorytety tych kanałów. Następnie, w drugim etapie,  

dokonywany jest wybór kanałów transportowych, z których dane mają zostać wysłane na 

kanał fizyczny S-CCPCH (lub wiele kanałów, ponieważ każdy kanał transportowy może 

używać osobnego kanału fizycznego) poprzez wybór odpowiedniej kombinacji formatów 

transportowych (TFC). W drugim etapie algorytm SP wykorzystany jest do przełączania się 

między zbiorami kanałów transportowych przenoszącymi usługi należące do tej samej grupy 

(Rys. 4-39), natomiast  WRR do przełączania się pomiędzy poszczególnymi kanałami 

transportowymi w ramach grupy. Wyniki działania zaproponowanego mechanizmu 

zaprezentowane są na Rys. 4-38 i 4.40. 

Podsumowanie 

W niniejszej rozprawie zaprezentowano zbiór rozwiązań zwiększających wydajność 

warstwy drugiej stosu protokołów radiowych systemu UMTS. Niektóre z rozwiązań oparte są 

na znanych mechanizmach, większość jest jednak nowymi, oryginalnymi propozycjami. 

Przeprowadzone badania i sformułowanie propozycji poprzedzone zostało analizą działania 

systemu UMTS, ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem działania podsystemu dostępu radiowego 

UTRAN i stosu protokołów radiowych. Wyniki i wnioski oparte zostały na wynikach 

własnych badań, jak również na analizie wyników przedstawionych w licznych dostępnych 

publikacjach innych autorów. 

Po przeprowadzeniu analizy działania stosu protokołów radiowych wyznaczono te 

podwarstwy warstwy łącza danych, które odgrywają kluczową rolę w przesyłaniu ruchu i 

przeprowadzono ich optymalizację pod kątem oferowanej przepływności, wprowadzanego 

opóźnienia i obsługi priorytetów poszczególnych strumieni ruchu. Rezultatem jest szereg 

usprawnień i zmian w protokołach RLC i MAC oraz liczne wskazówki dotyczące efektywnej 

konfiguracji tych protokołów.  
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Do najistotniejszych osiągnięć autora przedstawionych w pracy należą: 

• Zmodyfikowana architektura RLC AM, pozwalająca uzyskać zwiększenie 

przepływności warstwy poprzez sprawniejsze multipleksowanie ruchu danych i 

kontrolnego; 

• Mechanizm pełnej konkatenacji ruchu danych i kontrolnego w RLC AM, 

umożliwiający stuprocentowe wykorzystanie przepływności warstwy; 

• Zbiór efektywnych mechanizmów przydziału zasobów w MAC-d, MAC-c/sh, MAC-hs 

(UMTS wersja 5) oraz MAC-c/sh/m (UMTS wersja 6), zapewniających efektywną 

obsługę strumieni danych o różnych wymaganiach QoS; 

• Algorytm wyboru kombinacji formatów transportowych w MAC-d, na bieżąco 

adaptujący zbiór tych kombinacji do aktualnych parametrów ruchu; 

• Efektywne algorytmy kontroli przepływu danych między poszczególnymi 

podwarstwami MAC. 

 

Do przeprowadzenia symulacyjnej weryfikacji proponowanych rozwiązań wykorzystany 

został symulator czasu rzeczywistego, umożliwiający współpracę z istniejącymi urządzeniami 

systemu UMTS. Uzyskane rezultaty są więc tym wiarygodniejsze, że implementacja 

wszystkich protokołów i mechanizmów w symulatorze jest w zupełności zgodna ze 

specyfikacją UMTS aby umożliwić wspomnianą współpracę. 

Postawiona na wstępie teza została dowiedziona, odpowiednie mechanizmy zapewniające 

efektywne przesyłanie ruchu w warstwie łącza danych systemu UMTS zostały 

zaproponowane i ich działanie zostało przeanalizowane. Z otrzymanych rezultatów można 

wnioskować, że oryginalne propozycje przedstawione przez autora znacznie poprawiają 

wydajność transmisji danych w warstwie łącza danych w UTRAN pod względem 

przepływności, opóźnienia, obsługi priorytetów ruchu i wykorzystania zasobów systemu.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The market success of the second generation (2G) mobile cellular networks is undeniable – 

there are currently hundreds of millions of subscribers of 2G networks all over the world.  

Yet, during the first years after deployment, bandwidth and services offered by 2G networks 

quickly turned out to be insufficient. A strong and still growing demand for packet data 

services and high data bit rates, driven mainly by new broadband services and multimedia 

applications, led to the creation of data-oriented enhancements of 2G networks, known as 

2.5G, and finally to the creation of third generation (3G) networks. 

With the emergence of third generation mobile cellular networks public, wide area access 

to broadband services became possible. Support for advanced data services and Quality of 

Service (QoS) management are an inherent part of 3G networks, enabling usage of several 

new types of applications. One of the most successful and widely deployed third generation 

systems is the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). To satisfy the need 

for high bit rates and transmission quality required by 3G services, UMTS takes advantage of 

the efficient Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) air interface. To exploit 

WCDMA capabilities, a sophisticated new Radio Access Network (RAN) architecture, 

including all protocol stacks, was designed. Operation of the radio interface protocol stack, 

particularly the second (data link) layer directly involved in data transmission over the air 

interface, has a significant impact on transmission efficiency, and thus system performance. 

The data link layer in UMTS mainly controls access to the radio medium by sharing radio 

resources between multiple data streams, provides Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation, 

error detection and data retransmission. 

This thesis analyses performance of the second layer of the radio interface protocol stack in 

UMTS Release 5. It also discusses a variety of author's original enhancements and 

propositions in this area. They include some changes in legacy UMTS mechanisms and 

proposals of novel algorithms used to increase available throughput and efficiently handle 

conveyed data streams, with respect to their QoS requirements. Effectiveness of both the 

existing and proposed mechanisms is verified using computer simulations. 
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1.1 Thesis 

Wireless networks, in particular mobile cellular networks, offer much lower throughput 

than their fixed counterparts; on the other hand, new multimedia applications create a demand 

for high bit rates available for mobile users. Hence, effectiveness of radio access methods and 

resource management in wireless networks is crucial in terms of providing optimal 

performance. Recent advancements in signal processing and hardware capabilities led to 

introduction of effective, spectrally efficient transmission techniques addressing and taking 

advantage of peculiarities of the radio medium.  

However, to benefit from the advantages offered by advanced air interfaces, data handling 

in the radio interface protocol stack needs to be highly efficient. In each wireless network, 

such a protocol stack exists and is responsible for handling streams of user data packets sent 

over the radio interface. Typically, the radio interface protocol stack, among other possible 

functions, controls access to the radio medium, shares radio resources between multiple data 

streams and provides Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation. 

In Universal Mobile Communications System (UMTS), one of the leading third generation 

(3G) mobile cellular systems, the radio interface protocol stack is quite complex. Detailed 

analysis of the second (data link) layer of this stack reveals some mechanisms that may be 

improved to increase layer performance and available throughput, thus increasing the 

efficiency of data transfer in UMTS. Moreover, the UMTS standard does not specify several 

algorithms which significantly influence performance of the stack, leaving their design to 

equipment vendors.  

The thesis of this dissertation is formulated as follows: Assuring effective data transport 

in UMTS requires designing and implementing efficient mechanisms handling data 

streams in the second layer of the radio interface protocol stack; such mechanisms need to 

provide the level of quality of service required by these data streams and efficiently use 

available resources. They mainly include scheduling, flow control and priority handling 

algorithms. 

In this dissertation, the thesis has been confirmed and such effective algorithms, along with 

some innovative enhancements of the second layer of the radio interface protocol stack, have 

been presented.  
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1.2 Goals  

The thesis has been written to fulfill the following research goals:  

1. Define the role and importance of the radio interface protocol stack in transmission of 

data over the radio interface in UMTS Release 5. 

2. Analyze in details the operation of layer 2 of the radio interface protocol stack in 

UTRAN. 

3. Identify and describe performance problems of layer 2 of the radio interface protocol 

stack in UTRAN. 

4. Propose some changes to legacy UMTS mechanisms in layer 2 of the radio interface 

protocol stack in order to increase its performance and available throughput. 

5. Propose new, effective algorithms used to handle data streams in layer 2 of the radio 

interface protocol stack, with respect to their QoS requirements. 

6. Perform simulation experiments to examine behavior of proposed mechanisms and 

evaluate their effectiveness. 

1.3 Research Scope  

The following research areas are investigated to meet the thesis goals:  

1. Architecture and functionality of all releases of UMTS, with focus on Release 5. 

2. Classification and requirements of individual UMTS services and classes of service. 

3. Mechanisms to provide quality of end-to-end, radio access bearer and radio bearer 

services in UMTS. 

4. Operation of the radio interface protocol stack, with focus on layer 2 (data link layer) in 

UTRAN. 

5. Selected scenarios of data flows through the data link layer. 

6. Scheduling, flow control and priority handling algorithms used in the data link layer to 

manage data flows. 

7. Possibilities to improve legacy UMTS protocols in the data link layer. 

8. Computer simulation tools to evaluate the efficiency of existing and new proposals.  
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1.4 Document Organization   

The document is organized as follows:  

• Chapter 2 presents current technology trends in the field of wireless networks, briefly 

describes the evolution of mobile cellular networks towards 3G systems, and gives an 

overview of UMTS Release 5.  

• Chapter 3 examines in details the architecture and operation of the radio interface 

protocol stack and highlights performance problems and challenges which arise while 

designing and implementing the stack. 

• Chapter 4 is devoted to the presentation the author’s original contributions and results 

of research which goal is to increase the performance of layer 2 of the radio interface 

protocol stack.  

• Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the thesis.  
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2. UMTS OVERVIEW 

This chapter presents an overview of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

(UMTS) Release 5, including a short description of the evolution of mobile cellular systems 

that led to creation of third generation systems and UMTS in particular. It intends to provide 

an insight into UMTS and 3G technology in general, in order to better understand the 

importance of the goals of this thesis and obtained research results. Because of the broadness 

of the subject, focus is often set on areas more important from the point of view of conducted 

research, while other aspects of UMTS are presented in fewer details or even omitted. More 

information about the system may be found in [Ande01], [Bere02], [Holm04], [Kola03], 

[Kor01], [Matu02b], [Nowi02], [Smit02], [Weso03a], and several other publications. 

Release 5 of UMTS has been chosen as a reference release due to the fact that it is the 

latest officially complete version of the standard. First UMTS Release 5 compliant networks 

are currently being deployed in Korea and Japan; during the next year, several other 

deployments are expected. Thus, it seems that it is currently just the right time to perform 

research concerning this release as it is already complete and mature, and at the same time 

quite new to the market so some performance problems may still arise. Although mainly 

Release 5 has been addressed in this thesis, some research has also been done for UMTS 

Release 6 – in such cases appropriate explanations and descriptions are provided in 

subsequent chapters. 

The first section of this chapter outlines the most popular wireless solutions that either 

currently exist on the market or are expected to be deployed in the nearest future. Next, 

evolution of mobile cellular systems from first generation towards third generation, and 

evolution of UMTS itself are briefly described. Finally, a description of UMTS Release 5 is 

provided, with focus on various aspects of data transmission in UMTS Terrestrial Radio 

Access Network (UTRAN).  
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2.1 Technology Trends 

This section describes wireless technologies that are currently leading on the market and 

are either already deployed or are expected to be deployed in the nearest future. Next 

generation wireless networks, often described as 4G (fourth generation) networks, are 

envisioned as a mixture of several of these wireless technologies. 

There are four primary categories of wireless networks: 

• Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN)  

• Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)  

• Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMAN)  

• Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWAN)  

The classification is done depending mainly on transmission range, typical coverage area 

(Figure 2-1) and primary usage scenarios for wireless connectivity of devices belonging to a 

particular category. Consecutive subsections provide a description of each category, basing 

mainly on [TutRe], [Janc01], [Nowi02], [Schi00], [Stal03], [Tane03] and [Wozn05]. 

 

Figure 2-1 Primary categories of wireless networks 

2.1.1 Wireless Personal Area Networks 

WPAN describes an application of wireless technology which is intended to address usage 

scenarios that are inherently personal in nature. The emphasis is on instant connectivity 

between closely located devices (typically less then 10m from each other) that manage 

personal data or which facilitate data sharing between small groups of individuals. An 

example might be synchronizing data between a Personal Data Assistant (PDA) and a desktop 

computer. The nature of these types of data sharing scenarios is that they are ad hoc and often 

WPAN 
<10m 

WLAN 
10m-100m 

WMAN 
100m-10km 

WWAN 
>10km 
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spontaneous. In comparison with other categories of wireless networks, the wireless personal 

area networks are specifically targeted at low-end applications. 

Wireless Personal Area Networks are formed by wireless communications between devices 

by way of technologies such as Bluetooth and Ultra Wide Band (UWB), which is an umbrella 

name for a set of technologies. WPAN standards are embodied by the IEEE 802.15 family of 

"Home Wireless" standards [IE80215], which superseded older infrared standards and 

HomeRF for dominance in this area of wireless communications. The IEEE 802.15 family 

consists of the following standards: 

• 802.15.1: Bluetooth  

• 802.15.2: Coexistence of Personal Area Networks 

• 802.15.3: High rate PAN (UWB) 

• 802.15.4: Low rate PAN (ZigBee) 

 

The most important features of the basic IEEE WPAN standards, IrDA (Infrared Data 

Association, [IrDA]) and HomeRF (the HomeRF Working Group disbanded in January 2003) 

are presented in Table 2-1. New IEEE 802.15 task groups are already working on 

amendments of IEEE WPAN standards (e.g. IEEE 802.15.3.a), the activities include defining 

alternative types of physical layers to provide higher throughput and solving implementation 

and interoperability issues. Details about the current state of WPAN standardization can be 

found in [IE80215]. 

 

Table 2-1: Selected features of basic WPAN standards 

Technology 
802.15.1 
(Bluetooth) 

802.15.3 
(UWB) 

802.15.4 
(ZigBee) 

HomeRF IrDA 

Band 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 
2.4 Ghz, 
868/915 MHz 

2.4 GHz 
850 nm 
wavelength 

Data rates 1 (3*) Mbps  11-55 Mbps** 2-250 Kbps 1-10 Mbps Up to 16 Mbps 

Range [m] 10/100*** 10 0.1/10/100*** 50 1-4/8 

Network 
topology 

master-slave 
star, peer-to-
peer 

star, peer-to-
peer 

peer-to-peer, 
master-slave 

master-slave 

Max. devices 8 254 254 128 2 

QoS support no yes Yes yes No 
* Version 2.0, ** 110Mbps at 10m and 480 Mbps at 2m for 802.15.3a, *** At cost of data rate 
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2.1.2 Wireless Local Area Networks 

The intent of WLAN technologies is to provide high speed access to network resources in 

a way that does not inhibit user’s mobility. WLANs are perceived as a wireless substitute for 

wired local area networks, offering similar throughput and comparable QoS in a limited area.  

At present, two standardization bodies lead development of WLAN solutions, namely 

IEEE and ETSI. Since 1996, when IEEE published the 802.11 standard offering 2 Mbps data 

rate, there has been done much work on increasing the transmission speed. The IEEE 802.11b 

supplement [IE80211b], published in 1999, enhances available data rates to 5 Mbps and 

11Mbps. In 1998, ETSI proposed the HIgh-PErformance Radio LAN (HIPERLAN/1) 

standard, providing up to 18 Mbps user bit rate [HiLAN1]. Yet, the HIPERLAN/1 solutions 

did not gain market acceptance at all. Meanwhile, another group in IEEE developed a new 

PHY layer definition, operating in the 5 GHz band. The 802.11a specification [IE80211a] 

relies on the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, which permits 

data rates up to 54 Mbps. A few years later, in June 2003 the new 802.11g specification 

[IE80211g] was ratified. While 802.11g operates at radio frequencies in the 2.4 GHz to 2.497 

GHz range (similar to 802.11b), it utilizes the same Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM ) modulation allowing for throughput up to 54 Mbps (similar to 

802.11a). Although IEEE 802.11 defines a number of physical solutions, the originally 

proposed MAC-level protocol remains virtually unchanged. Such approach retains backward 

compatibility, but keeps a MAC layer that lacks effective QoS support. Therefore, a special 

task group 802.11e has been established to enhance IEEE standard with mechanisms that 

enable transportation of multimedia traffic. At the same time ETSI worked on the 

HIPERLAN type 2 [HiLAN2] standard offering data rates similar to IEEE 802.11a. In fact, 

both specifications use the same OFDM coding techniques at the physical layer. Nevertheless, 

the operating principles are very different. The 802.11 defines a fully distributed access 

protocol, while HIPERLAN/2 follows the concept of a central controller that manages 

bandwidth allocation. The latter solution has been selected in HIPERLAN/2 as a 

technological basis for the high-capacity public access air interface, due to its capabilities of 

supporting QoS differentiation at high data rates. Although IEEE 802.11a and HIPERLAN/2 

offer similar throughput and functional capabilities, the IEEE solution gained a much higher 

acceptance and practically dominates the market. IEEE 802.11a/b/g networks, also known as 

Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) networks, are currently widely deployed in private homes and public 

places; they slowly replace local area networks and have become a good solution for 
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providing public, area-limited Internet access. One of the factors that influence their 

popularity is that IEEE 802.11a/b/g devices are cheap, easy to install and configure and that 

the technology is currently practically ubiquitous. Selected features of the WLAN 

technologies based on the IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) family are presented in Table 2-2. 

 

Table 2-2: Selected features of IEEE WLAN standards 

Technology 802.11b 802.11a 802.11g 

Band 2.4 GHz 5 GHz 2.4 Ghz 

Data rates 1-11 Mbps 6-54 Mbps 6-54 Mbps 

Indoor range  
30 m at 11 Mbps 
91 m at 1 Mbps 

12 m at 54 Mbps 
91 m at 6 Mbps 

30 m at 54 Mbps 
91 m at 1 Mbps 

Outdoor range  
120 m at 11 Mbps 
460 m at 1 Mbps 

30 m at 54 Mbps 
305 m at 6 Mbps 

120 m at 54 Mbps 
460 m at 6 Mbps 

Network topology 
master-slave,  
peer-to-peer  

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer 

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer 

Air interface FHSS/DSSS OFDM OFDM 

 
 

2.1.3 Wireless Metropolitan and Wide Area Networks 

WMAN operates on a larger area than WLAN. The name defines somehow its coverage – 

metropolitan and urban areas, up to about 10km. The range is increased mainly due to 

advanced and adaptive transmission techniques and sophisticated data link layer. WMAN 

technology may be similar to WLAN by offering limited coverage using a single access point, 

but it may employ the concept of cells to increase coverage. 

Whereas WLAN and WMAN addresses connectivity within a defined region, WWAN 

addresses the need to stay connected while traveling outside this boundary. WWAN uses 

various devices - land lines, microwave links, and radio waves, to service an area broader than 

that which can be covered by a WMAN, although typically with lower bandwidth. It is often 

hard to draw a line between WMAN and WLAN since in urban areas they may offer similar 

services; it is also able to extend WMAN coverage to rural areas (e.g. to provide broadband 

wireless Internet access), so classification by range may not be appropriate. The WWAN 

definition applies mainly to 2G, 2.5G and 3G mobile cellular networks, such as GSM and 

UMTS, offering peak data rates up to about 14 Mbps (using e.g. UMTS High Speed 
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Downlink Packet Access, HSDPA). WMAN applies mainly to the IEEE 802.16 (known as 

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, WiMAX) and ETSI HiperMAN (High 

Performance Metropolitan Area Network) standards.  

2.1.3.1 Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks 

There are currently two leading WMAN technologies: IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) 

([IE80216d], [Matu05d], [Matu05f]) and ETSI HiperMAN [HiMAN]. The ETSI HiperMAN 

is commonly thought to be the equivalent of IEEE 802.16; in fact it is the European version 

addressing spectrum less than 11 GHz, while the IEEE 802.16 standard covers the 10-66 GHz 

spectrum range. There is a second European standard emerging called ETSI HiperACCESS 

[HiACC] that will define (mostly licensed uses) above 11 GHz. Since the WiMAX Forum 

[WiFor], which is an industry-led non-profit organization formed to promote broadband 

wireless products, has committed to supporting and incorporating the HiperMAN standards 

into the overall WiMAX standard, interoperability is a constantly addressed issue. 

 

Table 2-3: Selected features of WMAN standards 

Technology 802.16-2004 802.16e HiperMAN HiperACCESS 

Band 10-66 GHz <6 GHz <11 GHz >11 GHz 

Data rates 
75 Mbps in a 20 
MHz channel 

15 Mbps in a 5 
MHz channel 

25 Mbps in a 7 
MHz channel 

50-80 Mbps in a 28 
MHz channel 

Range  50 km 3 km 50 km 12 km 

Mobility  no yes no no 

Network 
topology 

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer  

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer 

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer 

master-slave,  
peer-to-peer 

Air interface OFDM (main) OFDMA OFDM OFDM 

 

The IEEE 802.16 standard is divided into two releases. IEEE 802.16-2004, published in 

October 2004, defines a standard for fixed broadband wireless access (fixed BWA), while 

IEEE 802.16e (standardization works are still in progress) defines a standard for mobile 

broadband wireless access. The IEEE 802.16-2004 is designed to support different air 

interfaces, which address the needs of different environments, although at present only 

OFDM is being considered in practice. IEEE 802-16e incorporates an advanced OFDMA air 
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interface. First devices compliant with the fixed standard already appeared in 2005; devices 

supporting the mobile standard are expected to appear on the market at the end of 2006.  

Both IEEE 802.16 and HiperMAN offer various service categories, full Quality of Service 

(QoS) support, fast connection control management, strong security, fast adaptation of 

coding, modulation and transmit power to propagation conditions, fast low layer 

retransmissions, handovers and several other advanced mechanisms; they are at present 

considered as truly state-of-the-art technologies. A brief comparison of WMAN standards is 

presented in Table 2-3.  

2.1.3.2 Wireless Wide Area Networks 

At present only second and third generations of mobile cellular networks offer enough 

coverage to be defined as WWAN. The range of a single transmitter (base station) is quite 

limited, but the cell concept largely increases coverage. One of the most popular 2G systems 

is Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), and one of the most popular 3G systems 

is UMTS. The evolution and features of mobile cellular systems are described in subsequent 

sections. 
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2.2 Evolution of Mobile Cellular Systems 
 

Progress in the mobile communication technology occurs as a result of incremental 

improvements. The advancements came about in two ways – through occasional revolution 

and certain evolution. Therefore, although this thesis deals with the technology of third 

generation (3G) wireless networks, an understanding of earlier systems is important to 

provide appropriate perspective from which to view 3G systems. This section provides an 

overview of first generation (1G) and second generation (2G) wireless cellular systems, as 

well as so called 2.5G systems which are an enhancement of 2G and are perceived as an 

intermediate step between 2G and 3G solutions. Only a brief description of each generation is 

given for informative purposes and completeness of the subject; detailed information may be 

found e.g. in [Ande01], [Kola03], [Korh01] or [Smit02]. The third generation is presented in 

the next section. 

2.2.1 First Generation 

The first generation (1G) of mobile cellular telecommunication systems appeared in the 

1980s. It was not the beginning of mobile communications, as there were several mobile radio 

networks in existence before them, but they were not cellular systems. The capacity of these 

early networks was much lower than that of cellular networks and the support for mobility 

was weaker. 

In mobile cellular networks the coverage areas is divided into small cells, and thus the 

same frequencies can be reused several times in the network without disturbing interference, 

which increases the system capacity. The first generation used analog transmission techniques 

for traffic, which was almost entirely voice. There was no dominant standard but several 

competing ones. The most successful were Nordic mobile Telephone (NMT), Total Access 

Communications System (TACS) and Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS). Other 

standards were often developed and used only in one country, such as C-Netz in Germany and 

Radiocomm 2000 in France. A brief comparison of most popular first generation systems is 

presented in Table 2-4 ([Smit02]). 
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Table 2-4: Selected 1G technology platforms 

Technology AMPS ETACS NMT450 NMT900 

Band [MHz] 
868-894 DL 
824-849 UL 

916-949 DL 
871-904 UL 

463-468 DL 
453-458 UL 

935-960 DL 
890-915 UL 

Number of 
channels 

832 1240 200 1999 

Channel 
spacing 

30 kHz 25 kHz 25 kHz 12.5 kHz 

Modulation FM FM FM FM 

Multiple 
access method 

FDMA FDMA FDMA FDMA 

 

The general architecture of a first generation system is presented in Figure 2-2 and consists 

of Cell Sites and a Mobile Telephone System Office / Mobile Switching Center 

(MTSO/MSC) [Smit02]. Several components, not presented in the figure, comprise each of 

these devices. The MTSO processes the call and connects the cell site radio link to the Public 

Service Telephone Network (PSTN). It performs a variety of functions involved in call 

processing and is effectively the brains of the network. Among other functions it also 

maintains individual subscriber records, the current status of subscribers, call routing and 

billing. The cell sites transmit information over the air interface, using full duplex; the cellular 

system is made up of many cell sites connected back to MTSO using usually mainly either 

T1/E1 leased lines or a microwave system. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 General 1G system architecture 

 

Although the world is now busy moving to 3G networks, some 1G networks are still in 

use. However, in countries with more advanced telecommunication infrastructures, all 1G 

Cell Site 

Cell Site 

MTSO
/MSC 

PSTN 
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systems will soon be closed to free valuable frequency spectrum that could be used in a much 

more effective way for newer digital networks. 

2.2.2 Second Generation 

Second generation is a generalization used to describe the advent of digital mobile 

communications for cellular mobile systems. When cellular systems were being upgraded to 

2G capabilities, the description at that time was digital and there was little indication of 2G 

since voice was the service to deliver, not data. Second generation networks have much 

higher capacity than first generation systems. One frequency channel is divided among 

several users (either by code of time division). Hierarchical cell structures – in which the 

service area is covered by macro, micro and picocells – enhance the system capacity even 

further.  

There are several standards for second generation systems, many of which are described in 

[Kor01] and [Smit02]. Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) ([Holu95]) is by far 

the most successful and widely used 2G system. It is estimated by [GSMA] that at the end of 

January 2004 there were over 1 billion GSM subscribers across more than 200 countries of 

the world. Originally designed as a Pan-European standard, it was quickly adopted outside 

Europe. However, in North America Personal Communication System (PCS) has gained some 

ground; similarly Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) in Japan. In USA, South Korea, Hong-

Kong, Japan, Singapore and some other East Asian countries also the only Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA) based standard, IS-95, is widely used. 

 

Table 2-5: Selected 2G technology platforms 

Technology IS-95 GSM 900 DCS 1800 PDC 

Band [MHz] 
1930-1990 DL 
1850-1910 UL 

935-960 DL 
890-915 UL 

1805-1880 DL 
1710-1785 UL 

810-826/ 1429-1453 DL 
940-956/ 1477-1501 UL 

Number of channels 4-12 124 374 1600 

Users per channel 64 8 8 3 

Channel spacing 1.25 MHz 200 kHz 200 kHz 25 kHz 

Modulation QPSK GMSK GMSK DQPSK 

Multiple access 
method 

CDMA/ 
FDMA 

TDMA/ 
FDMA 

TDMA/ 
FDMA 

TDMA/ 
FDMA 
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The basic GSM uses the 900 MHz band, but there are also derivatives such as Digital 

Cellular System (DCS) working in 1800 MHz and 1900 MHz bands. The prime reason for the 

new frequency band was the lack of capacity in 900 MHz networks, and thus often dual 

mobiles are used. GSM was designed to convey mainly voice, although data transfer is 

possible. However, data transfer speeds are far from satisfactory: 9.6 kbps or 14.4 kbps, 

which is less than a standard modem. Selected features of some popular 2G technology 

platforms are presented in Table 2-5. 

The GSM network architecture is presented in Figure 2-3. It consists of two main 

subsystems: Base Station Subsystem (BSS), which is the GSM radio access network and 

Network Switching Subsystem (NSS), which is the GSM core network. Each Mobile Station 

(MS) consists of the handset itself, i.e. the Mobile Equipment (ME) and the Subscriber 

Identity Module (SIM) which contains user-specific information, including the identity of the 

subscriber, subscriber authentication information and some subscriber service information. 

The MS communicates over the GSM air interface with one of the Base Transceiver Stations 

(BTS) located in BSS. The BTS contains radio transceivers that provide the radio interface 

with the mobile station. One or more BTSs are connected to a Base Station Controller (BSC), 

which provides a number of functions related to radio resource and mobility management for 

subscribers in the coverage area of the BTSs and a number of operation and maintenance 

functions for the overall radio network. One or more BSCs are connected to a Mobile 

Switching Center (MSC), which is the switch node that controls call setup, routing, some 

aspects of user mobility and many other functions provided by a standard telecommunications 

switch. Calls from or to another network, such as PSTN, also pass through a Gateway MSC 

(GMSC). The main purpose of the GMSC is to determine the location of the subscriber and 

setup the call using the correct MSC which currently controls the subscriber. The GMSC also 

connects the NSS to the Internet for purpose of data transmission.  

There is also a number of databases in NSS. The Home Location (HLR) register contains 

subscriber data, such as details of services to which a use has subscribed. Associated with 

HLR is the Authentication Center (AuC), which contains subscriber-specific authentication 

data. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) is a database that contains subscriber-related 

information for the duration that a subscriber is in the coverage area of an MSC with which 

the VLR is associated. At last, the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) which contains ME 

models that are or are not accepted by the system for some reasons (e.g. the handset is 

reported as stolen, on does not conform with system requirements). 
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Figure 2-3 General GSM network architecture 

 

2.2.3 Generation 2.5 

It quickly turned out that second generation networks lack the capability of efficient packet 

data transfer. The 9.6 or 14.4 kbps data rate achieved using the standard GSM Circuit 

Switched Data (CSD) mechanism was much too low to support the growing demand for 

Internet connectivity and usage of more advanced applications, even web browsers. Although 

work on the third generation of cellular networks had already started, the standard was not yet 

complete. Additionally, 2G was widely deployed and operators were not eager to change their 

network architecture just after expensive deployment. Therefore, an intermediate step was 

taken – it was decided to provide increased data transmission rates by means of gradual 

enhancements, so that the existing network architecture could be slowly upgraded and not 

completely changed. 2.5G may then be perceived as a transitional technology, allowing the 

operators to smoothly migrate towards third generation mobile cellular networks. Three main 

solutions were developed in order to provide higher data rates in GSM networks: 

• General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 

• High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) 

• Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) 
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2.2.3.1 GPRS 

One solution that provides more efficient packet-based data services for GSM in GPRS. 

Although it does not offer the high-bandwidth services envisioned for 3G, it is an important 

step in that direction. Greater speeds provided by GPRS are achieved over the same basic air 

interface (i.e. the 200 kHz channel divided into eight timeslots). With GPRS, however, the 

MS can have access to more than one timeslot. Moreover, the channel coding is different than 

that for GSM. Four possible channel Coding Schemes (CS) are possible: CS-1, CS-2, CS-3 

and CS-4. The most commonly used scheme is CS-2. Data rates available by using particular 

coding schemes for a single timeslot are presented in Table 2-6.  

 

Table 2-6: GPRS coding schemes and data rates per timeslot 

Coding scheme Air interface data rate (kbps) Approximate usable data rate (kbps) 

CS-1 9.05 6.8 

CS-2 13.4 10.4 

CS-3 15.6 11.7 

CS-4 21.4 16.0 

 

In theory, GPRS can provide speeds up to 171 kbps using CS-4 and all 8 timeslots; in 

practice such speeds are never achieved mainly because CS-4 is hard to use as it provides no 

error correction on the radio interface and is therefore very susceptible to errors. Achieved 

data rates are usually in the range of 56-114 kbps and depend on the offered class of GPRS 

service, i.e. coding scheme employed and number of timeslots available for GPRS. 

Because GPRS is in fact a packet data network overlaid on the GSM network, some 

changes to network functionality and architecture were needed. It provides new data channels 

on the air interface as well as a packet data switching and transport network that is largely 

separate from the standard GSM network. The new GPRS network architecture, presented in 

Figure 2-4, was later significantly reused by UMTS Release 99. 

A new subsystem in the NSS was added specifically to handle data traffic. This way, by 

evolution, existing GSM networks could be appended by an overlaid GPRS network. In the 

GPRS architecture, the NSS is then divided into two parts – one used to handle voice calls 

(Circuit Switched domain CS), and one used to handle packet data connections (Packet 

Switched domain, PS). The new Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) in the PS domain is 
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analogous to the MSC in the CS domain and performs equivalent functions. The Gateway 

GPRS Support Node (GGSN) is equivalent to GMSC and is the point of interface with 

external Packet Data Networks (PDN) such as Internet or another core network, e.g. another 

NSS. The interface between SGSN and GGSN is an IP-based interface, on which the GPRS 

Tunneling Protocol (GTP) is used to transport (precisely tunnel) all signaling and user data 

through the IP backbone between these nodes. The Charging Gateway Function (CGF) is 

responsible for billing in the PS domain and may in fact be located either in a separate or in 

one of the existing nodes; CGF is a new function, not network element. 

 
 

 

Figure 2-4 General GPRS network architecture 

 

2.2.3.2 HSCSD 

The standard CSD transmission method in GSM supports one user per channel per time 

slot. High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) is a simple enhancement which gives a 
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there is a direct trade-off between greater speed and the associated cost from using more radio 

resources. Assuming a standard CSD transmission rate of 9.6 or 14.4 kbps, using four 

timeslots with HSCSD allows theoretical speeds of up to 38.4 or 57.6 kbps. HSCSD is not as 

efficient and flexible as GPRS, however easier to implement in mobile networks than GPRS 
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because some GSM vendor solutions require only a software upgrade of base stations and no 

new hardware. It is promoted mainly by Nokia but has not gained much market acceptance. 

2.2.3.3 EDGE 

Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), also known as Enhanced GPRS 

(EGPRS) is a superset to GPRS and can function on any network with GPRS deployed on it, 

provided the carrier implements the necessary upgrades. In addition to Gaussian Minimum-

Shift Keying (GMSK),  EDGE uses 8 Phase Shift Keying (8PSK) for its upper five of the nine 

modulation and coding schemes. This effectively increases the gross data rate offered by 

GSM. EDGE uses a rate adaptation algorithm that adapts the modulation and coding scheme 

used to the quality of the radio channel, and thus the bit rate and robustness of data 

transmission. It introduces a new technology not found in GPRS, Incremental Redundancy 

(IR), which instead of retransmitting disturbed packets, sends more redundancy information 

to be combined in the receiver. This increases the probability of correct decoding. 

EDGE increases data speeds up to 384 kbps in packet mode and therefore meets the 

International Telecommunications Union's (ITU) requirement for a 3G network, and has been 

accepted by the ITU as part of the IMT-2000 family of 3G standards. Because it is an 

enhancement of the GPRS network, it is still perceived as a 2.5G solution. 
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2.3 Third Generation Overview 

This section describes the process of creating the ITU-2000 family of 3G standards. First, 

the standardization background of 3G systems is presented, and then a brief description of the 

planned migration path from GSM to UMTS. Finally, most anticipated 3G services and 

applications, including their expected performance and QoS requirements, are presented.  

2.3.1 Standardization background 

The rapid increase in the demand for data services, primarily IP, has been thrust upon the 

wireless industry. Over the years, since first mobile cellular systems appeared, there has been 

much anticipation of the onslaught of data services, but the radio access platforms have been 

the inhibitor from making this a reality. Third generation is a term that has received and 

continues to receive much attention as the enabler for high speed data for the wireless 

mobility market. 3G and all it is meant to be are defined in the ITU specification International 

Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000). IMT-2000 is a radio and network access 

specification, defining several recommended methods and technology platforms that meet the 

overall goals of the specification. It provides a framework for worldwide wireless access by 

linking the diverse systems of terrestrial and/or satellite based networks and intends to exploit 

the potential synergy between digital mobile telecommunications technologies and systems 

for fixed and mobile wireless access systems. ITU activities on IMT-2000 comprise 

international standardization, including frequency spectrum and technical specifications for 

radio and network components, tariffs and billing, technical assistance and studies on 

regulatory and policy aspects. Some of the main IMT-2000 requirements for the third 

generation of mobile cellular systems are listed below: 

• Global standard 

• Compatibility of service within the IMT-2000 family of standards 

• High quality of service 

• Worldwide or at least regional common frequency bands 

• Small terminals for worldwide use 

• Worldwide roaming capability 

• Support for multimedia services, applications and terminals 
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• Improved spectrum efficiency 

• Flexibility for evolution to the next generation of wireless networks 

• High speed packet data rates, at least: 

o 2 Mbps for fixed environment 

o 384 kbps for pedestrian speeds 

o 144 kbps for vehicular speeds 

 

In the radio aspects, ITU initially received a number of different proposals during the 

IMT-2000 candidate submission process. In the second phase of the process, evaluation 

results were received from the proponent organizations as well as from other evaluation 

groups that studied the technologies. In 1999 the final recommendation was created and 

approved. The selected family of technology platforms that comprise the IMT-2000 is listed 

below; ITU-R mapping of these platforms to TDMA and CDMA-based groups is illustrated 

in Figure 2-5. 

• IMT-DS (Direct Spread) – UTRA FDD/WCDMA (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

Frequency Division Duplex / Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) 

• IMT-MC (Multi-Carrier) - CDMA2000 (Code Division Multiple Access 2000) 

• IMT-TC (Time-Code) - UTRA TDD & TD-SCDMA (Universal Terrestrial Radio 

Access Time Division Duplex & Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple 

Access) 

• IMT-FT (Frequency-Time) – DECT (Digital European Cordless Telecommunications) 

• IMT-SC (Single Carrier) – UWC-136 (Universal Wireless Communications 136) 

 

UMTS employing WCDMA in FDD mode (which is a more popular solution, as compared 

to TDD mode) falls into the IMT-DS category.  

It was decided that detailed implementation of the IMT-2000 will continue in the regional 

standards bodies. But as in the past similar technologies were being standardized in several 

regions around the world, it became evident that achieving identical specification to ensure 

equipment compatibility globally would be very difficult with work going on in parallel. 

Also, having to discuss similar issues in several places was naturally a waste of resources for 
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the participating companies. Therefore, initiatives were made to create a single forum for 

WCDMA standardization for a common WCDMA specification: Third Generation 

Partnership Project (3GPP). 

 

 

Figure 2-5 ITU-R IMT-2000 technology grouping 

 

The standardization organizations involved in the creation of 3GPP were ARIB (Japan), 

ETSI (Europe), TTA (Korea), TTC (Japan) and T1P1 (USA). The partners agreed on joint 
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UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access). Companies such as manufacturers and operators are 

members of 3GPP through the respective standardization organization to which they belong. 

3GPP also includes market representation partners, such as GSM Association and UMTS 

Forum. The work was initiated formally at the end of 1998 and the detailed technical work 

was started in early 1999, with the aim of having the first version of the common 

specification, called Release 99 (R99) ready by the end of 1999. Afterwards, the goal was to 

move on to creating Release 4 and subsequent releases. Within 3GPP, four different 

Technical Specification Groups (TSGs) were initially set up: 

• Radio Access Network TSG  

• Core Network TSG 

• Services and System Aspects TSG  

• Terminals TSG 
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specification group, TSG GERAN (GSM-EDGE Radio Access Network), was set up for this 

purpose. 

During 1999, efforts were made to bring further harmonization and convergence between 

the CDMA-based third generation solution. For the 3GPP framework, all existing concepts 

were merged to a single WCDMA specification. Eventually, the manufacturers and operators 

agreed to adopt a harmonized global 3G standard consisting of modes presented already in 

Figure 2-5. 

2.3.2 Migration path to UMTS 

As part of UMTS, a new Radio Access Network (RAN) and the new WCDMA air 

interface were created. However, the core network had also to be considered. Because of the 

widespread deployment and success of GSM, it was decided to base the UMTS Core Network 

(CN), at least in the first release or few first releases upon the evolution of the GSM sore 

network, NSS. As a result, the initial UMTS Release 99 makes use of the same core network 

architecture as defined for GPRS, albeit with some minor enhancements (see section 2.4.2.1). 

Moreover, the core network is required to support both UMTS and GSM radio access 

networks (i.e. both UTRAN and GSM BSS). 

As already described in section 2.2.3, further enhancements of the GPRS network were 

made in form of the GSM-EDGE technology. Meanwhile GSM standardization was taken 

over by 3GPP, and the GSM BSS upgraded to support EDGE became known as GERAN 

(GSM-EDGE Radio Access Network), similarly to UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access 

Network). UMTS Release 99 allowed operators to replace GERAN with UTRAN with only 

minor modifications in the CN, which could manage both RANs simultaneously. Thus, cost 

of the evolutional upgrade from 2.5G to 3G solutions could be decreased and spread in time.  

The next release of 3GPP specification was originally termed UMTS Release 2000. It was 

supposed to include major changes to the core network. The changes were so significant, 

however, that it was decided that they could not all be handled in a single step. Thus, Release 

20000 was divided into two releases: UMTS Release 4 and 5, which were structured and 

timed according to defined functionality. All releases of UMTS are briefly described in 

section 2.4 of this thesis. 
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2.3.3 3G Services and Applications 

As defined by the IMT-2000 specification, third generation networks are designed from the 

beginning for fro flexible delivery of any type of service, where each new service does not 

require particular network optimization ([Holm04], [Ande01]). In addition to the flexibility, 

the WCDMA radio solution in UMTS brings advanced capabilities that enable new services. 

Such capabilities are: 

• High bit rates, theoretically up to 2 Mbps in UMTS R99 and beyond 14 Mbps in R5 

• Low delays with packet round trip times below 200ms 

• Seamless mobility 

• Quality of service differentiation for high efficiency of service delivery 

• Simultaneous voice and data transfer 

• Interworking with existing GSM/GPRS/EDGE networks 

 

UMTS services may be divided into four main categories: person-to-person circuit 

switched (CS) services, person-to-person packet switched (PS) services, content-to-person 

services and business connectivity services ([Holm04]). Each of them has different QoS and 

resource requirements, specifics and particular usage scenarios, which will be explained in the 

next few subsections. In UMTS, all services may be mapped to one of four precisely defined 

service classes: conversational, interactive, streaming or background, which are described in 

section 2.6.2. 

2.3.3.1 Person-to-Person CS Services 

These services include Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) voice, wideband AMR voice and 

video telephony. Up to UMTS Release 4 they are provided through the circuit switched core 

network, but from Release 5 onwards they can be provided also through the packet switched 

core network (as part of the all-IP concept). 

The speech codec in UMTS employs the AMR technique. The multirate speech coder is a 

single integrated codec with eight possible source rates: 12.2, 10.2, 7.95, 7.40, 6.70, 5.90, 

5.15 and 4.75 kbps. Some of the speeds are compatible with widely used codecs, such as the 

12.2 kbps GSM-EFR (Enhanced Full Rate) codec, to provide compatibility with other 

systems. The coder operates on speech frames of 20ms, corresponding to 160 samples at 

sampling frequency of 8000 samples per second. This mode of operation results in frames 
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containing voice data sent with a 20ms interval. Bits in these frames are divided into three 

categories of importance: A, B, and C; class A is the most sensitive, so the strongest channel 

coding is used for class A bits on the radio interface. Voice frames do not tolerate delay or 

jitter and should be treated with possibly highest priority in CN and RAN. ITU considers 

network delay of less than 150 ms for voice applications as acceptable for most user 

applications in Recommendation G.114.  The maximum tolerable jitter is implementation 

dependant (it depends on the size of jitter buffers in the system), preferred is less than 5 ms. 

The AMR speech codec can tolerate about 1% Frame Error Rate (FER), corresponding to a 

10-4 Bit Error Rate (BER) for class A bits.  

The gain from a multirate codec is that the rate may be adapted to radio conditions or 

network load – i.e. during busy hours, it is possible to lower the AMR bit rate to provide 

higher capacity while providing slightly lower speech quality. Additionally, the AMR codec 

supports Voice Activity detection (VAD) with discontinuous transmission (DTX) to prolong 

battery life and reduce the average bit rate, which leads to a lower interference level and 

hence even more increased capacity. The speech codec mode can be updated in every 20ms 

voice frame. 

UMTS Release 5 additionally introduces the AMR Wideband (AMR-WB) speech codec 

which brings substantial voice quality enhancements compared to the standard AMR 

(narrowband) codec or to a standard fixed phone line. The AMR-WB codec operates on nine 

speech coding bit rates between 6.6 and 23.85 kbps. The sampling rate has been increased 

from 8 kHz to 16 kHz, which significantly improves voice quality.  

Video telephony has similar delay requirements as speech services, although according to 

some sources the tolerable end-to-end (e2e) delay may be increased to 400 ms although less 

than 150 ms is preferable ([Holm04]). Due to the nature of video compression, the BER 

requirement is often more stringent than that of speech. 3GPP has specified that ITU-T Rec. 

H.324M should be used for video telephony in circuit switched connections and Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP) for supporting IP multimedia applications, including video 

telephony. Operating modes are defined in bit rates ranging from 56 kbps to 1920 kbps; 3G 

voice telephony connections typically use channels at a multiple of 56 or 64 kbps ([Holm04]). 

2.3.3.2 Person-to-Person PS Services 

These services may be divided in a few main categories: person-to-person transfer of 

images and multimedia, the push-to-talk over cellular (PoC) service and multiplayer games.  
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It is already common to send pictures using the Multimedia Message Service (MMS), 

which, from a user perspective, is perceived almost as an enhanced Short Message Service 

(SMS). For MMS to be successful it is important that the messages are delivered with a high 

reliability, while the delivery time is roughly below one minute. Since the delivery time is not 

crucial, it is possible and reasonable to use a less stringent QoS class for MMS and employ 

the PS domain instead of the CS domain. 

The interactivity and picture information flow of the MMS service is limited; another 

imaging service more powerful than MMS is the real time video sharing. From the user point 

of view it is about showing to the other party what is going on in your side of the phone 

connection. This is similar to video telephony, but enables a one-way on-demand video 

sharing service, which may be activated and deactivated any time during a voice call. The 

performance requirements for real time video sharing should take into account image quality 

and image update rates and resolution, end-to-end service delay allowing true interactivity 

and ease to quickly enable and disable the video stream. A tolerable delay between taking a 

picture and showing it to the peer should be below 5 seconds; in terms of bit rate, channel 

throughput should be between 40 and 64 kbps ([Holm04]). In UMTS Release 5, video 

telephony can also be entirely moved to the PS domain, retaining requirements of the similar 

CS service.  Evolution and requirements of the person-to-person video service are presented 

in Figure 2-6.  

 

 

Figure 2-6 Evolution and requirements of PS person-to-person video service 

 

CS voice call + PS MMS still pictures and videos 
< 1 minute MMS delivery, 

background delay requirements 

CS voice call + PS video sharing 
< 5 second video delay 
streaming requirements 

No CS component + PS video telephony 
< 400ms end-to-end delay (<150ms preferred) 

conversational requirements 
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The push-to-talk over cellular (PoC) service is instant in the sense that the voice 

connection is established by simply pushing a single button and the receiving user hears the 

speech without even having to answer the call. While ordinary voice is bi-directional, the PoC 

service is a unidirectional service. With ordinary voice calls a bi-directional communication 

channel is reserved between the end users throughout the duration of the call. In PoC, the 

channel is only set up to transfer a short speech burst from one to possibly multiple users. 

Once the speech burst has been transferred, the packet switched communication channel can 

be released, thus preserving system resources. The end user is expected to be satisfied with 

the interactivity of the PoC service if the start-to-talk delay is around or below 2 seconds, 

while the speech round trip time should be kept lower than 1.5 seconds ([Holm04]). 

Another application of 3G wireless communications is multiplayer gaming. Existing 

multiplayer games can be grouped into key categories based on their end user requirements. 

According to ([Holm04]), three reasonable categories are: 

• Action games, requiring end-to-end delays <300 ms 

• Real time strategy games, requiring end-to-end delays <900 ms 

• Turn based games, requiring end-to-end delays <40 s 

 

Bearing in mind that today’s WCDMA networks provide round trip times of 150-200ms it 

is possible to provide real time strategy and turn based games over WCDMA; action games, 

requiring an end-to-end delay often much less than 300ms (demanding users are satisfied with 

delays less than 70ms), may be difficult to play. 

2.3.3.3 Content-to-Person Services 

Content-to-person services include mainly Internet browsing, audio/video streaming and 

content download, either to one or several users. 

During the early launch and development of the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) for 

mobile browsing, there were huge expectations that Internet browsing via the mobile station 

would take off rapidly. Because of several reasons – mainly low transfer speed and 

inconvenience of using small displays – the take off did not happen as fast as expected. 

However, with better, bigger and colorful mobile displays and higher bit rates offered by 2.5G 

and 3G networks the service usage is going up. There have been two major releases of WAP: 

WAP1.1 and WAP2.0. The most important difference is that WAP2.0 is based on TCP/IP and 
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HTTP/XHTML, while WAP1.1 uses UDP/IP and WML. From the end user point of view, 

TCP/IP provide a more reliable and faster download of large content size. Because TCP/IP 

have well developed link and congestion management algorithms, WAP2.0 is more efficient 

to transfer files over radio links. 

From a user perspective it is crucial that browsing is easily accessible and fast. Rough 

performance requirements for browsing are that the first page download time is lower than 

10s and for the second page download, lower than 4 to 7s is preferred as specified in [22.105]. 

However, end user service requirements are different from market to market and also in 

different market segments, and download times depend also on many other aspects such as 

variable and often unpredictable delay introduced by the Internet itself. The higher the 

available throughput, the better for Internet browsing; however it is assumed that a 128 kbps  

downlink / 32 kbps uplink connection is sufficient ([Holm04]).  

Another content-to-person service is multimedia (audio and video) streaming. This is a 

technique for transferring data such that it can be processed as a steady and continuous 

stream. Streaming technologies are becoming increasingly important because most mobile 

users do not have the capabilities to download large multimedia files quickly; mobile station 

memory may also limit the size of downloads. With streaming, the client application can start 

displaying the data before the entire file has been transmitted. For streaming to work, the 

client side receiving the data must be able to buffer part of the data and send it to the 

application as a steady stream. Due to necessary buffering, streaming application withstand 

more delay and tolerate more jitter in transmission than conversational services. Especially 

jitter can be easily smoothed out by buffering.  

Internet multimedia products can be divided into two different target areas: web broadcast 

and video streaming on demand. Web broadcast providers usually target large audiences that 

connect to a highly performance-optimized media server through the actual internet. 

Throughput required for such services typically ranges from 32 to 128 kbps. The on-demand 

services are more often used by corporations that wish to make video clips or lectures 

available on-line, and required throughput is often much above 128 kbps. 

Content downloads are basically downloads of different files, not necessarily connected 

with Internet browsing. They may include application downloads and updates, multimedia 

clip downloads and several other types of content downloads. Delay and jitter requirements 

are practically not important, but available throughput should be high enough to provide 
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reasonable download times. There are no strict QoS requirements concerning this type of 

service, since the times depend on content type, user expectations and several other factors. 

In UMTS Release 6 a new service has been introduced: Multimedia Broadcast Multicast 

Service (MBMS). It enables efficient data broadcast and multicast in a point-to-multipoint 

fashion. Many streaming and content download services, as well as their combinations (called 

carousel services) may be offered using MBMS in a far more efficient manner than by 

employing several point-to-point connections. However, for MBMS user services the operator 

controls the distribution of the data. The end user needs first to join a particular service and 

only then can see the content. Charging can be based on subscription or keys which enable 

users to access the data. The example data rates in [22.246] range from 10 kbps for text based 

information to 384 kbps for video distribution using MBMS.  

2.3.3.4 Business Connectivity Services 

Business connectivity considers access to corporate intranet or to Internet services, 

typically using laptops equipped with 3G network interface cards. There are two main aspects 

of business connectivity: end-to-end security and available throughput, affecting the 

application performance. Appropriate level of security can be obtained using Virtual Private 

Networks (VPS) for encryption of data. Application performance should preferably be similar 

to the performance achieved using WLAN or Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). Example 

business connectivity applications are web browsing, email access and file download. 

Application performance depends mainly on the available bit rate, but also on network 

latency, measured as round trip time (RTT), which affects TCP performance. As already 

mentioned WCDMA RTT is typically 150-200 ms and should stay as low as possible for 

business connectivity services which might generate much revenue for operators. The data 

rates that are expected to satisfy business needs are typically 384 kbps or more, but of course 

they depend on requirements of particular users and ay largely differ. 
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2.4 UMTS Evolution 

The overall Universal Mobile Telecommunications System architecture and evolution of 

UMTS from the initial Release 99 up to Release 5 and beyond, towards 4-th generation 

systems (as characterized in [Bere02] and [Rutk03a]) is presented in this section; a 

description of the evolution of mobile cellular systems from 2.5 G to 3G was already 

presented in section 2.3.2. Focus is set on changes in the overall and core network 

architecture, but significant changes in UTRAN are also addressed. A complete list of 

features and current progress of work in all releases of UMTS can be found in the 3GPP 

active working program [3GPPWP]. The UMTS network architecture is described in details 

in 3GPP specification [23.002]. 

UMTS specifications are divided into releases to facilitate evolutional transfer to the new 

technology. According to [3GPP], the initial UMTS Release 99 was approved in 1999. Work 

on Release 4 features was completed in March 2001 and on Release 5 features in June 2002 

(the initial target was December 2001). Release 6, which was expected to be ready by June 

2003, is still not complete. Details about each release are presented in the next subsections.  

2.4.1 Overall System Architecture 

To enable smooth evolution from GSM/GPRS towards UMTS it was important to 

introduce changes gradually, which has already been discussed in previous sections, and to 

preserve backwards compatibility at least with the widely deployed GSM BSS and 

GSM/GPRS/EDGE radio access network (GERAN) which are supposed to function for 

several more years. To provide an open architecture, the core network should be able to 

support other, different types of radio access networks (RANs) except those originating from 

GSM and the most popular UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). These 

include the Satellite Radio Access Network (SRAN) and the HiperLAN/2 [HiLAN2] RAN as 

defined in the ETSI BRAN (Broadband Radio Access Networks) project [BRAN], which is 

illustrated in Figure 2-7.  

Similarly to older generations of mobile cellular systems, the UMTS system consists of a 

number of logical network elements, each of which has a defined functionality. In the 

standards, network elements are defined at the logical level, but this quite often results in a 

similar physical implementation, especially since there are a number of open interfaces (i.e. 

defined to such a detailed level that the equipment at the endpoints can be from different 
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manufacturers and still will be able to interoperate) connecting these elements. The network 

elements can be grouped based on similar functionality, or based on the subnetwork they 

belong to. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 UMTS Multiple-RAN concept 

 

Functionally, the UMTS system consists of three functionally different subnetworks, as 

presented in Figure 2-8: 

• Radio Access Network (RAN) that handles all radio-related functionality; the main 

UMTS RAN is UMTS Terrestrial RAN (UTRAN). 

• Core Network (CN) which is responsible for switching and routing calls and data 

connections to external networks. 

• User Equipment (UE) that interfaces with the user. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 UMTS high level system architecture 
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From a specification and standardization point of view, both UE and UTRAN consist of 

completely new protocols, the design of which is based on the needs ot the new WCDMA 

radio technology. On the contrary, the definition of the Core Network is adopted from GSM. 

This gives the system with new radio technology a global base of known and deployed CN 

technology that accelerates and facilitates its introduction, and enables such competitive 

advantages as global roaming.  

Another way to group UMTS network elements is to divide them into networks consisting 

of at least one element of each type. The UMTS system is modular in the sense that it is 

possible to have several network elements of the same type in the system. In principle, the 

minimum requirement for a fully featured and operational network is to have at least one 

logical element of each type. The possibility of having several entities of the same type allows 

the division of the UMTS system into subnetworks that are operational either on their own or 

together with other subnetworks, and that are distinguished from each other with unique 

identities. Such a subnetwork is called a UMTS Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN). 

Typically, one PLMN is operated by a single operator and is connected to other PLMNs as 

well as to other types of network, such as PSTN or Internet. Figure 2-9 presents basic 

elements and open interfaces in a PLMN and, in order to illustrate the connections, also 

examples of external networks.  

 

 

Figure 2-9 Basic network elements in a PLMN 
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A short introduction to the network elements and interfaces in a PLMN presented in Figure 

2-9 is given below. Some more details will be presented in the next sections of the thesis, 

when there is need to provide them. A more complete list of the PLMN network elements is 

provided in section 2.4.2 while presenting the evolution of the core network, as there are 

differences between particular releases of UMTS. 

The User Equipment (UE) subnetwork consists of two parts: 

• Mobile Equipment (ME), which is the radio terminal used for radio communication 

over the Uu interface (air interface).  

• UMTS Subscriber Identity Module (USIM), which is a smartcard that holds the 

subscriber identity, performs authentication algorithms, and stores authentication and 

encryption keys and some subscription information that are needed at the terminal. 

Functionally, it is an enhanced version of the SIM used in 2G and 2.5G networks. 

 

ME and USIM together are referred to as Mobile Station (MS) or Mobile Terminal (MT). 

A single MT is also often referred to as UE (also in this thesis), which is in fact technically 

incorrect but common, understood, widely used in the literature and addressed in [23.002]. 

UTRAN also consists of two distinct network elements: 

• Node B, which converts the data flow between the Iub and Uu (air) interfaces. It also 

participates in radio resource management and hosts part of the UTRAN side of the 

radio interface protocol stack. Node B is sometimes referred to as the UMTS base 

station, as it performs somehow similar functions as the GSM BS. 

• Radio Network Controller (RNC), which owns and controls the radio resources in its 

domain, consisting of Node Bs connected to it. RNC is the service access point for all 

services UTRAN provides the CN, for example management of connections to the UE. 

RNC hosts most sublayers of the UTRAN side of the radio interface protocol stack. 

 

UTRAN may be divided into several smaller cooperating subsystems, the Radio Network 

Subsystems (RNS). In each RNS there is one RNC and several Node Bs, which are controlled 

by this RNC; an RNS is the RNC’s management domain. 

The main elements of the Core Network are the same or very similar to elements in the 

GSM/GPRS NSS (Figure 2-4). Although they have been briefly described in section 2.2.3, 
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they are described again below with more details and with focus on UMTS features. The CN 

contains the following network elements: 

• Home Location Register (HLR) is a database located in the user’s home system that 

stores the master copy of the user’s service profile. The service profile consists of, for 

example, information on allowed services, forbidden roaming areas, and supplementary 

service information such as status of call forwarding and the call forwarding number. It 

is created when a new user subscribes to the system, and remains stored as long as the 

subscription is active. For the purpose of routing incoming transactions to the UE (e.g. 

calls of short messages), the HLR also stores the UE location on the level of MSC/VLR 

and/or SGSN, i.e. on the level of the serving system. 

• 3G Mobile Switching Center / Visitor Location Register (3G-MSC/VLR), which have 

been presented as separate network elements in section 2.2.3 but are usually located in 

one physical node and thus presented as one element because of their strong 

interactions. The 3G-MSC/VLR is equivalent to the MSC and VLR in GSM/GPRS, the 

3G prefix just indicates that it is used in the 3G core network. 3G-MSC/VLR is the 

switch (MSC) and database (VLR) that serves the UE in its current location for Circuit 

Switched (CS) services (see section 2.3.3.1 for details). The MSC function is used to 

switch the CS transactions, and the VLR function holds a copy of the visiting user’s 

service profile, as well as more precise information on the UE’s location within the 

serving system. The part of the core network that is accessed via the MSC/VLR is 

referred to as the CS domain. 

• Gateway MSC (GMSC) is the switch at the point where UMTS PLMN is connected to 

external Circuit Switched networks, such as PSTN or ISDN. All incoming and 

outgoing CS connections go through GMSC, which also locates the UE’s serving 

system (correct MSC/VLR) during connection setup.  

• Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) is similar to that of MSC/VLR but is typically 

used for Packed Switched (PS) services. The part of the network that is accessed via 

the SGSN is referred to as the PS domain. SGSN is connected via an open interface 

with 3G-MSC/VLR mainly to facilitate location updates between PS and CS domains. 

• Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) functionally is close to GMSC but is in relation 

to PS services. It is the connection point of the PLMN to external Packet Data 

Networks (PDN), mainly the Internet. 
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The external networks can be divided into two groups: 

• CS networks. These provide circuit switched connections, like the existing telephony 

service. PSTN and ISDN are examples of CS networks. 

• PS networks. These provide connections for packet data services. The Internet is one 

example of a PS network; another may be a PS domain in the core network of another 

operator. 

 

The UMTS standards are structured so that sometimes internal functionality of the network 

elements is not specified in detail. Instead, the open interfaces between logical network 

elements have been precisely defined. The following main open interfaces are specified: 

• Cu interface. This is the electrical interface between the USIM card and the ME. The 

interface follows a standard format for smartcards. 

• Uu interface. This is the WCDMA radio interface. The Uu is the interface through 

which the UE accesses the fixed part of the system. In future releases of UMTS, the Uu 

interface may be changed to another radio interface than WCDMA, e.g. OFDM 

([Kola03]). 

• Iu interface. This interface connects UTRAN to the CN. As the matter of fact, two 

different types of Iu interfaces are defined: IuCS between RNC and MSC/VLR, used 

for CS traffic and IuPS between RNC and SGSN, used for PS traffic. 

• Iur interface. This interface allows soft handovers between RNC’s and is defined 

between every two RNCs. 

• Iub interface. The Iub connects Node B and RNC. UMTS is the first commercial 

mobile telephony system where the interface between the base stations and their 

controller is defined as an open interface. 

 

2.4.2 UMTS Core Network Architecture Evolution 

There are many elements of the UMTS standard that were changed and added in 

subsequent releases. Detailed analysis of these changes is out of scope of this thesis, some of 

them are indicated in the next few sections and a complete list may be found in [3GPPWP]. A 

detailed description of all significant, from the point of view of this thesis, features of the 
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UMTS Release 5 is presented in section 2.5. This section mainly presents the changes in the 

UMTS Core Network architecture during UMTS evolution, since they indicate the direction 

in which the system evolves. 

2.4.2.1 UMTS Release 99 Core Network Architecture 

The UMTS Release 99 Core Network architecture presented in Figure 2-10 is practically 

the same as the GSM/GMRS core network architecture, already described in paragraph 

2.2.3.1. All network elements and their functionalities have been retained to provide 

backwards compatibility and facilitate migration from 2.5G to 3G systems; this and next 

releases allow connecting GERAN in parallel with UTRAN. The only difference is 

replacement of MSC and VLR by one entity, 3G-MSC/VLR, which has been explained in 

section 2.4.1 of this thesis. In Figure 2-10 only two open interfaces are marked: the IuCS 

interface connecting UTRAN to the CN CS domain and IuPS, connecting UTRAN to the CN 

PS domain. Other open interfaces exist between each two connected devices in the CN. Those 

interfaces are not marked, although they are precisely defined in 3GPP specifications; they are 

irrelevant in context of the main purposes of this thesis.  Their names and detailed 

descriptions may be found in [23.002] and [23.228].  

 

 

Figure 2-10 UMTS Release 99 Core Network architecture 
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2.4.2.2 UMTS Release 4 Core Network Architecture 

In this release, there were some changes only in the CS domain of the CN, illustrated in 

Figure 2-11. 3G-MSC/VLR and GMSC were replaced by the following network elements: 

 

 

Figure 2-11 UMTS Release 4 Core Network architecture 
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CS-MGW bearer control and payload processing capabilities will also need to support 

mobile specific functions such as Serving Radio Network Subsystem (SRNS) 

relocation and handover.  

• Gateway MSC Server (GMSC Server). The GMSC server comprises the call control, 

signaling and mobility control parts of a GMSC from Release 99. It mainly interrogates 

the appropriate HLR  and then routes calls to the MSC server where the mobile station 

is located. 

 

2.4.2.3 UMTS Release 5 Core Network Architecture 

The UMTS Release 5 CN architecture is presented in Figure 2-12. Its main part is basically 

the same as in Release 4; the main differences are replacement of HLR/AuC by Home 

Subscriber Server (HSS) and introduction of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), which is a 

large step towards convergence of several multimedia technologies. 

The HSS provides all functions previously provided by HLR and AuC as well as a number 

of new functions. It supports the user mobility, call and session establishment procedures, 

generates user authentication, integrity and ciphering data, provides the appropriate relations 

among all the identifiers uniquely determining the user in the system through CS Domain, PS 

Domain and IMS. It also authorizes the user for mobile access when requested by other 

network elements, provides access to the service profile data and supports the storage of IMS 

user related data.  

The concept of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) has been introduced in this release of 

UMTS, as defined in [23.228]. The IP Multimedia Subsystem CN (IMS CN) is tightly 

connected with the UMTS CN and comprises all CN elements for provision of multimedia 

services. This includes the collection of signaling and bearer related network elements as 

defined in [23.002]. IP multimedia services are based on an IETF defined session control 

capability which, along with multimedia bearers, utilizes the IP-Connectivity Access Network 

(this may include an equivalent set of services to the relevant subset of CS Services). 

In order to achieve access independence and to maintain a smooth interoperation with 

terminals across the Internet, the IP multimedia subsystem attempts to be conformant to IETF 

"Internet standards". Therefore as many as possible IETF protocols have been employed, e.g. 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 
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Figure 2-12 UMTS Release 5 Core Network architecture 
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Figure 2-13 IP Multimedia Subsystem Core Network architecture 
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• Media Gateway Control Function (MGCF). The MGCF controls the parts of the call 

state that pertain to connection control for media channels in an IMS-MGW, selects the 

CSCF depending on the routing number for incoming calls from legacy networks, and 

performs protocol conversion between call control protocols in the external voice 

network (e.g. PSTN) and the IMS call control protocols. Out of band information 

assumed to be received in MGCF and may be forwarded to CSCF/IMS-MGW. 

• Multimedia Resource Function Processor (MRFP), which mixes incoming media 

streams (e.g. for multiple parties), sources media streams (for multimedia 

announcements), processes media streams (e.g. audio transcoding, media analysis) and 

manages access rights to shared resources e.g. in a conferencing environment. 

• Multimedia Resource Function Controller (MRFC) which controls the media stream 

resources in the MRFP. 

• Breakout Gateway Control Function (BGCF). The BGCF selects the network in which 

PSTN breakout is to occur and - within the network where the breakout is to occur - 

selects the MGCF. 

• Subscription Locator Function (SLF). The SLF is queried by the I-CSCF during the 

registration and session setup processes to get the name of the HSS containing the 

required subscriber specific data. Furthermore the SLF is also queried by the S-CSCF 

during registration. The SLF is not required in a single HSS environment.  

 

The CSCF is also connected to an external domain of Application Servers (AS). An 

Application Server, e.g. SIP Application Server, offers value added IMS services and resides 

either in the user's home network or in a third party (e.g. operator’s) location. The third party 

could be a network or simply a stand-alone AS. It can usually communicate with the HSS 

(which is not marked in Figure 2-13 for clarity). An Application Server may host and execute 

services and may influence and impact the multimedia session on behalf of the services 

supported by the operator's network. 

Release 5 also introduces the concept of an IP transport in UTRAN, as described in 

[25.933]. In previous releases, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) was used in UTRAN, 

but it quickly became clear that 3GPP cannot stay immune from the increasing popularity of 

the IP technology. Using IP in UTRAN is not mandatory and is an option; however, together 

with IMS, it completes the idea of an all-IP third generation network. 
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2.4.2.4 Beyond UMTS Release 5 

3GPP is already working on UMTS Release 6 and Release 7. A detailed list of features 

which will be added in those releases can be found in [3GPPWP]. Main changes and new 

features introduced in the nearest Release 6 include: 

• Enhancements in the physical layer, including the possibility to use Multiple-Input 

Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques, Orthogonal Frequency Division Modulation 

(OFDM) instead of WCDMA and UMTS operation in new frequency bands. 

• Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS). MBMS, as described in [22.246], 

[25.346] and [Matu05a] enables efficient data broadcast and multicast in a point-to-

multipoint fashion. Many streaming and content download services, as well as their 

combinations (carousel services) may be offered using MBMS in a far more efficient 

manner than by employing several point-to-point connections. MBMS introduces 

several significant changes to UTRAN (including new transport channels) and CN. A 

new network element in the Core Network is the Broadcast Multicast Service Centre 

(BM-SC), which provides a set of functions related to MBMS user services. These 

functions are mainly handling MBMS service registration, authorization, subscription, 

activation, deactivation, and support for charging MBMS users. 

• High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) as described in [25.309], a functionality 

using similar techniques as High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) in 

Release 5 ([25.950]) to provide uplink peak data rates up to 5.8 Mbps. 

• Defining the architecture and procedures for UMTS-WLAN internetworking. 3GPP 

created a set of recommendations concerning network cooperation procedures, 

common Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) procedures and 

network switching and handovers; UMTS-WLAN internetworking issues and some 

evaluations of profitability of UMTS-802.11 handovers may be found in [Matu3a], 

[Matu3b] and [Matu04e]. 

 

Some enhancements, e.g. introduction of MBMS, influence UTRAN and the radio 

interface protocol stack in UTRAN, which is addressed in this thesis. Although UMTS 

Release 5 is the main version addressed by the thesis, some improvements of mechanisms 

introduced in the UMTS Release 6 are also presented in section 4. 
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2.5 UMTS Release 5 Overview 

This section presents in more detail the target UMTS release addressed in of his thesis, 

which is UMTS Release 5. This is the last release on which work was officially completed by 

[3GPP] in June 2002. First networks compliant with this release will be deployed in Korea 

and Japan by the end of 2005, some more will be deployed (or upgraded from previous 

versions) in 2006. Descriptions in this section are based on the overall system architecture 

presented in section 2.4.1; there are also some references to further parts of the thesis, mainly 

concerning the description of the radio interface protocol stack, to which chapter 3 is entirely 

devoted. Some parts and aspects of the system, less relevant to the main subject presented in 

the thesis, are described briefly – more information may be found by following the provided 

reference links.  

2.5.1 UMTS Basics 

As already mentioned in section 2.3.1, UMTS includes two of the air interfaces proposed 

in the IMT-2000 recommendation. These both use Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA). 

One solution uses Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and the other uses Time Division 

Duplex (TDD). The FDD solution is currently leading in the market and used practically in all 

deployments in Europe and America; therefore, this thesis will concentrate on FDD, as there 

are some differences between TDD and FDD not only on the radio interface but in the radio 

interface protocols as well. The TDD solution is likely to see deployment primarily in Asia. 

In the FDD option, paired 4.4-5 MHz carriers are used in the uplink and downlink. 

Frequency bands between 1920 MHz and 1980 MHz are used in uplink, and bands between 

2110 MHz and 2170 MHz are used in downlink. Thus, for the FDD mode of operation, a 

separation of exists between uplink and downlink. For TDD, the availability of spectrum 

varies: in Europe it is expected that 25 MHz will be available for licensed TDD use in the 

1900-1920 MHz and 2020-2025 MHz bands. The rest of the unpaired spectrum is expected to 

be used for unlicensed TDD applications in the 2010-2020 MHz band ([Holm04]). In TDD 

systems a given carrier is used in both directions so that no separation exists. 

In Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), which is the UMTS air interface, 

user data is spread to a far greater bandwidth than the user rate by the application of a 

spreading codes, which are unique sequences of bits known as chips. The transmission from 

each user (generally) is spread by a different spreading code, and all users transmit at the 
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same frequency at the same time. At the receiving end, signals from different users are 

separated by dispreading the set of received signals using the spreading codes applicable to 

those users. The chip rate in WCDMA is 3.84 Mcps (megachips per second). More about the 

WCDMA air interface can be found in section 2.5.2. 

From a core network architecture perspective, UMTS Release 5 seriously extends the 

established network architecture of GSM/GPRS. Some of the network elements are reused, 

often with enhanced functionality; many other are new as compared not only to GSM/GMRS, 

but also to previous releases of UMTS. However, the radio access network, UMTS Terrestrial 

Radio Access Network (UTRAN), is completely different than in GSM. Some of the major 

changes in the network architecture are the introduction of IP Multimedia Subsystem and 

enabling IP transport in UTRAN – both solutions are a great step towards convergence of all 

(mainly multimedia) services towards a common, well established IP platform. Most (finally 

probably all) CS services described in paragraph 2.3.3.1 will be slowly migrated to IP. More 

details about both concepts and the UMTS Release 5 network architecture can be found in 

sections 2.4.2.3 and 2.5.3.1. 

To satisfy the need for higher bit rates required by several new services, 3GPP introduced a 

new mechanism in Release 5: High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), specified in 

[25.950] (and well described in [Holm04] or [Male04]), which allows downlink transmission 

with peak data rates theoretically up to about 14.4 Mbps. The key idea of HSDPA is to 

increase downlink packet data throughput with methods partially known already from 

GSM/EDGE, including fast link adaptation and physical layer (L1) retransmissions. More 

details on HSDPA, mainly from a perspective of radio interface protocols involved, are given 

in paragraph 3.3.4.  

2.5.2 WCDMA Air Interface 

This section introduces the principles of the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 

(WCDMA) air interface, as described in [Holm04]. The main parameters of the WCDMA 

physical layer and the concept of spreading and despreading are presented. Other aspects of 

the WCDMA air interface, such as the multipath propagation, Rake reception, multipath 

diversity, power control, handovers, channel coding, scrambling, modulation etc. are omitted, 

since they are out of scope of the main goals of this thesis and do not directly influence the 

performed research; detailed information about the WCDMA air interface can be found e.g. in 

[Holm04], [Kola03], [Rutk01], [Smit02] or [25.201]. 
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2.5.2.1 Summary of the Main Parameters in WCDMA 

Main system design parameters and items that characterize WCDMA are pointed out 

below and a brief explanation of most of them is given. They are summarized in Table 2-7.  

WCDMA is a wideband Direct-Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) 

system, i.e. user information bits are spread over a wide bandwidth by multiplying the user 

data with quasi-random bits (called chips) derived from CDMA spreading codes. In order to 

support high data rates, the use of a variable spreading factor and multicode connections (i.e. 

connections using several parallel codes) are supported. The chip rate of 3.84 Mcps leads to a 

carrier bandwidth of approximately 5 MHz. DS-CDMA systems with a bandwidth of about 1 

MHz, such as IS-95, are commonly referred to as narrowband CDMA, as opposed to 

WCDMA. The inherently wide carrier bandwidth of WCDMA supports high user data rates 

and also has certain performance benefits, such as increased multipath diversity. Subject to 

the operating license, the network operator can deploy multiple 5 MHz carriers to increase 

capacity, possibly in the form of hierarchical cell layers. The actual carrier spacing can be 

selected on a 200 kHz grid between approximately 4.4 and 5 MHz, depending on interference 

between the carriers. 

 

Table 2-7: Main WCDMA parameters 

Multiple access method DS-WCDMA 

Duplex method FDD/TDD 

Base station synchronization Asynchronous operation 

Chip rate 3.84 Mcps 

Frame length 10 ms 

Service multiplexing 
Services with different QoS requirements are multiplexed on one 
connection 

Multirate concept Variable spreading factor and multicode 

Detection Coherent using pilot symbols or common pilot 

 

WCDMA supports highly variable bit rates, in other words the concept of obtaining 

bandwidth on demand is well supported. The user data rate is kept constant during each 10 ms 

frame. However, the data capacity among the users can change from frame to frame. Figure 

2-14 shows an example of this feature, as well as the concept of different spreading codes and 

multiple carriers. 

WCDMA uses two basic modes of operation: FDD and TDD, as already described in 

section 2.5.1. In the FDD mode, separate 5 MHz carrier frequencies are used for the uplink 
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and downlink, whereas in TDD only one 5 MHz carrier is time-shared between the two 

directions. The operation of asynchronous base stations is supported, so that there is no need 

for a global time reference such as Global Positioning System (GPS) signal. Deployment of 

indoor and micro base stations is easier when no GPS signal needs to be received. WCDMA 

also employs coherent detection on uplink and downlink based on the use of pilot symbols or 

common pilot.  

 

Figure 2-14 Allocation of bandwidth in WCDMA in a time-frequency-code space 

 

The WCDMA air interface has been crafted in such a way that advanced transmitter and 

receiver concepts, such as multiuser detection, smart adaptive antennas and Multiple Input 

Multiple Output (MIMO) can be deployed by network operators as a system option to 

increase capacity and/or coverage. 

WCDMA is designed to be deployed in conjunction with GSM. Therefore, handovers 

between GSM and WCDMA are supported in order to be able to leverage the GSM coverage 

for the introduction of WCDMA. 

2.5.2.2 Spreading and Despreading 

To better understand some of the mechanisms presented in this thesis, it is worth to 

understand one of the basic WCDMA concepts, which is spreading and despreading. Figure 

2-15 depicts the basic operations of spreading and despreading for a DS-CDMA system. 

User data is assumed to be a bit sequence of rate R, the user data bits are assumed to have 

the values of +1 and -1. The spreading operation is the multiplication of each user data bit 

with a spreading code, which is a sequence of n code bits, called chips. The resulting spread 
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data is at a rate of n*R and has the same random (pseudo-noise-like) appearance as the 

spreading code. It can be said that a spreading factor of n has been used. 

During despreading, the spread data is multiplied again with the same n-bit user spreading 

code. The original user bit sequence can be recovered correctly, provided there is (as shown in 

Figure 2-15) good synchronization between the spread user signal and the spreading and 

despreading codes. The increase of the actual bit rate by a factor of n corresponds to a 

widening (by factor of n) of the occupied spectrum of the spread user data signal. Due to this 

virtue, CDMA systems are more generally called spread spectrum systems. 

 

Figure 2-15 Spreading and dispreading in WCDMA 

 

The despreading operation is applied also to interfering CDMA signals of other users 

which are assumed to have been spread with a different spreading code. The result of 

multiplying the interfering signal with the own code and integrating the resulting product 

leads to interfering signal values lingering around 0. Therefore, in the process of integrating 

the product, the amplitude of the own signal increases on average by a factor of n relative to 

that of the other user, i.e. the correlation detection process raises the desired user signal by the 
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spreading factor of n from the interference present in the system. This effect is termed 

‘processing gain’ and is a fundamental aspect of CDMA systems. Processing gain is what 

gives CDMA systems the robustness against self-interference that is necessary in order to 

reuse the same carrier frequencies over geographically close distances.  The processing gain is 

always higher for lower user bit rates than for high bit rates, for any given chip rate. 

Spreading and despreading by themselves do not provide any signal enhancements. Indeed, 

the processing gain comes at the price of an increased transmission bandwidth (by the amount 

of the spreading factor). However, processing gain allows theoretical frequency reuse of 1 

between different cells, i.e. a frequency may be reused in every cell/sector. This feature can be 

used to obtain high spectral efficiency, but in requires tight power control to avoid too much 

interference. More details can be fond in [Holm04], [Kola03] or [Smit02]. 

Table 2-8 presents total channel bit rates and approximate maximum throughput achieved 

at the physical layer assuming ½-rate channel coding., for different spreading factors. High 

spreading factors provide more robust communication, but slower data rates. 

 

Table 2-8: Spreading factor, channel bit rate and approximate physical throughput 

Spreading factor Channel bit rate 
Approx. physical throughput 

(assuming ½-rate coding) 

256 15 kbps 7.5 kbps 

128 30 kbps 15 kbps 

64 60 kbps 30 kbps 

32 120 kbps 60 kbps 

16 240 kbps 120 kbps 

8 480 kbps 240 kbps 

4 960 kbps 480 kbps 

4, with 6 parallel codes 5740 kbps 2.8 Mbps 

 

2.5.3 Radio Access Network 

The UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) has been carefully designed to 

support all requirements imposed by IMT-2000 and be flexible enough to allow easy addition 

in new features and enhancements in the future. The high level UTRAN architecture is similar 

to RAN architecture of previous generations of mobile cellular systems and comprises of 

UMTS base stations (Node B) and their controllers (Radio Network Controllers, RNC). 

However, their internal architecture and interfaces are severely redesigned. All radio interface 
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protocols which exist in the access stratum are terminated in UTRAN; the data link layer 

protocols, which are of main interest in this thesis, are distributed between RNC (which 

terminates most protocols) and Node B (which terminates some Medium Access Control 

(MAC) sublayers). 3GPP specification [25.401] contains an overall UTRAN description. 

The main characteristics of UTRAN are listed below; they have also been the main 

requirements for the design of the UTRAN architecture, functions and protocols. 

• Support of Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) and all related functionality. In 

particular, the major impact on the design of UTRAN has been the requirement to 

support soft handover (one mobile terminal connected to the network via two or more 

active cells) and the WCDMA-specific Radio Resource Management (RRM) 

algorithms. 

• Maximization of the commonalities in the handling of packet-switched and circuit-

switched data, with a unique radio interface protocol stack and with the use of the same 

interface for the connection from UTRAN to both the PS and the CS domains of the 

core network. 

• Maximization of the commonalities with GSM, when possible. 

• Use of ATM transport as the main transport mechanism in UTRAN. 

• Use of IP transport as the alternative transport mechanism in UTRAN. 

 

The last requirement is fulfilled in UMTS Release 5. Additionally, IP transport in UTRAN 

and IMS provide a more common Iu interface, since all CS services can be migrated to IP 

(thus to the PS domain with IMS) over time.  

The next few sections describe UTRAN in general; chapter 3 focuses on details of the 

radio interface protocol stack in UTRAN. 

2.5.3.1 UTRAN Architecture 

UMTS Release 5 system architecture, including UTRAN, has already been presented in 

sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.3. Figure 2-16 highlights network elements in UTRAN, elements 

which they are directly connected to and related interfaces. UTRAN consists of one or more 

Radio Network Subsystems (RNS). An RNS is a subnetwork within UTRAN and consists of 

one Radio Network Controller (RNC) and one or more Node Bs. RNCs may be connected to 

each other via an Iur interface. RNCs and Node Bs are connected with an Iub interface.  
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Figure 2-16 General UTRAN architecture 

 

UTRAN can also be connected to GERAN (GSM/EDGE RAN) via an Iur-g interface, 

defined between RNC (in UTRAN) and BSS (in GERAN). This solution provides a 

possibility of seamless handovers between UMTS and GSM. Additionally, regarding the 

A-GPS (Assisted GPS) positioning method, the RNC may have full internal support for this 

function and/or may be connected to a Stand Alone Serving Mobile Location Centre (SAS) 

via the Iupc interface. The SAS is an optional network element used for handling of 

positioning measurements and the calculation of ME position. Both solutions are illustrated in 

Figure 2-17. 

 

Figure 2-17 UTRAN architecture with optional Iupc and Iur-g interfaces 
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2.5.3.1.1 Radio Network Controller 

The RNC is a network element responsible generally for controlling the radio resources. It 

interfaces the CN - normally to one MSC and one SGSN, although connection to several of 

them is possible in Release 5 - and logically corresponds to the GSM Base Station Controller 

(BSC). Functions that are performed by the RNC include, but are not limited, to: 

• Traffic management on dedicated, common and shared channels. 

• Management of Iub, Iur and partially Iu transport resources. 

• Radio Resource Management (RRM). 

• Admission control. 

• Marco diversity combining and splitting of data streams conveyed by several Node Bs. 

• System information management. 

• Management of soft handovers. 

• Outer Loop Power Control (OLPC). 

• Reporting management. 

 

RNC may perform several logical roles in UTRAN. The RNC which controls a Node B 

(i.e. terminates the Iub interface towards the Node B) is the Controlling RNC (CRNC) for this 

particular Node B. The CRNC is responsible for the load and congestion control of its own 

cells and executes the admission control and code allocation functions for new radio links that 

are established in those cells. 

If a mobile terminal uses resources from more than one RNS (i.e. connects to UTRAN via 

Node Bs belonging to different RNSs, as illustrated in Figure 2-18) the RNCs involved 

assume two separate logical roles with respect to the UE-UTRAN connection: 

• Serving RNC (SRNC). The SRNC for a particular UE is the RNC that terminates both 

the Iu link for transport of user data and the corresponding Radio Acces Network 

Application Part (RANAP) signaling from/to the CN. The SRNC also terminates Radio 

Resource Control (RRC) signaling for this UE. It performs part of the data link (L2, 

layer 2 of the radio interface protocol stack) processing of data. Some RRM operations, 

such as mapping of Radio Access Bearer (RAB) parameters to air interface transport 

channel parameters, handover decisions and OLPC are executed by SRNC. The SRNC 
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may be the CRNC of some Node Bs used by the UE for connection with UTRAN 

(Figure 2-18a), but it can also perform solely the role of SRNC (Figure 2-18b). For one 

UE-UTRAN connection there is only one SRNC. The RNS of the SRNC is referred to 

as Serving Radio Network Subsystem (SRNS). 

• Drift RNC (DRNC). The DRNC is any RNC, other than SRNC, which controls 

Node Bs used by the UE. If needed, the DRNC may perform macro diversity 

combining and splitting. The DRNC performs some data link (L2) processing of 

processing of common and shared transport channels; data from dedicated transport 

channels is routed transparently between Iub and Iur interfaces and is processed by 

SRNC. RNCs employ a flow control mechanism between SRNC and DRNC in the 

Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of L2 in order to limit buffering in DRNC. One 

UE may have zero, one or more DRNCs. If routing data through SRNC to DRNC is not 

needed any more (as in Figure 2-18b), the SRNC relocation procedure may be used to 

remove the old SRNC by changing the connection point in CN. In such case, one of the 

DRNCs becomes the new SRNC (and as well CRNC) for the UE. 

 

 

Figure 2-18 Logical role of the RNC for an UE UTRAN connection 

 

The RNC hosts most of the radio interface protocols, which are described in details in 

section 2.5.5 and chapter 3 of this thesis. Its performance significantly influences the 

performance of UTRAN, and thus the whole UTMS, since it handles (compresses, schedules, 

etc.) all data transferred over the air interface. 
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2.5.3.1.2 Node B 

Node B logically corresponds to the GSM Base Station. Its main function is to perform the 

air interface (L1) processing. It also performs some basic RRM operation, such as the inner 

loop power control and reporting physical layer measurements. Node B hosts some sublayers 

of the MAC layer, responsible for High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) in Release 

5 and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) in Release 6. The enigmatic term 

‘Node B’ was initially adopted as a temporary term during the standardization process, but 

then never changed.  It is often used only as a logical concept; when physical entities are 

referred to, the Base Station (BS) term is often used instead. 

2.5.3.2 General Protocol Model for UTRAN Interfaces 

The UTRAN architecture defines transport interfaces between RNCs, Node Bs, and Core 

Network. Protocol structures for these interfaces are designed according to the same general 

protocol model. This model is depicted in Figure 2-19. The structure is based on the principle 

that the layers and planes are logically independent of each other and, if needed, parts of the 

protocol structure may be changed in the future while other parts remain intact. For all 

UTRAN open interfaces, protocol stacks are defined using this reference protocol model. 

 

 

Figure 2-19 General protocol model for UTRAN terrestrial interfaces 
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The UTRAN protocol structure consists of horizontal layers and vertical planes. There are 

two main layers: 

• Radio Network Layer (RNL), in which all UTRAN related issues are visible, such as 

application protocols in the control part and the radio interface protocols and framing 

protocols (FP) in the user part. 

• Transport Network Layer (TNL), which represents standard transport technology that 

is selected to be used for UTRAN, but without any UTRAN specific requirements and 

changes. It may consist of ATM or IP and several protocols which setup and control 

transport bearers. TNL protocols may change in future releases of UMTS; in Release 5, 

IP was added to TNL as an alternative to ATM. TNL details are not presented in this 

thesis and can be found in [25.401], [Holm04] or [Korh01]. 

 

The vertical planes are defined depending on whether the protocols of which they consist 

are used to convey control or user traffic, or convey no traffic and exist only in the TNL. 

Some protocols may be used in several planes. The vertical planes are described below. 

2.5.3.2.1 Control Plane  

The Control Plane is used for all UMTS-specific control signaling. It includes the 

Application Protocols and Signaling Bearers for transporting Application Protocol Messages. 

The Application Protocol part consists of the following control signaling protocols: 

• Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP) on the Iu interface ([25.413]) 

• Radio Network Subsystem Application Part (RNSAP) on the Iur interface ([25.423]) 

• Node B Application Part (NBAP) on the Iub interface ([25.433]) 

 

They are used, among other things, for setting up bearers (i.e. Radio Access Bearer or 

Radio Link) to the UE and operate between RNC, Node B and some network elements in CN. 

A set of messages, procedures and an assisting set of transport protocols is defined for each 

application protocol. In the three plane structure the bearer parameters in the Application 

Protocol are not directly tied to the User Plane technology, but are rather general bearer 

parameters. 
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The Signaling Bearer for the Application Protocol may or may not be of the same type as 

the Signaling Protocol for the Access Link Control Application Part (ALCAP). The Signaling 

Bearer is always set up by Operations and Maintenance (O&M) actions. 

2.5.3.2.2 User Plane  

All information sent and received by the user, such as the coded voice in a voice call or 

packets in an Internet connection are transported via the User Plane. Unlike the Control Plane, 

data handled by the User Plane is the data transported over the air interface. The User Plane in 

RNL consists of Frame Protocols (FP). Above the User Plane Frame Protocols, layer 2 of 

UTRAN radio interface protocol stack, on performance of which this thesis focuses and 

which are described in details in chapter 3, is located. The Frame Protocols are used to 

encapsulate and transport data prepared by the radio interface protocols over UTRAN 

interfaces. In general, from a data flow perspective, the User Plane includes Data Streams and 

Data Bearers for the Data Streams. Each Data Streams can be characterized by one or more 

Frame Protocols specified for the interfaces via which it is transferred. Several Frame 

Protocols in UTRAN are defined, e.g.  Iur interface FP for Common Transport Channel data 

streams is defined in [25.425] and Iur/Iub interface FP for DCH data streams is defined in 

[25.427]. Since Framing Protocols provide only a transport mechanism overlaid on TNL, not 

much attention is paid to their functionality in this thesis. However, some research presented 

in chapter 4 involves FP messages which provide a framework for Flow Control mechanisms 

on Iub and Iur interfaces. 

2.5.3.2.3 Transport Network Control Plane 

The Transport Network Control Plane does not include any RNL information, and is 

completely in the TNL. It includes the Access Link Control Application Part (ALCAP) 

protocol that is needed to set up the transport bearers (Data Bearers) for the User Plane. It also 

includes the appropriate Signaling Bearers needed for the ALCAP protocol. 

The Transport Network Control Plane is a plane that acts between the Control Plane and 

the User Plane. The introduction of Transport Network Control Plane is performed in a way 

that the Application Protocol in the Control Plane is kept completely independent of the 

technology selected for Data Bearers in the User Plane. Indeed, the decision to actually use an 

ALCAP protocol is completely kept within the TNL. 

It should be noted that ALCAP might not be used for all types Data Bearers. If there is no 

ALCAP signaling transaction, the Transport Network Control Plane is not needed at all. This 
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is the case when pre-configured Data Bearers are used or when the IP transport option in 

UTRAN is used between two IP UTRAN nodes or between an IP UTRAN node and an IP CN 

node. 

When Transport Network Control Plane is used, the transport bearers for the Data Bearers 

in the User Plane are set up in the following fashion: first, there is a signaling transaction by 

the Application Protocol in the Control Plane, which then triggers the set up of the Data 

Bearer by the ALCAP protocol. 

2.5.3.2.4 Transport Network User Plane 

The Data Bearers in the User Plane, and the Signaling Bearers for Application Protocols, 

also belong to Transport Network User Plane. Data Bearers in Transport Network User Plane 

are directly controlled by Transport Network Control Plane during real time operation, but the 

control actions required for setting up the Signaling Bearers for Application Protocols are 

considered O&M actions. 

2.5.3.3 UTRAN Interfaces 

In UTRAN, the following main interfaces are defined, as already presented in Figure 2-16: 

• Iu, the UTRAN-CN interface. It maybe further divided into IuCS and IuPS. 

Additionally, an IuBC interface is defined. It is not marked in Figure 2-16 since it is a 

control plane interface only, which connects RNC with the broadcast domain of the 

Core Network, namely with the Cell broadcast Center. 

• Iub, the RNC-Node B interface 

• Iur, the RNC-RNC interfaces 

 

The protocol stack defined on each of these interfaces is different, but always conforms to 

the general protocol model for UTRAN interfaces. The original design goal in the 

standardization was to develop only one Iu interface, but then it was realized that fully 

optimized User Plane for CS and PS services can only be achieved if different transport 

technologies are allowed. Consequently, the Transport Network Control Plane is different, 

and so is the User Plane. One of the main design guidelines has still been that the control 

Plane should be the same for IuCS and IuPS, and the differences are minor. In Release 5, 

although the split into CS and PS domains still exists, the concept of convergence of all 

services towards IP moves more traffic to the IuCS interface. In future releases it may still be 
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theoretically able to achieve a single, unified Iu interface based on IP transport in TNL; 

however, to provide backwards compatibility, it is planned to retain the CS domain. 

A detailed description of protocol structures and individual protocols for all UTRAN 

interfaces can be found in [Holm04] and [25.401] and is not presented in this thesis. 

2.5.4 Core Network 

The UMTS Release 5 Core Network architecture and main functions have been described 

in sufficient details in section 2.4.2.3, including the main enhancement which is the IP 

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). 

2.5.5 Radio Interface Protocols 

The unifying principle in UTRAN development work has been to keep the mobility 

management and connection management functions independent of the air interface radio 

technology. This idea has been realized as the Access Stratum (AS) and Non-Access Stratum 

(NAS) concepts, as presented in Figure 2-20. 

 

 

Figure 2-20 Stratum model 
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Connection Management (CM). Just as the NAS tries to be independent of the underlying 

radio technology, as also have the mobility and connection management protocols tried to 

remain independent of their underlying radio technologies. They can be kept the same, at least 

in theory, regardless of the lower layers. Thus it should be able to connect one 3G network to 

another, from the NAS perspective, which may in practice not be possible because of even 

small design and implementation differences. 

The Iu Stratum (IuS), which is a part of the AS, consists of Iu interface protocols. The IuS 

is not described in this thesis, as it is independent of the radio interface protocol stack, which 

is of main interest. More about Iu protocols can be found in [25.301], [25.401] and [Korh01].  

The Uu Stratum (UuS), which is the second sub-stratum in AS, consists of the radio 

interface protocol stack. The radio interface protocols, which operate over the Uu interface 

and are terminated in UE and UTRAN, can be divided into horizontal layers and vertical 

planes, which is illustrated in Figure 2-21. The radio interface protocol architecture is 

described in the 3GPP specification [25.301]. 

 

 

Figure 2-21 Simplified architecture of the radio interface protocol stack 
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Broadcast/Multicast Control (BMC) and Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP). In the 

network layer, only Radio Resource Control (RRC) exists in the AS. In section 5.1 of 

[25.301], the definition of the network layer is extended to the NAS (which is represented in 

Figure 2-21 by a dotted arrow in NAS) and includes the mobility and connection management 

protocols and a duplication avoidance sublayer. However, although they belong to the 

network layer they do not belong to the radio interface protocol stack, which by definition 

exists only in AS. In subsequent sections of [25.301] RRC is described as the only protocol in 

the network layer belonging to the radio interface protocol stack and higher L3 sublayers, 

existing in NAS, are not in scope of UTRAN. 

There are also two vertical planes: the Control Plane (C-Plane) and User Plane (U-Plane). 

MAC and RLC layers exist in both planes, RRC is found only in C-Plane, BMC and PDCP 

exist only in U-Plane. All signaling and control traffic is transmitted using the C-Plane, while 

all user traffic (both CS and PS) is forwarded using U-Plane. Therefore, high performance is 

expected from U-Plane protocols since their performance directly influences the performance 

of user data transfer over the air interface, and thus performance of the whole system. C-Plane 

performance is less crucial, since it affects signaling and control procedures; however, it 

should not be neglected. Because RLC and MAC layers exist in both planes, optimizing their 

performance for the U-Plane positively affects the C-Plane. 

The Control Plane and User Plane of the radio interface protocol stack should not be 

confused with the Control Plane and User Plane in the protocol model for UTRAN interfaces 

(section 2.5.3.2). The latter is a categorization of protocols defined only for UTRAN 

interfaces, while the former is a broader concept and applies to protocols in both UE and 

UTRAN.  In UTRAN, the protocols for UTRAN interfaces can be placed between L1 and L2 

of the radio interface protocol stack, since they provide transport of L2 data between UTRAN 

network elements (RNCs and Node Bs). Furthermore, only the User Plane of protocols for 

UTRAN interfaces is used for this purpose. These dependencies, for UMTS Release 5, are 

illustrated in Figure 2-22. The TNL (Transport Network Layer) consists of transport protocols 

in UTRAN; in Release 5 choice is between ATM and IP. In case of a connection to the PS 

domain, Iu User Plane Protocol (Iu UP) is void. The User Plane of the protocols for UTRAN 

interfaces together with the radio interface protocol stack is sometimes referred to as the 

UTRAN Data Plane. 
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Figure 2-22 General architecture of radio interface and UTRAN interface protocols 
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2.6 QoS Management in UMTS 

The concept, rules and requirements of providing and managing QoS in UMTS are 

specified by 3GPP mainly in [23.107] and [23.207]. Some comments and analysis may also 

be found e.g. in [Lloy02], [Holm04], [Korh01], [Rutk03a] and [Rutk03b]. This section 

outlines QoS issues in UMTS according to information and recommendations provided in all 

above-mentioned documents and publications. Research presented in section 4 of this thesis 

was conducted in order to improve U-Plane performance, among other things by improving 

several mechanisms that provide QoS in the data link layer. This section gives a wider view 

of UMTS QoS management in order to better understand how research presented in this thesis 

fits in the well-defined QoS provisioning and management concept proposed by 3GPP. 

2.6.1 QoS Architecture 

Network Services are considered end-to-end, this means from a Terminal Equipment (TE) 

to another TE. TE is part of a Mobile Terminal (MT) in the UE subnetwork (as defined in 

section 2.4.1) or a device in the external network (either PDN or voice network). An End-to-

End Service may have a certain Quality of Service (QoS) which is provided for the user of a 

network service.  

 

 

Figure 2-23 UMTS bearer service architecture 
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To realize a certain network QoS a Bearer Service with clearly defined characteristics and 

functionality is to be set up from the source to the destination of a service. A bearer service 

includes all aspects to enable the provision of a contracted QoS. These aspects are among 

others the control signaling, U-Plane transport and QoS management functionality. A UMTS 

bearer service layered architecture to provide layered QoS is depicted in Figure 2-23. Each 

bearer service on a specific layer offers individual services using services provided by the 

layers below. 

2.6.1.1 End-to-End Service, TE/MT Local Bearer service and External Bearer Service 

The End-to-End Service is the broadest service concept. It operates on the application level 

and uses bearer services of the underlying networks. As the End-to-End Service is conveyed 

over several networks (not only UMTS) it is not subject for further elaboration in 3GPP 

specifications since provided QoS depends on several factors out of scope of the UMTS 

network. The same applies to the Local Bearer Service and External Bearer Service, which 

(together with the UMTS Bearer Service) realize the End-to-End Service. 

2.6.1.2 UMTS Bearer Service 

This is the highest-level bearer service in the UMTS network. It is used by the End-to-End 

Service. The services that UMTS operators offer are realized by the UMTS Bearer Service. It 

is this bearer service that provides the UMTS QoS. 

2.6.1.3 Radio Access Bearer Service and Core Network Bearer Service 

The UMTS Bearer Service consists of two parts, the Radio Access Bearer Service and the 

Core Network Bearer Service. Both services reflect an optimized way of realizing the UMTS 

Bearer Service over the respective cellular network topology, taking into account such aspects 

as mobility and mobile subscriber profiles. 

The Radio Access Bearer Service provides confidential transport of signaling and user data 

between MT and CN Edge Node with the QoS adequate to the negotiated UMTS Bearer 

Service or with the default QoS for signaling. This service is based on the characteristics of 

the radio interface and is maintained for a moving MT. 

If unequal error protection shall be supported (e.g. in some CS services, as described in 

clause 2.3.3.1), it is provided by underlying Radio Bearer Services. In this case the payload of 

the user data SDU, transported by the Radio Access Bearer Service, shall conform to a SDU 

format defined with possible exact sizes and the payload bits statically structured per size. 
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Each bit of the SDU payload belongs to a defined subflow. At Radio Access Bearer Service 

establishment, the exact SDU payload format and required reliability per subflow is signaled 

to RAN using standardized attributes, presented in section 0. 

The Core Network Bearer Service of the UMTS core network connects the UMTS CN  

Edge Node with the CN Gateway to the external network. The role of this service is to 

efficiently control and utilize the backbone network in order to provide the contracted UMTS 

bearer service.  

2.6.1.4 Radio Bearer Service and RAN Access Bearer Service 

The Radio Access Bearer Service is realized by a Radio Bearer Service (between UTRAN 

and MT) and a RAN Access Bearer Service (between UTRAN and CN). 

The Radio Bearer Service covers all aspects of the radio interface transport. This bearer 

service is provided by the UTRAN (or the GERAN). Configuration and operation of the radio 

interface protocol stack (see chapters 3 and 4) directly influences QoS provided by the Radio 

Bearer Service. To support unequal error protection, RAN and MT shall have the ability to 

segment and reassemble user flows into different subflows requested by the Radio Access 

Bearer Service. The segmentation and reassembly format is given by the SDU payload format 

signaled at Radio Access Bearer establishment. For CS services, one Radio Bearer service 

handles part of the user flow belonging to one subflow, according to the reliability 

requirements for that subflow. For PS services, there is one packet subflow per flow (in fact 

the term ‘subflow’ is not used in this case) and unequal error protection is not needed. 

The RAN Access Bearer Service together with the Physical Bearer Service provide 

between RAN and CN. RAN Access Bearer services for packet traffic shall provide different 

bearer services for a variety of QoS requirements. 

2.6.1.5 CN Bearer Service and Backbone Bearer Service 

The Core Network Bearer Service uses a generic Backbone Bearer Service. The Backbone 

Bearer Service covers the physical layer and data link layer functionalities of the CN and is 

selected according to operator's choice in order to fulfill QoS requirements of the Core 

Network Bearer Service. The Backbone Bearer Service is not specific to UMTS and may 

reuse an existing standard. 
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2.6.2 QoS Classes 

When defining the UMTS QoS classes, also referred to as traffic classes or classes of 

service, the restrictions and limitations of the air interface have to be taken into account. The 

QoS mechanisms provided in the cellular network have to be robust and capable of providing 

reasonable QoS resolution. Table 2-9 illustrates the QoS classes for UMTS. Examples of 

services and applications from each QoS class are presented in section 2.3.3 of this thesis. 

 

Table 2-9: UMTS QoS classes 

Traffic class 
Fundamental 
characteristics 

Example of 
application 

Conversational 
• Preserve time relation  (variation) between 

information entities of  the stream 
• Conversational  pattern (stringent and low delay ) 

voice 

Streaming • Preserve time  relation (variation)  between 
information  entities of the stream 

streaming video 

Interactive 
• Request-response pattern 
• Preserve payload content 

web browsing 

Background 
• Destination is not expecting  the data within a 

certain time 
• Preserve payload content 

file download,  
email download 

 

There are four different QoS classes: Conversational, Streaming, Interactive and 

Background. The main distinguishing factor between these QoS classes is how delay sensitive 

the traffic is: Conversational class is meant for traffic which is very delay sensitive while 

Background class is the most delay insensitive traffic class. 

Conversational and Streaming classes are mainly intended to be used to carry real-time 

traffic flows. The main divider between them is how delay sensitive the traffic is. 

Conversational real-time services, like video telephony, are the most delay sensitive 

applications and those data streams should be carried in Conversational class. 

Interactive and Background classes are mainly meant to be used by traditional Internet 

applications like WWW, Email, Telnet, FTP and News. Due to looser delay requirements, 

compare to conversational and streaming classes, both provide better error rate by means of 

channel coding and retransmission. The main difference between Interactive and Background 

class is that Interactive class is used by interactive applications, e.g. interactive Email or 

interactive Web browsing, while Background class is meant for background traffic, e.g. 

background download of Emails or background file downloading. Traffic in the Interactive 
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class has higher priority in scheduling than Background class traffic, so background 

applications use transmission resources only when interactive applications do not need them. 

2.6.2.1 Conversational class 

The most well known use of this scheme is telephony speech. But with Internet and 

multimedia a number of new applications will require this scheme, for example voice over IP 

and video conferencing tools. This is the only scheme where the required characteristics are 

strictly given by human perception. 

Real time conversation scheme is characterized by that the transfer time shall be low 

because of the conversational nature of the scheme and at the same time that the time relation 

(variation) between information entities of the stream shall be preserved in the same way as 

for real time streams. The maximum transfer delay is given by the human perception of video 

and audio conversation. Therefore the limit for acceptable transfer delay is very strict (more 

stringent than the round trip delay of the interactive traffic case), as failure to provide low 

enough transfer delay will result in unacceptable lack of quality.  

2.6.2.2 Streaming class 

When the user is looking at real time video or listening to real time audio, the scheme of 

real time streams applies. The real time data flow is always aiming at a live (human) 

destination. It is a one way transport. 

This scheme is quite new in data communication, raising a number of new requirements in 

both telecommunication and data communication systems. It is characterized by that the time 

relations (delay variation) between information entities (i.e. samples, packets, subflows) 

within a flow shall be preserved, although it does not have any requirements on low transfer 

delay. However, as the stream normally is time aligned at the receiving end, the highest 

acceptable delay variation over the transmission media is given by the capability of the time 

alignment function (mainly buffering capability) of the application. Acceptable delay 

variation is thus usually much greater than the delay variation given by the limits of human 

perception. 

2.6.2.3 Interactive class 

This scheme applies when the end-user is interactively requesting data from remote 

equipment (e.g. a server). Interactive traffic is a classical data communication scheme that on 

an overall level is characterized by the request response pattern of the end-user. At the 
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message destination there is an entity expecting the message (response) within a certain time. 

Round trip delay time is therefore one of the key attributes. Another characteristic is that the 

content of the packets shall be transparently transferred, without any changes and errors. 

2.6.2.4 Background class 

When the end-user sends and receives data-files in the background, this scheme applies. 

Background traffic is one of the classical data communication schemes that on an overall 

level is characterized by that the destination is not expecting the data within a certain time. 

The scheme is thus more or less (depending on application) delivery time insensitive. As in 

the Interactive class, the content of packets shall be transferred without any changes or errors. 

2.6.3 Service Attributes 

Almost for each bearer type there is a well defined set of service attributes, describing 

which QoS attributes should be taken into account when creating a particular bearer. UMTS 

bearer service attributes describe the service provided by the whole UMTS network to the 

user of the UMTS bearer service. A set of QoS attributes (QoS profile) specifies this service. 

At UMTS bearer service establishment or modification different QoS profiles have to be 

taken into account. Lower-level bearer services inherit most of the attributes, but the 

recommended values (defined in [23.107]) may differ. Attribute values are most often not 

used directly in configuration procedures, but influence several configuration parameters and 

operation of UMTS layers and protocols. Mostly, configuration of layers 1 (physical) and 2 

(data link) of the radio interface protocol stack is affected, therefore understanding the role of 

service attributes is important from the perspective of main goals of this thesis. 

It should be noted that the discussion of UMTS Bearer Service attributes as well as Radio 

Access Bearer attributes is still going on in 3GPP. Especially the bitrate attributes are under 

discussion and some comments have also been given to reliability attribute. The Radio Bearer 

Service attributes would be the most interesting in context of research presented in this thesis; 

however, they are not yet defined in [23.107], defining them is still a future task in 3GPP. 

Therefore, Radio Access Bearer Service attributes are presented below. The set of Radio 

Bearer Service attributes should be the same, only single attribute values may be slightly 

different, such as transfer delay which for the Radio Bearer Service should be lower than for 

the Radio Access Bearer Service. Recommended value ranges for Radio Access Bearer 

Service attributes, as defined in [23.107], are presented in Table 2-10. They reflect the 

capabilities of UTRAN. 
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Table 2-10: Value ranges for Radio Access Bearer Service attributes for UTRAN 

Traffic class Conversational  Streaming  Interactive  Background  
Maximum bitrate 

[kbps] 
<= 16000 <= 16000 <= 16000 - 

overhead 
<= 16000 - 
overhead 

Delivery order Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No 
Maximum SDU size 

[bytes] 
<= 1500  

(1502 for PPP) 
<= 1500 

(1502 for PPP) 
<= 1500  

(1502 for PPP) 
<= 1500  

(1502 for PPP) 
SDU format info.  + + - - 

Delivery of 
erroneous SDUs 

Yes/No/- Yes/No/- Yes/No/- Yes/No/- 

Residual BER 5*10-2, 10-2, 
5*10-3, 10-3,  

10-4, 10-5, 10-6 

5*10-2, 10-2,  
5*10-3, 10-3,  

10-4, 10-5, 10-6 

4*10-3, 10-5, 
6*10-8 

4*10-3, 10-5,  
6*10-8 

SDU error ratio 10-2, 7*10-3,  
10-3, 10-4, 10-5 

10-1, 10-2, 7*10-3, 
10-3, 10-4, 10-5 

10-3, 10-4, 10-6 10-3, 10-4, 10-6 

Transfer delay (max) 
[ms] 

80 250 - - 

Guaranteed bit rate 
[kbps] 

<= 16000  <= 16000  - - 

Traffic handling 
priority 

- - + - 

Allocation/Retention 
priority 

+ + + + 

Source statistic 
descriptor 

Speech/ 
unknown 

Speech/ 
unknown 

- - 

Signalling Indication - - Yes/No - 

 

• Traffic class. Defines the type of application for which the Radio Access Bearer 

service is optimized. May be 'conversational', 'streaming', 'interactive' or ‘background’. 

By including the traffic class itself as an attribute, RAN can make assumptions about 

the traffic source and optimize the transport for that traffic type. In particular, buffer 

allocation may be based on traffic class 

• Maximum bitrate. Measured in kbps, defines the maximum number of bits delivered 

by RAN and to RAN at a Service Access Point (SAP) within a period of time, divided 

by the duration of the period. The Maximum bitrate is the upper limit a user or 

application can accept or provide. All RAB attributes may be fulfilled for traffic up to 

the Maximum bitrate depending on the network conditions. 

• Guaranteed bitrate. Measured in kbps, defines the guaranteed number of bits 

delivered at a SAP within a period of time (provided that there is data to deliver), 

divided by the duration of the period. RAB attributes, e.g. delay and reliability 

attributes, are guaranteed for traffic up to the guaranteed bitrate. For the traffic 

exceeding the guaranteed bitrate the RAB attributes are not guaranteed. Guaranteed 
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bitrate may be used to facilitate admission control based on available resources, and for 

resource allocation within RAN. 

• Delivery order. Indicates whether the UMTS bearer shall provide in-sequence SDU 

delivery or not. Valid values are ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Specifies if out-of-sequence SDUs are 

acceptable or not. Whether out-of-sequence SDUs are dropped or re-ordered depends 

on the specified reliability of the service. 

• Maximum SDU size. Defined in bytes, specifies the maximum SDU size for which the 

network shall satisfy the negotiated QoS. The maximum SDU size is used for 

admission control and policing and/or optimizing transport (which may be dependent 

on the size of the packets). Handling by the network of packets larger than Maximum 

SDU size is implementation specific (e.g. they may be dropped or forwarded with 

decreased QoS). 

• SDU format information. List of possible exact sizes of SDUs, defined in bits. If 

unequal error protection shall be used by a Radio Access Bearer service, SDU format 

information defines the exact subflow format of the SDU payload. SDU format 

information also supports definition of allowed subflow bit rates. It is used by RAN to 

define which bits of the payload that belongs to each subflow.  

• SDU error ratio. Indicates the fraction of SDUs lost or detected as erroneous. SDU 

error ratio is defined only for conforming traffic. In case of unequal error protection, 

SDU error ratio is set per subflow and represents the error ratio in each subflow. SDU 

error ratio is only set for subflows for which error detection is requested. It is used to 

configure protocols, algorithms and error detection schemes, primarily within RAN. 

For Interactive and Background classes, for which all resources cannot be reserved in 

advance, SDU error ratio is used as target value. 

• Residual bit error ratio. Often referred to simply as BER (Bit Error Ratio), indicates 

the target undetected bit error ratio in the delivered SDUs if error detection is used, or 

the total bit error ratio if not. It is used to configure radio interface protocols, 

algorithms and error detection coding. For services requiring unequal error protection, 

residual bit error ratio is given for each subflow. 

• Delivery of erroneous SDUs. Indicates whether SDUs with detected errors shall be 

delivered or not. In case of unequal error protection, the attribute is set per subflow. 

Valid values are ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘unspecified’. The value ‘yes' implies that error 
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detection is employed and that erroneous SDUs are delivered together with an error 

indication, 'no' implies that error detection is employed and that erroneous SDUs are 

discarded, and 'unspecified' implies that SDUs are delivered without considering error 

detection.. 

• Transfer delay. Indicates maximum delay for 95th percentile of the distribution of 

delay for all delivered SDUs during the lifetime of a bearer service, where delay for an 

SDU is defined as the time from a request to transfer an SDU at one SAP to its delivery 

at the other SAP. Specified in milliseconds (ms). This attribute helps RAN to set e.g.  

transport formats, priorities, scheduling parameters and ARQ parameters. 

• Traffic handling priority. Specifies the relative importance for handling of all SDUs 

belonging to the radio access bearer compared to the SDUs of other bearers. Within 

some service classes or between classes, there is a definite need to differentiate 

between bearer qualities. This is handled by using the traffic handling priority attribute, 

to allow RAN to schedule traffic accordingly. By definition, priority is an alternative to 

absolute guarantees, and thus these two attribute types should not be used together for a 

single bearer; however, depending on scheduling algorithms, well defined 

dependencies between priorities can be used to provide certain throughput guarantees. 

• Allocation/Retention Priority. Specifies the relative importance compared to other 

Radio Access Bearers for allocation and retention of the Radio Access Bearer. The 

Allocation/Retention Priority attribute is a subscription parameter which is not 

negotiated from the mobile terminal and is used in admission control. 

• Source statistics descriptor. Specifies characteristics of the source of submitted 

SDUs, if known. Currently the only valid values are 'speech' and ‘unknown'. Speech 

has a well-known statistical behavior (discontinuous transmission characteristics). By 

being informed that the SDUs for a RAB are generated by a speech source, RAN may 

permit statistical multiplexing of calls and use it in admission control on the radio 

interface. 

• Signaling Indication. Indicates the signaling nature of traffic. Signaling traffic can 

have different characteristics to other interactive traffic, e.g. higher priority, lower 

delay and increased burstiness. This attribute permits enhancing the RAN operation 

accordingly. 
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3. RADIO INTERFACE PROTOCOL STACK 

This chapter describes and analyzes the architecture, operation, functions and services 

provided by the radio interface protocol stack in UTRAN. The radio interface protocols are 

needed to set up, reconfigure and release the Radio Bearer services, which have been 

described in section 2.6. An introduction to this chapter can be found in section 2.5.5, which 

precisely defines the place of this stack among other protocols in UTRAN (and UMTS in 

general) as well as interactions and interfaces with other protocols. This chapter therefore 

concentrates on the radio interface protocol stack itself and uses terms and concepts already 

introduced in this thesis. 

The next chapter 4 presents results of research concerning the radio interface protocol 

stack; to understand the proposed improvements, a thorough understanding of how the stack 

works is necessary and providing such knowledge is the main goal of this chapter.  

There are some differences in the stack’s architecture and operations depending on whether 

Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD) is used. This thesis (and 

in particular this chapter) focuses on the FDD mode of operation, as it is currently leading in 

the market and used in practically all deployments throughout Europe and America (see 

paragraph 2.5.1). Furthermore, although all protocols constituting the radio interface protocol 

stack are presented, emphasis has been placed on analyzing the data link layer (L2), since the 

main goal of this thesis is to introduce enhancements and some novel algorithms in this 

particular layer. The stack is terminated in UE and in UTRAN and some protocols differ 

depending on the termination point; mainly the UTRAN side is presented below, since all 

research was performed for UTRAN. 

To better understand the next few sections, the concepts of functions and services provided 

by protocols should be correctly distinguished. A function is something a protocol does for 

itself. This may require communication with its peer entity or using a service provided by the 

lower layer. A service is something that is provided to higher protocol layers as a result of the 

functions of the protocol. It is possible that the same process can be classified both as a 

function and a service. 
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3.1 Overall Protocol Structure  

The radio interface is layered into three protocol layers, which correspond to the three 

lower layers defined in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) reference model: 

• Physical layer (L1), presented in section 3.2 of this thesis. 

• Data link layer (L2), presented in section 3.3 of this thesis. 

• Network layer (L3), presented in section 3.4 of this thesis. 

 
 

The data link layer can be further split into several sublayers:  

• Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) 

• Broadcast/Multicast Control (BMC) 

• Radio Link Control (RLC) 

• Medium Access Control (MAC) 

 

In the network layer, only Radio Resource Control (RRC) exists in the Access Stratum (see 

section 2.5.3.2 for details about UMTS stratums). The higher layer signaling such as Mobility 

Management (MM) and Call Control (CC) is assumed to belong to the Non-Access Stratum 

(NAS), and therefore not in the scope of 3GPP UTRAN specifications. On the general level, 

the protocol architecture is similar to the current ITU-R protocol architecture defined in 

[ITU1035]. 

Vertically, the radio interface protocol stack can be split into two planes: the Control Plane 

(C-Plane) and User Plane (U-Plane), as have been shown in Figure 2-21. MAC and RLC 

layers exist in both planes, RRC is found only in C-Plane, BMC and PDCP exist only in U-

Plane. All signaling and control traffic is transmitted using the C-Plane, while all user traffic 

(both CS and PS) is forwarded using U-Plane. 

Figure 3-1 shows the radio interface protocol architecture, as presented in [25.301]. Each 

block in Figure 3-1 represents an instance of the respective protocol. Service Access Points 

(SAP) for peer-to-peer communication are marked with circles at the interfaces between 

sublayers. The SAP between MAC and the physical layer provides the transport channels (see 

section 3.2). SAP between RLC and the MAC sublayer provide the logical channels (see 
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section 3.3.4). The RLC layer provides three types of SAPs, one for each RLC operation 

mode: Unacknowledged Mode (UM), Acknowledged Mode (AM), and Transparent Mode 

(TM). PDCP and BMC are accessed by PDCP and BMC SAPs, respectively. The service 

provided by layer 2 is referred to as the Radio Bearer Service (see section 2.6). The C-Plane 

radio bearers, which are provided by RLC to RRC, are denoted as Signaling Radio Bearers 

(SRB), while the D-Plane ones are denoted simply as Radio Bearers (RB).  

Also shown in the figure are connections between RRC and other L2 sublayers providing 

local inter-layer control services. An equivalent control interface exists between RRC and L1. 

These interfaces allow the RRC to control the configuration of the lower layers and receive 

measurement reports. For this purpose separate Control SAPs (CSAPs) are defined between 

RRC and each lower layer (PDCP, BMC, RLC, MAC, and L1). 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Radio interface protocol stack architecture 

 

The C-Plane conveys signaling and control traffic. There are primarily two kinds of 

signaling messages transported over the radio interface - RRC generated signaling messages 

and NAS messages generated by higher layers. On establishment of the signaling connection 

between the peer RRC entities three or four SRBs may be set up. Two of these bearers are set 

up for transport of RRC generated signaling messages - one for transferring messages through 

an UM RLC entity (see subclause 3.3.3 for details on RLC modes) and the other for 

transferring messages through an AM RLC entity. One signaling radio bearer is set up for 
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transferring NAS messages set to "high priority" by the higher layers. An optional signaling 

radio bearer may be set up for transferring NAS messages set to "low priority" by the higher 

layers (see Appendix A, section A.1 for details). 

The U-Plane conveys user data traffic, such as voice conversations, multimedia data 

streams or web browsing sessions. After establishing the signaling connection and SRBs, one 

or more Radio Bearers (RBs) may be setup for transport of user data. Each RB, which is used 

by higher-layer Radio Access Bearer (RAB), is created using a certain QoS profile which 

consists of attributes defining QoS requirements for this bearer (see section 2.6 for details). 

The performance of the radio interface protocol stack depends largely on how effectively are 

these attributes mapped to the configuration of radio interface protocols and how efficient are 

mechanisms and algorithms that provide QoS in these protocols. High performance is 

expected from U-Plane protocols since their performance directly influences the performance 

of user data transfer over the air interface, and thus performance of the whole system. C-Plane 

performance is less crucial than U-Plane performance, since it affects signaling and control 

procedures; however, because RLC and MAC layers exist in both planes, optimizing their 

performance for the U-Plane positively affects the C-Plane. 

There is some confusion in the existing literature about names of the radio interface 

protocol stack layers. In some publications, L1 to L3 are referred to as Transport Network 

Layer (TNL), Radio Network Layer (RNL) and Non-Access Layer (NAL), respectively. This 

is technically incorrect. TNL and RNL are layers defined in the general protocol model for 

UTRAN interfaces (see section 2.5.3.2), while NAL is a term sometimes incorrectly used for 

NAS (Non-Access Stratum, see section 2.5.5). L3 is also sometimes referred to as System 

Network Layer (SNL), while the correct term used by 3GPP is ‘network layer’. In this thesis 

correct layer names, as defined in [25.301] and derived from the ISO OSI model, are used. 
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3.2 Layer 1: Physical Layer 

This section provides a general description of the layer 1 (physical layer) of the radio 

interface protocol stack. Particular attention is paid to services offered by the physical layer, 

presented in [25.302]; detailed functions and procedures are only briefly mentioned as they 

are less important in context of the main goals of this thesis. Several 3GPP documents specify 

this layer, high-level descriptions can be found in [25.201] and [25.301], which then provide 

references to documents specifying particular services, functions and procedures.  

The physical layer offers data transport services to higher layers, as described in [25.302]. 

The access to these services is through the use of transport channels via the MAC sub-layer 

(see section 3.3.4) in L2. A general classification of transport channels is into two groups: 

common channels, which may be used by all UEs in a cell, and dedicated channels used by a 

certain UE. The following transport channel types exist: 

• Random Access Channel (RACH), a contention based uplink channel used for 

transmission of relatively small amounts of data, e.g. for initial access or non-real-time 

dedicated control or traffic data. It is .characterized by: 

o existence in uplink only, 

o limited data field, 

o collision risk, 

o open loop power control. 

• Forward Access Channel (FACH), a common downlink channel without closed-loop 

power control used for transmission of relatively small amount of data. It is 

characterized by: 

o existence in downlink only, 

o possibility to use slow power control, 

o possibility to change rate fast (each 10ms), 

o lack of inner loop power control. 

• Broadcast Channel (BCH), a downlink channel used for broadcast of system 

information into an entire cell. It is characterized by: 

o existence in downlink only, 
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o low fixed bit rate, 

o requirement to be broadcast in the entire coverage area of the cell. 

• Paging Channel (PCH), a downlink channel used for broadcast of control information 

into an entire cell allowing efficient UE sleep mode procedures. Currently identified 

information types are paging and notification. Another use could be UTRAN 

notification of change of the logical Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH, see section 

3.3.4) information. It is characterized by: 

o existence in downlink only, 

o association with a physical layer signal, the Page Indicator, to support efficient 

sleep mode procedures, 

o requirement to be broadcast in the entire coverage area of the cell. 

• Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH), a downlink channel shared by several UEs 

carrying dedicated control or traffic data, used in TDD mode only. It is characterized 

by: 

o used in TDD only, 

o existence in downlink only, 

o possibility to use beamforming, 

o possibility to use slow power control, 

o possibility to use inner loop power control, when associated with dedicated 

channel(s), 

o possibility to be broadcast in the entire cell, 

o always associated with another channel (DCH or FACH). 

• Uplink Shared channel (USCH), an uplink channel shared by several UEs carrying 

dedicated control or traffic data, used in TDD mode only. It is characterized by: 

o used in TDD only, 

o existence in uplink only, 

o possibility to use beam forming, 

o possibility to use power control, 
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o possibility to change rate fast, 

o possibility to use Uplink Synchronization, 

o possibility to use Timing advance. 

• High Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH), a downlink channel shared 

between UEs by allocation of individual codes, from a common pool of codes assigned 

for the channel. It is used in High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HDSPA), and 

characterized by: 

o existence in downlink only, 

o possibility to use beam forming, 

o possibility of applying link adaptation by varying the modulation, coding and 

transmit power, 

o possibility to be broadcast in the entire cell, 

o always associated with a DPCH and one or more shared physical control 

channel. 

• Dedicated Channel (DCH), a channel dedicated to one UE used in uplink or downlink. 

It is characterized by: 

o existing in uplink or downlink, 

o possibility to use beam forming, 

o possibility to change rate fast (each 10ms), 

o inner loop power control, 

o possibility to use timing advance in uplink (TDD only), 

o possibility to use Uplink Synchronization. 

 

The characteristics of a transport channel are defined by its Transport Format (TF) or 

Transport Format Set (TFS), specifying the physical layer processing to be applied to the 

transport channel in question, such as channel coding and interleaving, and any service-

specific rate matching as needed. The physical layer operates exactly according to the L1 

radio frame timing, which is 10ms. The Transmission Time Interval (TTI) indicates how often 

data arrives from higher layers, on each transport channel, to L1 for transmission. For all 
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transport channels except HS-DSCH, TTI has been defined to be 10 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms or 80 

ms and is directly related to the interlayer length of the first interleaving, which allows 

spanning transmission blocks over up to 8 radio frames ([Holm04]). For HS-DSCH, TTI is 

fixed to 2 ms for FDD. The start positions of TTIs for different transport channels multiplexed 

together for a single connection are time aligned (they have a common starting point), which 

is illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 TTI relationship on a single connection 

 

A Transport Block (TB) is defined as the basic data unit exchanged between L1 and MAC. 

For each sent Transport Block, L1 adds a Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) and, for each 

received Transport Blocks, passes an error indication to L2. A transport Block Set (TBS) is 

defined as a set of Transport Blocks, which are exchanged between L1 and MAC at the same 

time instance using the same transport channel. From the MAC perspective, TTI can be 

defined as the inter-arrival time of Transport Block Sets, and is equal to the periodicity at 

which a Transport Block Set is transferred by the physical layer on the radio interface; the 

MAC delivers one Transport Block Set to the physical layer every TTI. Additionally, [25.302] 

defines Transport Block Size (TBS) as the number of bits in a Transport Block and Transport 

Block Set Size (TBSS) as the number of bits in a Transport Block Set. 

As mentioned before, the characteristics of a transport channel are defined by its Transport 

Format (TF) or Transport Format Set (TFS) in case multiple Transport Formats are available 

for a single channel. The TF is defined as a format offered by L1 to MAC (and vice versa) for 

the delivery of a Transport Block Set during a Transmission Time Interval on a transport 

channel. The Transport Format consists of two parts – one dynamic part and one semi-static 
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part. Attributes of both parts for FDD are presented in Table 3-1.  They are different for the 

HS-DSCH transport channel, for which the TF additionally consists of a static part but does 

not contain a semi-static part. 

 

Table 3-1: Attributes of a Transport Format for FDD 

 All transport channels  
except HS-DSCH 

HS-DSCH 

Dynamic 
part • TBS 

• TBSS 

• TBS 
• Redundancy version / constellation 
• Modulation scheme 

Semi-static 
part 

• TTI 
• Type of error protection scheme 
• Static rate matching parameter 
• CRC size 

 

Static 
 part  

• TTI 
• Type of error protection scheme 

 

Typically, there are several Transport Formats available for a single transport channel. 

They form a Transport Format Set (TFS). The static and semi-static parts of all Transport 

Formats are the same within a Transport Format Set, the dynamic part may change. 

Effectively the Transport Block Size (TBS) and Transport Block Set Size (TBSS) form the 

instantaneous bit rate on the Transport Channel. Variable bit rate on a Transport Channel 

may, depending on the type of service, which is mapped onto the transport channel, be 

achieved by changing between each Transmission Time Interval one of the following: 

• TBSS only (not applicable for HS-DSCH), 

• both the TBS and TBSS. 

 

An example TFS for a DCH may be: 

• Dynamic part: {320 bits, 320 bits}; {320 bits, 2x320 bits}; {320 bits, 1280 bits}. 

• Semi-static part: {10 ms, Turbo coding, static rate matching parameter = 2, CRC16}. 

 

A UE can set up multiple transport channels simultaneously, each having its own transport 

characteristics. The physical layer multiplexes one or several transport channels, and for each 

channel, there exists a TFS which are applicable. Nevertheless, at a given point of time, not 

all combinations may be submitted to layer 1 but only a subset, the Transport Format 
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Combination (TFC). This is defined as an authorized combination of currently valid Transport 

Formats that can be submitted simultaneously to the layer 1 for transmission on a certain 

Coded Composite Transport Channel (CCTrCh) of a UE, i.e. containing one Transport 

Format from each transport channel. An example TFC for 3 DCHs multiplexed on one 

CCTrCh may be: 

• DCH1: Dynamic part: {20 bits, 20 bits}, Semi-static part: {10 ms, Convolutional 

coding only, static rate matching parameter = 2}; 

• DCH2: Dynamic part: {320 bits, 1 280 bits}, Semi-static part: {10 ms, Convolutional 

coding only, static rate matching parameter = 3}; 

• DCH3: Dynamic part: {320 bits, 320 bits}, Semi-static part: {40 ms, Turbo coding, 

static rate matching parameter = 2}. 

 

For a certain CCTrCh there may be several Transport Format Combinations available. 

They form a Transport format Combination Set (TFCS). An example of the dynamic part oa a 

TFCS may be: 

• TFC1: DCH1: {20 bits, 20 bits}, DCH2: {320 bits, 1280 bits}, DCH3: {320 bits, 320 

bits}, 

• TFC2: DCH1: {40 bits, 40 bits}, DCH2: {320 bits, 1280 bits}, DCH3: {320 bits, 320 

bits}; 

• TFC3: DCH1: {160 bits, 160 bits}, DCH2: {320 bits, 320 bits}, DCH3: {320 bits, 320 

bits}. 

 

The TFCS from this example may be denoted in a more convenient way, used throughout 

this thesis: TFCS={ {1x20, 4x320, 1x320}, {1x40, 4x320, 1x320}, {1x160, 1x320, 1x320} }. 

This notation takes into account the fact, that TBSS is always an integer multiple of TBS so 

TBSS may be denoted as nxTBS, which contains information about both TBS and TBSS. 

The TFCS is what is given to MAC for control of L1 transmission. However, the 

assignment of the TFCS is done by L3 (precisely, RRC). When mapping data onto L1, MAC 

chooses between the different Transport Format Combinations given in the TFCS. Since it is 

only the dynamic part that differs between the Transport Format Combinations, it is in fact 

only the dynamic part that MAC has any control over. The semi-static part, together with the 
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target value for the L1 closed loop power control, corresponds to the BER and Transfer Delay 

attributes of the Radio Access Bearer (and thus Radio Bearer) with which the transport 

channel is associated (see section 2.6.3 for details on service attributes). Each transport 

channel can be used for information stream transfer of one Radio Bearer or for layer 2 and 

higher layer signaling messages. 

 It should be noted that a TFCS need not, and even should not, contain all possible 

Transport Format Combinations that can be formed by Transport Format Sets of the 

corresponding transport channels. It is only the allowed combinations that are included. 

Thereby a maximum total bit rate of all transport channels of a Coded Composite Transport 

Channel can be set appropriately. That can be achieved by only allowing Transport Format 

Combinations for which the included Transport Formats (one for each Transport Channel) do 

not correspond to high bit rates simultaneously, and the sum of their bit rates does not exceed 

the total bit rate of the Coded Composite Transport Channel. 

The interface between higher layers and the physical layer and an example of transport 

channel multiplexing is presented in Figure 3-3. The concepts of Transport Block Size and 

Transport Block Set Size, which constitute a Transport Format, are also depicted. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Interface between layers 1 and 2 
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The Transport Format Indicator (TFI) is a label for a specific Transport Format within a 

Transport Format Set. It is used in the inter-layer communication between MAC and L1 each 

time a transport block set is exchanged between the two layers on a transport channel. The 

multiplexing of transport channels onto the same or different physical channels is carried out 

by L1. Except for HS-DSCH the Transport Format Combination Indication (TFCI) shall 

uniquely identify the transport format used by each transport channel of the Coded Composite 

Transport Channel within the current radio frame. In case of HS-DSCH the identification of 

the transport format and channelization codes is realized with the Transport Format and 

Resource Indication field (TFRI) on an associated shared control channel. 

As already mentioned, transport channels are multiplexed by L1 on physical channels on 

the air interface. There are several physical control and data channels, and not all mappings 

are allowed. Valid mappings for FDD are presented in Figure 3-4. Description of physical 

channels is out of scope of this thesis; details can be found in [25.211]. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Transport-channel to physical-channel mapping 
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Figure 3-5 Uplink multiplexing and channel coding chain for DCH transport channels 

 

In addition to the services and functions already presented, the physical layer performs 

several other functions. Below all main functions, as listed in [25.201] and [25.301], are 
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• Forward Error Correction (FEC) encoding and decoding of transport channels; 

• Measurements and their indication to higher layers; 

• Macro diversity distribution and combining and soft handover execution; 

• Error detection on transport channels; 

• Multiplexing of transport channels and demultiplexing of coded composite transport 

channels; 
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• Radio frame segmentation and reassembly; 

• Rate matching; 

• Radio frame equalization; 

• Mapping of coded composite transport channels on physical channels; 

• Modulation and spreading, demodulation and despreading of physical channels; 

• Frequency and time (chip, bit, slot, frame) synchronization; 
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• Closed-loop power control; 

• Power weighting and combining of physical channels; 

• Radio Frequency (RF) processing; 

• Support of Uplink Synchronization and timing advance (TDD only); 

• Beamforming; 

• Hybrid Automated Repeat Request (HARQ) soft-combining for HS-DSCH. 

 

The uplink multiplexing and channel coding chain for DCH transport channels, as 

presented in [Holm04], is depicted in Figure 3-5 to illustrate the use of some of the functions 

of the physical layer. All functions relevant to research presented in this thesis have already 

been described; information about the rest of them may be found in [25.201], [25.302] (and 

specifications referenced in those documents) and e.g. [Holm04], [Kola03], [Korh01], 

[Marc05], [Weso03a], [Weso03b] or [Smit02].  
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3.3 Layer 2: Data Link Layer 

This section provides an extensive description of layer 2 of the radio interface protocol 

stack, including services, functions and some procedures of individual sublayers. Knowledge 

of how L2 operates is essential for understanding details of performed research (presented in 

chapter 4) and the value of obtained results. 

The data link layer is generally responsible for handling data sent over the radio link in 

terms of data formatting and transmission timing according to L1 requirements, compression, 

multiplexing and retransmission. It consists of 4 sublayers:  

• Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) 

• Broadcast/Multicast Control (BMC) 

• Radio Link Control (RLC) 

• Medium Access Control (MAC) 

 

The MAC layer in Release 5 can be further split into several sublayers: MAC-d, MAC-

c/sh, MAC-hs and MAC-b. In UTRAN, MAC-d and MAC-c/sh are located in the RNC 

(although for a single RAB they may be located in physically disjoint SRNC and DRNC) 

while MAC-hs and MAC-b are located in Node B (see section 3.3.4 for details). Thus, the 

data link layer architecture in UMTS is distributed; it spans across several UTRAN devices 

and makes use of UTRAN interfaces to exchange inter-layer data. Therefore, its analyses, 

efficient design and implementation are definitely not trivial tasks. 

3.3.1 PDCP 

Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), specified in [25.323], is the top-most protocol 

in the data link layer. Its purpose is to provide header compression of packets sent over the 

radio interface. The PDCP sublayer is defined for the PS domain only and exists in the 

U-Plane. 

Figure 3-6 shows the model of the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) within the 

radio interface protocol architecture. Every PS domain RAB is associated with one RB, which 

in turn is associated with one PDCP entity. Each PDCP entity is associated with one or two 

(one for each direction) RLC entities (see section 3.3.3) depending on the RB characteristic 

(unidirectional or bidirectional) and RLC mode. The PDCP entities are located in the PDCP 
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sublayer. Every PDCP entity uses zero, one or several different Header Compression 

Protocols (HCP). Several PDCP entities may be defined for a UE with each using the same or 

different protocol type. In UMTS Release 5, only two header compression protocol types, IP 

Header Compression (IPHC) [RFC2507] and Robust Header Compression (ROHC) 

[RFC3095], are supported. A PDCP entity using RLC AM SAP may use PDCP SDU 

numbering. The PDCP sublayer is configured by RRC through the PDCP Control SAP (see 

clause 3.4). 

 
 

 

Figure 3-6 PDCP protocol layer architecture 
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PDCP performs the following functions: 

• Header compression and decompression of IP data streams (e.g., TCP/IP, UDP/IP and 

RTP/UDP/IP headers) at the transmitting and receiving entity, respectively. The header 

compression method is specific to the particular network layer, transport layer or upper 

layer protocol combinations. The header compression protocols and their parameters 

are configured by upper layers for each PDCP entity. Compressor and decompressor 

initiated signaling between peer PDCP entities, during operation, is accomplished 

through in-band signaling. 

• Transfer of user data. The same functionality as the corresponding service.  

• Support for lossless SRNS relocation or lossless DL RLC PDU size change. This 

function results in the maintenance of PDCP SDU sequence numbers service for radio 

bearers that are configured to support lossless SRNS relocation or lossless DL RLC 

PDU size change. In case of SRNS Relocation the upper layer indicates to PDCP to 

perform either the re-initialization or the context relocation of compression protocols of 

an RB. The PDCP context is a set of states of all PDCP compressor and decompressor 

variables. In UMTS Release 5, context relocation is only applicable to ROHC. Each of 

the compression protocols is handled independently, but the context relocation 

capability is optional for the UE and it is indicated as a part of the UE radio access 

capabilities. Lossless SRNS Relocation is only applicable when RLC is configured for 

in-sequence delivery and acknowledged mode. For the support of lossless SRNS 

Relocation, the PDCP entities maintain sequence numbers for PDCP SDUs. These 

sequence numbers are synchronized between PDCP Sender and Receiver. When a 

lossless SRNS Relocation is performed sequence numbers are exchanged between UE 

and UTRAN. They are used to confirm PDCP SDUs transmitted but not yet 

acknowledged by the Receiver. After relocation the data transfer begins with the first 

unconfirmed PDCP SDU. A similar mechanism is applied in case of lossless DL RLC 

PDU size change. 

 

There are 3 PDCP modes of operation, depending on what functions are performed and 

which kind of PDCP PDU is generated (i.e. what header is added): 

• PDCP-No-Header PDU. It does not introduce any overhead to the PDCP SDU, but 

compression, lossless SRNS relocation and DL RLC size change are not possible. 
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• PDCP Data PDU. Used to convey uncompressed or compressed PDCP SDUs and 

header compression related control signaling. A 1-byte header is added. 

• PDCP Sequence Number PDU. In addition to functions provided by the Data PDU 

mode, sequence numbering (and thus SRNS relocation and DL RLC size change) is 

supported. A 3-byte header is added. 

 

IPHC ([RFC2507]) operation principle is to convey only header fields which change 

between subsequent frames. IPv4, IPv6, TCP and UDP headers can be compressed. A 

UDP/IPv4 header is typically compressed from the original 28 bytes to 4-6 bytes; a TCP/IPv4 

header is compressed from original 40 bytes to 4-7 bytes (depending on which header fields 

changed). Traffic conveyed by a PDCP entity is classified as belonging to packet streams 

characterized by a set of defining fields that include common source and destination address 

pair and port pair. Each such stream is given a 8-bit or 16-bit (depending on the supported 

number of streams) Context Identifier (CID) which is carried in each PDCP frame header and 

identifies the stream. IPHC does not handle any QoS issues and simply relays streams. 

ROHC ([RFC3905] with some additional requirements in [RFC3906]) is a much more 

complex algorithm designed to meet the needs of real-time services over error-prone 

networks. It additionally supports compression of RTP headers, but does not support 

compression of TCP headers assuming that real-time traffic does not use TCP because as 

there is no time for retransmissions anyway. For RTP, ROHC works out the functional 

relationship of some header fields with the RTP sequence number and transmits only the 

latter. ROHC has better mechanisms predestining it to work over unreliable links than IPHC.  

PDCP theoretically permits usage of other header compression protocols, but only IPHC 

and ROHC are defined in [25.323]. Some other algorithms may be proposed in future releases 

of UMTS. PDCP performance depends mainly on performance of the compression algorithms 

themselves, which is out of scope of this thesis since these algorithms are not UMTS-specific. 

A wide variety of header compression algorithms exist, some being enhanced versions of 

those used in PDCP (as ROHC+, introduced in [Bogg02]); an extensive description of the 

current state of research concerning such algorithms can be found in [Couv04]. Analysis and 

proposed improvements of IPHC and ROHC performance can be found in e.g. [West03], 

[Couv04] or [Bogg02]. ROHC performance is additionally partially addressed in [RFC3243]. 
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3.3.2 BMC 

Broadcast Multicast Control (BMC) provides a broadcast and multicast, low-speed 

transmission service in the user plane on the radio interface for common user data in 

unacknowledged mode. A complete BMC specification can be found in [25.324]. 

The BMC sublayer interacts with other entities as illustrated in Figure 3-7. It uses the RLC 

UM SAP and provides BMC SAP to the upper layers. RRC configures BMC using the BMC 

Control SAP. The interactions with the upper layer and the RRC layer are specified in 

[25.324] in terms of primitives where the primitives represent the logical exchange of 

information and control between the BMC sublayer and higher layers. They do not specify or 

constrain implementations. In UMTS Release 5, practically the only service utilizing the 

BMC protocol is the Cell Broadcast Service (CBS) described in [23.041], which is directly 

taken from GSM. The CBC-RNC interface between the Cell Broadcast Center (CBC) in Core 

Network and RNC, also referred to as IuBC interface, is well defined. 

BMC service is unidirectional: data is always broadcast from RNC (where it is located in 

UTRAN) to UE and no feedback is generated. Thus, internal BMC functionality is different in 

RNC and UE: the former has to maintain a transmission schedule, while the latter has to 

either listen to the broadcast information all the time or according to a received schedule. 

Messages sent by BMC can be repeated a given number of times with a given repetition 

period, and may have assigned priorities in case different message schedules overlap. 

 
 

 

Figure 3-7 BMC protocol layer architecture 
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The main functions of the BMC protocol are: 

• Storage of Cell Broadcast Messages. The BMC stores the Cell Broadcast messages 

received over the CBC-RNC interface for scheduled transmission. 

• Traffic volume monitoring and radio resource request for CBS. At the UTRAN side, 

the BMC calculates the required transmission rate for Cell Broadcast Service based on 

the messages received over the CBC-RNC interface, and requests for appropriate 

FACH and CTCH resources (see sections 3.2 and 3.3.4) from RRC. 

• Scheduling of BMC messages. The BMC receives scheduling information together 

with each Cell Broadcast message over the CBC-RNC-interface. Based on this 

scheduling information, at the UTRAN side, BMC generates schedule messages and 

schedules BMC message sequences accordingly. At the UE side, BMC evaluates the 

schedule messages and indicates scheduling parameters to RRC, which are used by 

RRC to configure the lower layers for CBS discontinuous reception. 

• Transmission of BMC messages to UE. This function transmits the BMC messages 

received from upper layer (Scheduling and Cell Broadcast messages) according to the 

schedule. 

• Delivery of Cell Broadcast messages to upper layer (NAS). This function is specified 

only for UE and delivers the received Cell Broadcast messages to upper layer (NAS) in 

the UE. Only non-corrupted Cell Broadcast messages are delivered. 

 

When sending Cell Broadcast (CB) messages to a cell for the first time appropriate 

capacity has to be allocated in the cell. The logical channel (CTCH) has to be configured and 

the transport channel (FACH) used has to be indicated to all UEs via RRC initiated system 

information broadcast on the BCH. The capacity allocated for CBS is cell-specific and may 

vary over time to allow efficient use of radio resources. 

BMC offers very low bit rate services, with practically no QoS guarantees, which operate 

to a large extent independently of main data processing, although the same transport channel 

may be shared. BMC is generally out of scope of research presented in this thesis, since it is 

not a part of the main user data processing path and its performance does not affect the 

performance of the whole system, only the offered service. A study of performance of data 

broadcast services in wireless networks concerning, among others, CBS in UMTS (and thus, 

indirectly, BMC) can be found in [Vlaj04]. 
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3.3.3 RLC 

Radio Link Control (RLC), specified in [25.322],  mainly segments packets received from 

higher layers into fixed-length blocks (RLC PDUs) required by the MAC and L1, and 

reassembles RLC PDUs received from lower layers into higher layer packets. Depending on 

the mode of operation, it may also provide several other functions, such as in-sequence 

delivery or an Automated Repeat Request (ARQ) mechanism.  

The RLC sublayer consists of RLC entities, of which there are three types:  

• Transparent Mode (TM), 

• Unacknowledged Mode (UM),  

• Acknowledged Mode (AM). 

 

An UM and a TM RLC entity can be configured to be a transmitting RLC entity or a 

receiving RLC entity. There is one transmitting and one receiving RLC entity for each 

transparent mode (TM) and unacknowledged mode (UM) service. An AM RLC entity 

consists of a transmitting side, and a receiving side; there is one combined, transmitting and 

receiving entity for the acknowledged mode (AM) service, as depicted in Figure 3-8 

 

 

Figure 3-8 RLC protocol layer architecture 
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RLC communicates with the lower layer (MAC) using MAC SAPs (logical channels, see 

clause 3.3.4), and with RRC using an RLC Control SAP. It provides services to higher layers 

in form of TM, UM and AM SAPs, depending on the type of used entity. 

RLC entities may perform the following functions: 

• Segmentation and reassembly. This function performs segmentation/reassembly of 

variable-length upper layer PDUs into/from smaller RLC PDUs. The RLC PDU size is 

adjustable to the actual set of transport formats. 

• Concatenation. If the contents of an RLC SDU cannot be carried by one RLC PDU, 

the first segment of the next RLC SDU may be put into the RLC PDU in concatenation 

with the last segment of the previous RLC SDU. 

• Padding. When concatenation is not applicable and the remaining data to be 

transmitted does not fill an entire RLC PDU of given size, the remainder of the data 

field shall be filled with padding bits. 

• Transfer of user data. This function is used for conveyance of data between users of 

RLC services. RLC supports acknowledged, unacknowledged and transparent data 

transfer. QoS setting controls transfer of user data. 

• Error correction. This function provides error correction by retransmission (using 

Selective Repeat ARQ) in acknowledged data transfer mode. 

• In-sequence delivery of upper layer PDUs. This function preserves the order of 

upper layer PDUs that were submitted for transfer by RLC using the acknowledged 

data transfer service. If this function is not used, out-of-sequence delivery is provided. 

• Duplicate Detection. This function detects duplicated received RLC PDUs and 

ensures that the resultant upper layer PDU is delivered only once to the upper layer. 

• Flow control. This function allows an RLC receiver to control the rate at which the 

peer RLC transmitting entity may send information. 

• Sequence number check. This function is used in unacknowledged mode and 

guarantees the integrity of reassembled PDUs and provides a mechanism for the 

detection of corrupted RLC SDUs through checking sequence number in RLC PDUs 

when they are reassembled into a RLC SDU. A corrupted RLC SDU will be discarded. 
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• Ciphering. This function prevents unauthorized acquisition of data. Ciphering is 

performed in RLC layer for non-transparent RLC mode, using Kasumi f8 algorithm.  

• SDU discard. This function allows an RLC transmitter to discharge RLC SDU from 

the buffer 

 

These functions are performed by individual RLC entities to provide services to upper 

layers. Depending on QoS requirements of each Radio Bearer, it is setup using the appropriate 

type of RLC SAP, and thus RLC service. RLC provides the following services: 

• Transparent data transfer. RLC entities providing this service operate in Transparent 

Mode (TM). This service transmits upper layer PDUs without adding any protocol 

information, possibly including segmentation/reassembly functionality. The following 

functions are needed to support transparent data transfer: 

o Segmentation and reassembly. 

o Transfer of user data. 

o SDU discard. 

• Unacknowledged data transfer. RLC entities providing this service operate in 

Unacknowledged Mode (UM). This service transmits upper layer PDUs without 

guaranteeing delivery to the peer entity. The unacknowledged data transfer mode has 

the following characteristics: 

o Detection of erroneous data. The RLC sublayer shall deliver only those SDUs 

to the receiving upper layer that are free of transmission errors by using the 

sequence-number check function. 

o Immediate delivery. The receiving RLC sublayer entity shall deliver a SDU to 

the upper layer receiving entity as soon as it arrives at the receiver. 

The following functions are needed to support unacknowledged data transfer: 

o Segmentation and reassembly. 

o Concatenation. 

o Padding. 

o Transfer of user data. 
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o Ciphering. 

o Sequence number check. 

o SDU discard. 

• Acknowledged data transfer. RLC entities providing this service operate in 

Acknowledged Mode (AM). This service transmits upper layer PDUs and guarantees 

delivery to the peer entity. In case RLC is unable to deliver the data correctly, the user 

of RLC at the transmitting side is notified. For this service, both in-sequence and out-

of-sequence delivery are supported. In many cases an upper layer protocol can restore 

the order of its PDUs. As long as the out-of-sequence properties of the lower layer are 

known and controlled (i.e. the upper layer protocol will not immediately request 

retransmission of a missing PDU) allowing out-of-sequence delivery can save memory 

space in the receiving RLC. The acknowledged data transfer mode has the following 

characteristics: 

o Error-free delivery: Error-free delivery is ensured by means of retransmission. 

The receiving RLC entity delivers only error-free SDUs to the upper layer. 

o Unique delivery: The RLC sublayer shall deliver each SDU only once to the 

receiving upper layer using duplication detection function. 

o In-sequence delivery: RLC sublayer shall provide support for in-order delivery 

of SDUs, i.e., RLC sublayer should deliver SDUs to the receiving upper layer 

entity in the same order as the transmitting upper layer entity submits them to 

the RLC sublayer. 

o Out-of-sequence delivery: Alternatively to in-sequence delivery, it shall also be 

possible to allow that the receiving RLC entity delivers SDUs to upper layer in 

different order than submitted to RLC sublayer at the transmitting side. 

The following functions are needed to support acknowledged data transfer: 

o Segmentation and reassembly. 

o Concatenation. 

o Padding. 

o Transfer of user data. 

o Error correction. 
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o In-sequence delivery of upper layer PDUs. 

o Duplicate detection. 

o Flow Control. 

o Protocol error detection and recovery. 

o Ciphering. 

o SDU discard. 

• Maintenance of QoS as defined by upper layers. The retransmission protocol shall 

be configurable by layer 3 to provide different levels of QoS. This can be controlled. 

• Notification of unrecoverable errors. RLC notifies the upper layer of errors that 

cannot be resolved by RLC itself by normal exception handling procedures, e.g. by 

adjusting the maximum number of retransmissions according to delay requirements. 

 

Below, the operation of TM, UM and AM entities is briefly describe to illustrate possible 

data flows through RLC. Understanding how RLC entities work in details is crucial for 

understanding the meaning and importance of improvements presented in chapter 4. 

Figure 3-9 shows the model of two transparent mode peer RLC entities.  

 

 

Figure 3-9 Model of two transparent mode peer entities 

 

The transmitting TM RLC entity receives RLC SDUs from upper layers through the TM 

SAP. All received RLC SDUs must be of a length that is a multiple of one of the valid 
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layers and a RLC SDU is larger than the TMD PDU size used by the lower layer for that TTI, 

the transmitting TM RLC entity segments RLC SDUs to fit the TMD PDUs size without 

adding RLC headers. All the TMD PDUs carrying one RLC SDU are sent in the same TTI, 

and no segment from another RLC SDU are sent in this TTI. When the processing of an RLC 

SDU is complete, the resulting (one or more) TMD PDUs are submitted to the lower layer 

through a BCCH, DCCH, PCCH, CCCH or DTCH logical channel (for FDD). 

The receiving TM RLC entity receives TMD PDUs through the configured logical 

channels from the lower layer. If segmentation is configured by upper layers, all TMD PDUs 

received within one TTI are reassembled to form the RLC SDU. If segmentation is not 

configured by upper layers, each TMD PDU is treated as a RLC SDU. RLC SDUs are 

delivered to upper layers through the TM-SAP. 

 

 

Figure 3-10 Model of two unacknowledged mode peer entities 

 

Figure 3-10 shows the model of two unacknowledged mode peer RLC entities. The 

transmitting UM RLC entity receives RLC SDUs from upper layers through the UM SAP. It 

segments the RLC SDU into Unacknowledged Mode Data (UMD) PDUs of appropriate size, 

if the RLC SDU is larger than the length of available space in the UMD PDU. The UMD 

PDU may contain segmented and/or concatenated RLC SDUs. UMD PDU may also contain 

padding to ensure that it is of a valid length. An UM RLC header is added, containing an 

UMD PDU Sequence Number (SN) and Length Indicators (LI), which are used to define 

boundaries between RLC SDUs within UMD PDUs. Length Indicators are also used to define 

whether Padding is included in the UMD PDU. If ciphering is configured, an UMD PDU is 
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ciphered (except for the UMD PDU header) before it is submitted to the lower layer. The 

transmitting UM RLC entity submits UMD PDUs to the lower layer through a CCCH,  

DCCH, CTCH or DTCH logical channel (for FDD) 

The receiving UM-RLC entity receives UMD PDUs through the configured logical 

channels from the lower layer. If ciphering is configured it deciphers the received UMD 

PDUs (except for the UMD PDU header). It removes RLC headers from received UMD 

PDUs, and reassembles RLC SDUs; if the UMD PDU SN does not match (is not in 

sequence), the SDUs not yet assembled are deemed incomplete and dropped. RLC SDUs are 

delivered by the receiving UM RLC entity to the upper layers through the UM SAP. 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Model of an acknowledged mode entity 

 

An acknowledged mode RLC entity can be configured to utilize one or two logical 

channels. Figure 3-11 shows the model of the AM RLC entity when one logical channel 

(shown as a solid line) and when two logical channels (shown as dashed lines) are used. If one 

logical channel is configured, the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity submits 

Acknowledged Mode Data (AMD) PDUs and Control PDUs to the lower layer on that logical 
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two logical channels are configured in the uplink, AMD PDUs are transmitted on the first 

logical channel, and control PDUs are transmitted on the second logical channel. In case two 

logical channels are configured in the downlink, AMD and Control PDUs can be transmitted 

on any of the two logical channels. 

The transmitting side of the AM RLC entity receives RLC SDUs from upper layers 

through the AM SAP. They are segmented and/or concatenated into AMD PDUs of a fixed 

length. The segmentation is performed if the received RLC SDU is larger than the length of 

available space in the AMD PDU. The AMD PDU may contain segmented and/or 

concatenated RLC SDUs. The AMD PDU may also contain padding to ensure that it is of a 

valid size. Length Indicators are used to define boundaries between RLC SDUs within AMD 

PDUs and define whether padding or Piggybacked STATUS PDU is included in the AMD 

PDU. After the segmentation and/or concatenation are performed, the AMD PDUs are placed 

in the retransmission buffer and. AMD PDUs buffered in the retransmission buffer are deleted 

or retransmitted based on the status report found within a STATUS PDU or Piggybacked 

STATUS PDU sent by the peer AM RLC entity. This status report may contain positive or 

negative acknowledgements of individual AMD PDUs received by the peer AM RLC entity. 

The multiplexer multiplexes AMD PDUs from the retransmission buffer that need to be 

retransmitted, and the newly generated AMD PDUs delivered from the 

Segmentation/Concatenation function, with preference to retransmitted PDUs (since SDUs 

cannot be delivered at the peer entity if PDUs are missing).  The PDUs are then delivered to 

the function that completes the AMD PDU header by adding LIs and AMD PDU SN and 

potentially replaces padding with a Piggybacked STATUS PDU. The AMD PDU header is 

completed also based on the input from the RLC Control Unit that indicates the values to set 

in some fields, e.g. the Polling Bit. The function also multiplexes, if required, Control PDUs 

received from the RLC Control Unit (RESET and RESET ACK PDUs), and from the 

Reception buffer (Piggybacked STATUS and STATUS PDUs), with AMD PDUs. The 

ciphering, if configured, is then applied to the AMD PDUs (except for the AMD PDU 

header). Control PDUs (i.e. STATUS PDU, RESET PDU, and RESET ACK PDU) are not 

ciphered. At last, the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity submits AMD PDUs to the 

lower layer through either one or two DCCH or DTCH logical channels. 

The receiving side of the AM RLC entity receives AMD and Control PDUs through the 

configured logical channels from the lower layer. AMD PDUs are routed to the Deciphering 

Unit where, if ciphering is configured, AMD PDUs (minus the AMD PDU header) are 
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deciphered and then delivered to the reception buffer. The AMD PDUs are placed in the 

reception buffer until a complete RLC SDU has been received. The Receiver acknowledges 

successful reception or requests retransmission of the missing AMD PDUs (detected by 

examining AMD PDU sequence numbers) by sending one or more STATUS PDUs to the AM 

RLC peer entity, through its transmitting side. If a Piggybacked STATUS PDU is found in an 

AMD PDU, or if a STATUS PDU is received, it is delivered to the retransmission buffer and 

Management Unit at the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity, in order to purge the buffer 

of positively acknowledged AMD PDUs, and to indicate which AMD PDUs need to be 

retransmitted. RESET and RESET ACK PDUs are delivered to the RLC Control Unit for 

processing. If a response to the peer AM RLC entity is needed, an appropriate Control PDU is 

delivered by the RLC Control Unit to the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity. Once a 

complete RLC SDU has been received, the associated AMD PDUs are reassembled by the 

Reassembly Unit and delivered to upper layers through the AM SAP. 

Each RLC PDU is conveyed in one Transport Block, prepared for L1 by MAC (see 

examples of data flows in section 3.5). The structure of AMD and UMD RLC PDUs, 

including headers, is presented in Figure 3-12. The Extension (E) bit indicates whether the 

next field is a LI or data. In AMD PDU header, the Data/Control (D/C) field indicates if the 

PDU contains data, or is a Control PDU.  The Polling (P) bit is set by the sender to request a 

STATUS PDU from the receiver, and Header Extension (HE) bits perform a similar function 

as the E bit. LIs may be 7 or 15 bits long, which depends on the RLC PDU size and is 

configured by RRC. 

 

Figure 3-12 Structure of UMD and AMD RLC PDUs 
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Figure 3-13 illustrates the concept of Length Indicators, which always point to the next 

byte after each RLC SDU or RLC SDU fragment (to indicate its length) in the RLC PDU. 

Other header fields than LI are not depicted for clarity. Some LI values are reserved for 

special purposes, e.g. to indicate the presence of padding or a Piggybacked STATUS PDU, 

and some are reserved but not used in this version of the standard (see [25.322] for details). In 

Figure 3-13, LI1 indicates the length of the last fragment of segmented SDU 1, LI2 indicates 

the length of a concatenated SDU 2, and LI3 indicates presence of a Piggybacked STATUS 

PDU placed instead of part of the padding. 

 

 

Figure 3-13 Length Indicators in RLC PDU 

 

The following Control PDUs are used by AM RLC: 

• RESET PDU, used to reset all protocol states, protocol variables and protocol timers of 

the peer AM RLC entity in order to synchronize the two peer entities. 

• RESET ACK PDU, sent in response of a RESET PDU to confirm its reception. 

• STATUS PDU and Piggybacked STATUS PDU, which are used: 

o by the Receiver to inform the Sender about missing and received AMD PDUs 

in the Receiver; 

o by the Receiver to inform the Sender about the size of the allowed transmission 

window; 

o by the Sender to request the Receiver to move the reception window; and 

o by the Receiver to acknowledge the Sender about the reception of the request to 

move the reception window. 

 

Each Control PDU has to be sent in a separate AMD PDU, i.e. no SDU fragments or 

concatenated SDUs can be additionally present. An exception is the Piggybacked STATUS 

PDU, which has the same structure as a STATUS PDU but can replace padding (or part of the 

padding) in an AMD PDU, i.e. can be concatenated with the last SDU or SDU fragment in an 

AMD PDU. This is illustrated in Figure 3-14: Figure 3-14a presents RLC SDU segmentation 

SDU 1 (last fragment) padding Pig. STATUS LI1 LI2 SDU 2 LI3 
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and concatenation and STATUS PDU transmission in separate AMD PDUs; Figure 3-14b 

presents the same sequence of RLC SDUs and Control SDUs, but in case when Piggybacked 

STATUS PDUs are used and placed instead of some padding of AMD PDUs. It can be seen 

that using STATUS piggybacking (which is optional in implementation) is generally much 

more efficient. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 AM RLC segmentation, concatenation and STATUS PDU transmission 

 

STATUS PDUs contain a list of Super Fields (SUFI), which contains the actual status 

information. Each SUFI is coded as a TLV (Type/Length/Value), so the length of a STATUS 
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choose the NACK type, depending on its capabilities (not all can be supported) and length of 

the NACK, which is different for different combinations of received and missing PDUs. 

RLC AM incorporates a Selective Repeat (SR) ARQ mechanism, as depicted in an 

example in Figure 3-15. Each TTI a Transport Block Set (TBS, refer to section 3.2) is sent 
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should be retransmitted. The missing PDUs (PDU x’ in Figure 3-15) are retransmitted in one 

of the next TBSs.  

 

 

Figure 3-15 Operation of the ARQ mechanism in RLC 
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• Per-SDU status polling. The sender polls the receiver by setting the Poll bit in the 

AMD PDU containing every n-th transmitted SDU or the last fragment of every n-th 

transmitted SDU. The value n is equal to the Poll_SDU protocol parameter. 

• Window-based status polling. The sender polls the receiver by setting the Poll bit in a 

transmitted AMD PDU when the Tx window occupancy reaches a certain level. 

• ‘Last PDU in buffer mode’. The sender polls the receiver by setting the Poll bit in a 

transmitted AMD PDU if this AMD PDU is the last PDU in the transmission buffer, 

i.e. no more higher-layer data is waiting for transmission. 

• ‘Last PDU in Retransmission buffer’ mode. The sender polls the receiver by setting the 

Poll bit in a retransmitted AMD PDU if this AMD PDU is the last PDU in the 

retransmission buffer. 

 

Each status transmission and polling mechanism and appropriate parameters are configured 

by the upper layer (RRC). In addition to these mechanisms, the following mechanisms are 

defined to assist status transmission: 

• Timer-based Status Prohibit. After the receiver sent a STATUS PDU, it can not be send 

another STATUS PDU for the time defined by the Timer_Status_Prohibit protocol 

parameter. 

• Timer-based Poll Repetition.  If, after the time defined by the Timer_Poll protocol 

parameter, a STATUS PDU is not received, the peer entity is polled once more 

• Timer-based Poll Prohibit. After the peer entity was polled, it can not be polled again 

for the time defined by the Timer_Poll_Prohibit protocol parameter. 

 

These mechanisms can be defined and configured independently by RRC. Their choice and 

configuration, together with configuration of other RLC parameters such as window sizes, 

should be done with care, since it can seriously influence RLC performance. Incorrect 

configuration for a RAB with certain QoS requirements may lead to not meeting those 

requirements or even in the worst case to inability to convey traffic. 

Since RLC performance seriously influences overall performance of the radio interface 

protocol stack, data transmission in U-Plane and C-Plane, and thus system performance, there 

has been and still is performed a significant amount of research in this area. However, most of 
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the research focuses on verification how RLC performs in case of TCP/IP transmission, or in 

case of using certain services like Internet browsing or file download, over the radio link (see 

e.g. [Heie02a], [Heie02b] and partially in [Matu03a] and [Matu03b]). A more detailed 

evaluation of RLC performance, concerning configuration of different AM RLC mechanisms 

and parameters, can be found in e.g. [Ross03b], [Lau02] and [Limo04]. There has also been 

some research concerning modeling of RLC delays, presented in e.g. [Ende02] and [Ross03a]. 

Further information about research conducted in the field of RLC performance evaluation, as 

well as evaluation, improvements and configurations guidelines, proposed by the author of 

this thesis as original contributions, can be found in chapter 4. 

3.3.4 MAC 

The UMTS Medium Access Layer (MAC), defined in [25.321], is the bottom-most layer in 

the data link layer of the radio interface protocol stack. Its main function is mapping logical 

channels, offered as a transport services to RLC, to transport channels, offered to MAC as L1 

services. MAC sublayers are distributed between RNC (MAC-d and MAC-c/sh) and Node B 

(MAC-hs and MAC-b). This section provides a description of services provided, functions 

performed and some procedures performed by the MAC layer and all MAC entities in 

UTRAN in UMTS Release 5, with focus on FDD systems. The MAC in Release 6 has been 

extended by new entities and channels; an overview of these changes can be found in 

paragraph 3.3.4.6. 

The overall UTRAN side MAC architecture in UMTS Release 5 is presented in Figure 

3-16. All MAC entities (except MAC-b), their interconnections and used logical and transport 

channels are depicted. MAC-b is independent from other MAC entities. 

There is one MAC-d for each configured UE and each UE (MAC-d) that is associated with 

a particular cell may be associated with that cell's MAC-c/sh. MAC-c/sh is located in the 

controlling RNC while MAC-d is located in the serving RNC. MAC-hs is located in the 

Node B. The MAC-d PDUs to be transmitted are transferred from MAC-c/sh to the MAC-hs 

via the Iub interface in case of configuration with MAC-c/sh, or from the MAC-d via Iur/Iub 

in case of configuration without MAC-c/sh. The RLC provides RLC-PDUs to the MAC, 

which fit into the available transport blocks on the transport channels. 

MAC provides the following services to upper layers: 

• Data transfer. This service provides unacknowledged transfer of MAC SDUs between 

peer MAC entities without data segmentation. 
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• Reallocation of radio resources and MAC parameters. This service performs on request 

of RRC execution of radio resource reallocation and change of MAC parameters. 

• Reporting of measurements. Local measurements are reported to RRC. 

 
 

 

Figure 3-16 UTRAN side MAC architecture in UMTS Release 5 

 

The MAC layer provides data transfer services on logical channels. A set of logical 
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The following control channels are used for transfer of control plane information only: 

• Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH). A downlink channel for broadcasting system 

control information. 

• Paging Control Channel (PCCH). A downlink channel that transfers paging 

information. 

• Common Control Channel (CCCH). A bidirectional channel for transmitting control 

information between the network and UEs. 

• Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH). A bidirectional channel that transmits dedicated 

control information between UE and RNC. 

• Shared Channel Control Channel (SHCCH). A bidirectional channel used for 

transmission of common control information. Exists only in TDD. 

 

The following traffic channels are used for the transfer of user plane information only: 

• Dedicated Traffic Channel (DTCH). A bidirectional channel that transfers user 

information, dedicated to one UE. 

• Common Traffic Channel (CTCH). A downlink channel for transfer of dedicated user 

information for a group of UEs. 

 

MAC transfers data from logical channels to transport channels and vice versa, performing 

data multiplexing and scheduling. Not all combinations of logical channel to transport 

channel mappings are permitted; possible combinations are presented in Figure 3-17. 

 

 

Figure 3-17 Mapping of logical channels to transport channels 
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Functions performed by MAC include: 

• Mapping between logical channels and transport channels. Data from logical channels 

is redirected to appropriate transport channels and vice versa. 

• Selection of appropriate Transport Format (from the Transport Format Combination 

Set) for each Transport Channel depending on instantaneous source rate. Transport 

Formats and combinations are imposed by L1, but it is MAC that chooses the 

appropriate TF each TTI (see section 3.2 for more details). 

• Priority handling between data flows of one UE. This is achieved by different means: 

effective scheduling and multiplexing of flows, logical channel priorities, and 

selecting appropriate transport formats for different flows. 

• Priority handling between UEs by means of dynamic scheduling. A dynamic 

scheduling function may be applied for common and shared downlink transport 

channels (FACH in FDD). 

• Identification of UEs on common transport channels. On such channels, the 

identification of the UE sending each TB is included in the MAC header. 

• Multiplexing and demultiplexing of upper layer PDUs into/from transport blocks 

delivered to/from the physical layer on common transport channels. 

• Multiplexing and demultiplexing of upper layer PDUs into/from transport block sets 

delivered to/from the physical layer on dedicated transport channels; 

• Traffic volume measurements. MAC compares the amount of data corresponding to a 

transport channel with thresholds set by RRC. If the amount of data is too high or too 

low, MAC sends a measurement report on traffic volume status to RRC. RRC may use 

these reports for triggering reconfiguration of Radio Bearers and/or transport channels. 

• Transport channel type switching. Execution of the switching between common and 

dedicated transport channels is based on a switching decision derived by RRC. 

• Ciphering for Transparent Mode RLC. If a Radio Bearer is using TM RLC, ciphering 

is performed in the MAC layer instead of the RLC layer.  
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• Access Service Class selection for RACH transmission. PRACH (see section 3.2) 

resources may be divided between different Access Service Classes in order to provide 

different priorities of RACH usage. This function is used only in the UE. 

• Control of HS-DSCH transmission and reception and support of HARQ. MAC-hs 

employs a HARQ retransmission mechanism, which provides L1 fast retransmissions. 

• HS-DSCH Provided Bit Rate measurement. MAC provides measurements of bit rate 

of flows using the HS-DSCH transport channel in order to enable switching between 

HS-DSCH and other transport channel types. 

 

Table 3-3 shows which MAC functions may be applied to different uplink and downlink 

combinations of transport and logical channels. 

 

Table 3-3: UTRAN MAC functions corresponding to channel combinations 

Associated 
MAC 
Functions 

Logical 
Channel 

Transport 
Channel 

TF 
Sel. 

Priority: 
between 
UEs 

Priority: 
between 
flows 

Sche
du 
ling 
 

Mux/ 
Demux : 
common 

Mux/ 
Demux: 
DCH  

HARQ  

CCCH RACH     +   
DCCH RACH     +   
DCCH DCH      +  
DTCH RACH     +   
DTCH DCH      +  

SHCCH RACH     +   
SHCCH USCH     +   
DTCH USCH     +   

Uplink 
(Rx) 

DCCH USCH     +   
BCCH BCH    +    
BCCH FACH +   + +   
PCCH PCH +   +    
CCCH FACH + +  + +   
CTCH FACH +   + +   
CTCH FACH +   + +   
DCCH FACH + +  + +   
DCCH DSCH + +   +   
DCCH DCH +  +   +  
DCCH HS-DSCH + + + + +  + 
DTCH FACH + +  + +   
DTCH DSCH + +   +   
DTCH DCH +  +   +  
DTCH HS-DSCH + + + + +  + 

SHCCH FACH + +  + +   

Downlink 
(Tx) 

SHCCH DSCH + +   +   
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Performance of algorithms used in MAC, especially algorithms for scheduling, data 

multiplexing and TFC selection, is crucial for the performance of the whole radio interface 

protocol stack. If scheduling and multiplexing cannot provide priority differentiation and 

control MAC layer delays, then QoS requirements of Radio Bearers cannot be met, which is 

unacceptable. Some research concerning different aspects of MAC efficiency has already 

been done and results are presented e.g. in [Farr04], [Chua99], [Guti03], [Hawa02], 

[Heie02c], [Malk03], [Ment02] or [Shre95]. In chapter 4 of this thesis detailed analyses is 

done and some efficient MAC algorithms are proposed; it also contains a discussion about the 

state and results of prior research concerning the MAC layer. 

3.3.4.1 MAC-d 

Figure 3-18 shows the UTRAN side MAC-d entity. There is one MAC-d entity in the 

UTRAN for each UE that has one or more dedicated logical channels to or from the UTRAN. 

The following functionality is covered by each MAC-d entity: 

• Transport Channel type switching, which is performed by this entity based on decision 

taken by RRC; this is related to a change of radio resources. If requested by RRC, 

MAC shall switch the mapping of one designated logical channel between common 

and dedicated transport channels. 

• C/T multiplexing. This function includes the C/T field in the MAC header when 

multiplexing of several dedicated logical channels onto one transport channel (other 

than HS-DSCH) or one MAC-d flow (HS-DSCH) is used. 

• Priority setting. This function is responsible for priority setting on data received from 

DCCH / DTCH. 

• Ciphering. Ciphering for transparent mode data to be ciphered is performed in MAC-d. 

• Deciphering. Deciphering for ciphered transparent mode data is performed in MAC-d. 

• DL Scheduling/Priority handling. In the downlink, scheduling and priority handling of 

transport channels should be done to provide priority differentiation of data conveyed 

using different DTCH logical channels and is performed within the allowed transport 

format combinations of the TFCS assigned by the RRC. 

• Flow Control. A flow control function exists toward MAC-c/sh to limit buffering 

between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh entities. This function is intended to limit layer 2 

signaling latency and reduce discarded and retransmitted data as a result of FACH 
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congestion. A flow control function also exists towards MAC-hs in case of 

configuration without MAC-c/sh. Flow control between MAC entities is further 

described in section 3.3.4.5. 

 

 

Figure 3-18 UTRAN side MAC architecture / MAC-d details 

 

A MAC-d entity using common channels other than the HS-DSCH is connected to a 

MAC-c/sh entity that handles the scheduling of the common channels to which the UE is 

assigned and DL (FACH) priority queue identification to MAC-c/sh.  

A MAC-d entity using the HS-DSCH may be connected to a MAC-c/sh entity that in turn 

is connected to the MAC-hs entity in the Node B (configuration with MAC-c/sh); alternately, 

a MAC-d entity using the HS-DSCH may be connected to the MAC-hs entity in the Node B 

in case of configuration without MAC-c/sh. 

A MAC-d entity is responsible for mapping dedicated logical channels onto the available 

dedicated transport channels or routing the data received on a DCCH or DTCH to MAC-c/sh 

or to MAC-hs. One dedicated logical channel can be mapped simultaneously on DCH and 

DSCH in TDD mode (which is out of scope of this thesis). One dedicated logical channel can 

be mapped simultaneously on DCH and HS-DSCH. 
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3.3.4.2 MAC-c/sh 

Figure 3-19 shows the UTRAN side MAC-c/sh entity. There is one MAC-c/sh entity in the 

UTRAN for each cell. In UMTS Release 6, MAC-c/sh is replaced by MAC-c/sh/m 

(common/shared/multicast). All functionality of MAC-c/sh is retained and new functions 

associated with Multicast Broadcast Multimedia Service (MBMS) are added; some more 

details about MAC-c/sh/m are presented in section 3.3.4.6. 

 

 

Figure 3-19 UTRAN side MAC architecture / MAC-c/sh details 

 

The following functionality is covered by MAC-c/sh: 

• Scheduling – Priority Handling. This function manages FACH resources between the 

UEs and between data flows according to their priority. More details are presented in 

section 3.3.4.5. 

• TCTF multiplexing. This function represents the handling (insertion for downlink 

channels and detection and deletion for uplink channels) of the Target Channel Type 

Field (TCTF) in the MAC header, and the respective mapping between logical and 

transport channels. The TCTF field indicates the common logical channel type, or 

indicates if a dedicated logical channel is used. 

• UE Id multiplexing. For dedicated type logical channels, the UE Id field in the MAC 

header is used to distinguish between UEs. 
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• TFC selection. In the downlink, Transport Format Combination (TFC) selection is 

done for FACH and PCH and for TDD DSCH. 

• Demultiplexing. For TDD operation the demultiplexing function is used to separate 

USCH data from different UEs, i.e. to be transferred to different MAC-d entities. 

• DL code allocation. For TDD this function is used to indicate the code used on the 

DSCH. 

• Flow control. A flow control function exists toward MAC-d to limit buffering between 

MAC-d and MAC-c/sh entities. A flow control function also exists towards MAC-hs in 

case of configuration with MAC-c/sh. Flow control between MAC entities is further 

described in section 3.3.4.5. 

3.3.4.3 MAC-hs 

Figure 3-20 shows the UTRAN side MAC-c/sh entity. There is one MAC-hs entity in the 

UTRAN for each cell that supports HS-DSCH transmission. The MAC-hs is responsible for 

handling the data transmitted on the HS-DSCH; it is located in Node-B to be as close to the 

radio interfaces as possible to be able to perform fast L1 retransmissions. Furthermore it is 

responsible for the management of the physical resources allocated to HSDPA. MAC-hs 

receives configuration parameters from the RRC layer via the MAC Control SAP. There 

should be priority handling per MAC-d PDU in the MAC-hs.  

The MAC-hs is comprised of four different functional entities: 

• Flow Control. This is the companion flow control function to the flow control function 

in the MAC-c/sh in case of configuration with MAC-c/sh and MAC-d in case of 

configuration without MAC-c/sh. Both entities together provide a controlled data flow 

between the MAC-c/sh and the MAC-hs (Configuration with MAC-c/sh) or the MAC-

d and MAC-hs (configuration without MAC-c/sh) taking the transmission capabilities 

of the air interface into account in a dynamic manner. This function is intended to limit 

layer 2 signaling latency and reduce discarded and retransmitted data as a result of HS-

DSCH congestion. Flow control is provided independently by MAC-d flow for a given 

MAC-hs entity. Flow control between MAC entities is further described in section 

3.3.4.5. 

• Scheduling/Priority Handling. This function manages HS-DSCH resources between 

HARQ entities and data flows according to their priority. It should provide priority 
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differentiation, but at the same time efficiently grant radio resources to UEs that can 

use the in the best way. Different flows can be scheduled for transmission every 

HS-DSCH TTI (2 ms). Based on status reports from associated uplink signaling either 

new transmission or retransmission is determined. Further it determines the Queue ID 

and Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) for each new MAC-hs PDU being 

serviced. A new transmission can be initiated instead of a pending retransmission at 

any time to support the priority handling. However, the exact scheduler implementation 

is not specified (i.e. depends on RRM strategy). 

• HARQ. One HARQ entity handles the hybrid ARQ functionality for one user. One 

HARQ entity is capable of supporting multiple instances (HARQ process) of stop and 

wait HARQ protocols. There shall be one HARQ process per HS-DSCH per TTI. 

• TFRC selection. This function performs selection of an appropriate Transport Format 

and Resource Combination (TFRC) for the data to be transmitted on HS-DSCH. 

 

 

Figure 3-20 UTRAN side MAC architecture / MAC-hs details 

 

The associated signaling shown in the Figure 3-20  illustrates the exchange of information 

between layer 1 and layer 2. 
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3.3.4.4 MAC-b 

Figure 3-21 illustrates the connectivity of the MAC-b entity in a UE and in each cell of the 

UTRAN. MAC-b represents the control entity for the downlink broadcast channel (BCH). 

There is one (in current cell) or multiple (in current and neighbor cells) MAC-b entities in 

each UE and one MAC-b in the UTRAN for each cell. The MAC Control SAP is used to 

transfer Control information to MAC-b. The MAC-b entity is located in the Node B. MAC-b 

does not add any header to MAC SDUs received from the BCCH logical channel, so it acts 

practically only as  relay; as indicated in Table 3-3, the only function performed by MAC-b is 

scheduling. 

 

 

Figure 3-21 MAC-b architecture 

 

3.3.4.5 Flow Control between MAC entities 

In UTRAN, MAC-d and MAC-c/sh entities, handling RABs of a particular UE, can be 

located in the same RNC or in different RNCs. In the former case, the UE remains in control 

of  the SRNC; in the latter case, it is controlled by DRNC, after moving from a cell controlled 

by the SRNC to a cell controlled by the DRNC (see section 2.5.3.1.1). Traffic is then 
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to the UE. When data is transmitted from MAC-d to MAC-c/sh in order to be sent using the 

FACH transport channels, flow control should be active between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh. In 

case of these entities residing in different RNCs, flow control operates on the Iur interface 

between SRNC and DRNC. Figure 3-22 depicts the idea of FACH flow control between 

SRNC and DRNC. 
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(Framing Protocol) on the Iur interface (see section 2.5.3.2.2 and specifications [25.425] and 

[25.427]  for details). FP messages provide a framework for Flow Control mechanisms on Iur 

and Iur interfaces. The FACH flow control algorithm is not imposed by the UMTS standard. 

Only the framework and some general guidelines are given by 3GPP; they are presented 

below. 

 

 

Figure 3-22 MAC-d / MAC-c/sh Flow Control 

 

In MAC-c/sh, there may exist up to 16 priority queues, from which data is sent on a single 

FACH and several clients (UE flows, i.e. RABs) can request to send data using any of these 

queues (Figure 3-23). Each priority queue is served by a separate instance of the FACH FC 

algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 3-23 Data sent from MAC-d to MAC-c/sh over the Iur interface 
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amount of data to send and priority queue to use. If DRNC has place in this particular queue, 

it grants the client some credits by responding with a  FACH Flow Control message 

containing the number of granted credits. The client is then permitted to send to DRNC as 

many MAC-d PDUs as the number of credits granted.  

Additionally, each FP data frame (containing MAC-d PDUs) sent to DRNC contains a 

field specifying the amount of data still left to send by a particular client. Thus, additional 

credits can be granted by the server without the need to receive FACH Capacity Request 

messages. 

The objectives of the FACH flow control algorithm are to prevent overflow of MAC-c/sh 

input buffers and, on the other hand, keep them appropriately filled. These buffers should be 

fairly short to limit buffering between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh in case of channel type 

switching (between FACH and DCH) or cell reselection, so in order to operate efficiently the 

algorithm should quickly adjust to changes in traffic rate. It should also try to limit the 

amount of generated control traffic (FACH Capacity Requests and FACH Flow Control 

messages) to preserve Iur bandwidth.  

 

 

Figure 3-24 MAC-d / MAC-hs Flow Control 
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specifying the interval during which they should be consumed and a repetition period, 

defining the number of subsequent repetitions of the interval. The client can then send 

MAC-d PDUs according to those rules. 

Since the flow control algorithms between MAC entities are not specified in the standard 

(only a framework is provided to achieve compatibility between vendors, if possible), they 

should be designed and implemented with care. In chapter 4 of this thesis efficient flow 

control algorithms are proposed and verified. 

3.3.4.6 MAC in UMTS Release 6 

Although this thesis focuses on UMTS Release 5, there are some changes in MAC in 

UMTS Release 6, which are worth mentioning. Two new mechanisms introduced in Release 

6, namely Multicast Broadcast Multimedia Service (MBMS) (described mainly in [22.246] 

and [25.346]) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) ([25.309]) introduced 

significant changes to the radio interface protocol stack, in particular to Layer 1 and the MAC 

layer in Layer 2. These changes are depicted in Figure 3-25 and are outlined in this section. 

 

 

Figure 3-25 UTRAN side MAC architecture in UMTS Release 6 
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associated with MBMS.  The main new functions are multiplexing of MBMS Traffic 

Channels (MTCH), the including the MBMS Id field in the MAC header, which is used 

to distinguish between MBMS services. 

• MAC-e entity in Node B. Together with MAC-es, it supports HSUPA in the radio 

interface protocol stack. There is one MAC-e entity in Node B for each UE and one E-

DCH scheduler function in the Node-B. The MAC-e and E-DCH scheduler handle 

HSUPA specific functions in Node B: 

o E-DCH Scheduling. This function manages E-DCH cell resources between 

UEs. Based on scheduling requests, scheduling assignments are determined and 

transmitted. The general principles of the E-DCH scheduling are described in 

[25.321]. However implementation is not specified (i.e. depends on RRM 

strategy). 

o E-DCH Control. The E-DCH control entity is responsible for reception of 

scheduling requests and transmission of scheduling assignments. 

o Demultiplexing. This function provides demultiplexing of MAC-e PDUs. 

MAC-es PDUs are forwarded to the associated MAC-d flow. 

o HARQ. One HARQ entity is capable of supporting multiple instances (HARQ 

process) of stop and wait HARQ protocols. Each process is responsible for 

generating ACKs or NACKs indicating delivery status of E-DCH 

transmissions. The HARQ entity handles all tasks that are required for the 

HARQ protocol.  

The associated signaling shown in Figure 3-25 illustrates the exchange of information 

between layer 1 and layer 2. 

• MAC-es entity in the SRNC. The MAC-es sublayer handles E-DCH specific 

functionality, which is not covered in the MAC-e entity in Node B. MAC-es performs 

the following functions: 

o Reordering Queue Distribution. The reordering queue distribution function 

routes the MAC-es PDUs to the correct reordering buffer based the SRNC 

configuration. 

o Reordering: This function reorders received MAC-es PDUs according to the 

received Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) and Node-B tagging. MAC-es 
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PDUs with consecutive TSNs are delivered to the disassembly function upon 

reception. PDUs are not delivered to the disassembly function if PDUs with a 

lower TSN are missing. There is one Reordering Process per logical channel. 

o Macro diversity selection. The function is performed in the MAC-es, in case of 

soft handover with multiple Node-Bs (The soft combining for all the cells of a 

Node-B takes place in the Node-B). This means that the reordering function 

receives MAC-es PDUs from each Node-B in the E-DCH active set. The exact 

implementation is not specified.  

o Disassembly. The disassembly function is responsible for disassembly of MAC-

es PDUs. When a MAC-es PDU is disassembled the MAC-es header is 

removed, the MAC-d PDU’s are extracted and delivered to MAC-d. 

 

In the physical layer, a new type of transport channel is defined, Enhanced Dedicated 

Channel (EDCH), used to send HSUPA data in uplink.  

In MAC, the following new logical channels are defined, supporting MBMS: 

• MBMS point-to-multipoint Control Channel (MCCH). Used to MBMS-related send 

control information. 

• MBMS point-to-multipoint Scheduling Channel (MSCH). Used to send MBMS-

related scheduling information. 

• MBMS point-to-multipoint Traffic Channel (MTCH). MBMS sessions are sent using 

this channel. 

 

All these MBMS logical channels are mapped to FACH (or several FACHs) in downlink. 

There can be several MBMS logical channels multiplexed on one FACH. 

Providing high QoS is even more important in MAC-c/sh/m than in MAC-c/sh, sing 

MBMS services are multimedia services by definition and often may have stringent QoS 

requirements. 
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3.4 Layer 3: Network Layer 

As already explained in sections 2.5.5 and 3.1, the only protocol in layer 3 of the radio 

interface protocol stack is Radio Resource Control (RRC). RRC is described mainly in 

[25.331], which is over 1000 pages long and contains references to several other documents. 

This may give an idea about the complexity of this single protocol. In this thesis, only basic 

information about RRC architecture, services and functions are presented; more details can be 

found in 3GPP specifications [25.331] and [25.301] or in [Holm04], [Korh01] or [Zand01]. 

The RRC layer provides the UE-UTRAN portion of signaling connections to the upper 

layers (in NAS) to support the exchange of upper layer's information flow. The signaling 

connection is used between the UE and the CN to transfer upper layer information. For each 

core network domain, at most one signaling connection may exist at the same time. The RRC 

layer maps the signaling connections for one UE on a single RRC connection. For the NAS 

data transfer on signaling connections, the RRC layer supports the discrimination between 

two different classes, named "High priority" and "Low priority".  They are conveyed using 

Signaling Radio Bearers (SRB), along with RRC-specific signaling messages. On 

establishment of the signaling connection between the peer RRC entities three or four SRBs 

may be set up. Two of these bearers are set up for transport of RRC generated signaling 

messages - one for transferring messages through an UM RLC entity and the other for 

transferring messages through an AM RLC entity. The other two are set up for high and low 

priority NAS messages. A typical SRB configuration can be found in section 6.10.2.4.1 of 

[34.108]. RRC may set up some additional connections if needed. 

RRC offers the following services to upper layers: 

• General Control. This service broadcasts information to all UEs in a certain 

geographical area.  

• Notification, which includes paging and notification broadcast services. The 

paging service sends information to a specific UE or UEs. The data is broadcast in 

a certain geographical area but addressed to specific UEs. The notification 

broadcast service broadcasts notification information to all UEs in a certain 

geographical area.  
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• Dedicated Control. It provides services for establishment and release of a 

connection and transfer of messages using this connection. It should also be 

possible to transfer a message during the establishment phase.  

 

RRC performs the following functions (for FDD mode): 

• Broadcast of information provided by the Non-Access Stratum (Core Network). The 

RRC layer performs system information broadcasting from the network to all UEs. 

The system information is normally repeated on a regular basis. The RRC layer 

performs the scheduling, segmentation and repetition. This function supports 

broadcast of higher layer (above RRC) information. This information may be cell 

specific or not.  

• Broadcast of information related to the Access Stratum. The RRC layer performs 

system information broadcasting from the network to all UEs. The system information 

is normally repeated on a regular basis. The RRC layer performs the scheduling, 

segmentation and repetition. This function supports broadcast of typically cell-specific 

information. 

• Establishment, re-establishment, maintenance and release of an RRC connection 

between the UE and UTRAN. The establishment of an RRC connection is initiated by 

a request from higher layers at the UE side to establish the first Signaling Connection 

for the UE. The establishment of an RRC connection includes an optional cell re-

selection, an admission control, and a layer 2 signaling link establishment. The release 

of an RRC connection can be initiated by a request from higher layers to release the 

last Signaling Connection for the UE or by the RRC layer itself in case of RRC 

connection failure. In case of connection loss, the UE requests re-establishment of the 

RRC connection. In case of RRC connection failure, RRC releases resources 

associated with the RRC connection. 

• Establishment, reconfiguration and release of Radio Bearers. The RRC layer can, on 

request from higher layers, perform the establishment, reconfiguration and release of 

Radio Bearers in the user plane. A number of Radio Bearers can be established to an 

UE at the same time. At establishment and reconfiguration, the RRC layer performs 

admission control and selects parameters describing the Radio Bearer processing in 

layer 2 and layer 1, based on information from higher layers. 
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• Assignment, reconfiguration and release of radio resources for the RRC connection. 

The RRC layer handles the assignment of radio resources (e.g. codes) needed for the 

RRC connection including needs from both the control and user plane. The RRC layer 

may reconfigure radio resources during an established RRC connection. This function 

includes coordination of the radio resource allocation between multiple Radio Bearers 

related to the same RRC connection. RRC controls the radio resources in the uplink 

and downlink such that UE and UTRAN can communicate using unbalanced radio 

resources (asymmetric uplink and downlink). RRC signals to the UE to indicate 

resource allocations for purposes of handover to GSM or other radio systems. 

• RRC connection mobility functions. The RRC layer performs evaluation, decision and 

execution related to RRC connection mobility during an established RRC connection, 

such as handover, preparation of handover to GSM or other systems, cell re-selection 

and cell/paging area update procedures, based on e.g. measurements done by the UE. 

• Paging and notification. The RRC layer can broadcast paging information from the 

network to selected UEs. Higher layers on the network side can request paging and 

notification. The RRC layer can also initiate paging during an established RRC 

connection. 

• Routing of higher layer PDUs. This function performs at the UE side routing of higher 

layer PDUs to the correct higher layer entity, at the UTRAN side to the correct 

RANAP ([25.413]) entity. 

• Control of requested QoS. This function shall ensure that the QoS requested for the 

Radio Bearers can be met. This includes the allocation of a sufficient number of radio 

resources. 

• UE measurement reporting and control of the reporting. The measurements performed 

by the UE are controlled by the RRC layer, in terms of what to measure, when to 

measure and how to report. The RRC layer also performs the reporting of the 

measurements from the UE to the network. 

• Outer loop power control. The RRC layer controls setting of the target of the closed 

loop power control. 

• Control of ciphering. The RRC layer provides procedures for setting of ciphering 

between the UE and UTRAN. 
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• Arbitration of radio resources on uplink DCH. This function controls the allocation of 

radio resources on uplink DCH on a fast basis, using a broadcast channel to send 

control information to all involved users. This function is implemented in the CRNC. 

• Initial cell selection and re-selection in idle mode. Selection of the most suitable cell 

based on idle mode measurements and cell selection criteria. 

• Integrity protection. This function adds a Message Authentication Code to those RRC 

messages that are considered sensitive and/or contain sensitive information. 

• Cell Broadcast Service (CBS) Control. This function performs the initial configuration 

and reconfiguration of the BMC sublayer and allocation of radio resources for CBS. 

 

 

Figure 3-26 UTRAN side RRC architecture 

 

The UTRAN-side RRC architecture is shown in Figure 3-26. The following functional 

entities are specified: 

• The Dedicated Control Function Entity (DCFE) handles all functions and signaling 

specific to one UE. In the SRNC there is one DCFE entity for each UE having an RRC 

connection with this RNC. DCFE uses mostly AM RLC SAP, but some messages are 

sent using UM or TM RLC SAP. In TDD mode, the DCFE is assisted by the Shared 

Control Function Entity (SCFE) in the CRNC, which controls some TDD-specific 

physical channels using RLC services. 
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• The Panging and Notification control Function Entity (PNFE) handles paging of UEs. 

There is at least one PNFE in the CRNC. The PNFE uses the PCCH logical channel 

normally via TM RLC SAP. However, the specification mentions that PNFE could use 

also UM RLC SAP.  

• The Broadcast Control Function Entity (BCFE) handles the system information 

broadcasting. There is at least one BCFE for each cell in the RNC. The BCFE uses 

either BCCH or FACH logical channels, normally via TM RLC SAP. The specification 

mentions that BFCE could utilize also UM-SAP. 

• The Transfer Mode Entity (TME) handles the mapping between the different entities 

inside the RRC layer and the SAPs provided by RLC. 

• The Routing Function Entity (RFE) handles routing of higher layer messages to 

different Mobile Management (MM) and Connection Management (CM) entities (UE 

side) or different core network domains (UTRAN side). It is normally drawn outside 

the RRC protocol, but still belongs to AS and logically to the RRC layer. 
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3.5 Data Flows through Layer 2 

This section intends to provide information and some examples of how data packets from 

the network layer, referred to as higher layer Protocol Data Units (PDUs), are segmented and 

what headers are added in Layer 2.  Data flows through layer 2 are characterized mainly by 

the applied data transfer modes on RLC (acknowledged, unacknowledged and transparent 

transmission) in combination with the data transfer type on MAC, i.e. whether or not a MAC 

header is required. If PDCP is used, they are in addition characterized by PDCP transfer 

mode. 

If data passes through the PDCP layer (in U-Plane), higher layer PDUs may be either 

compressed or not compressed by PDCP. In the former case, a mandatory PDCP header is 

added; in the latter case a header may, but does not need to, be added. If PDCP does not add a 

header it operates in transparent mode. 

The case where no MAC header is required is referred to as transparent MAC 

transmission. This may happen only in case of using DCH and no logical channel 

multiplexing, and on BCH and PCH transport channels. 

Acknowledged and unacknowledged RLC transmissions both require an RLC header. In 

unacknowledged transmission, only one type of unacknowledged data PDU is exchanged 

between peer RLC entities. In acknowledged transmission, both RLC data PDUs and RLC 

control PDUs are exchanged between peer RLC entities. 

The term "transparent transmission" is used here to characterize the case where a protocol, 

MAC or RLC, does not require any protocol control information (e.g. header). In transparent 

transmission mode, however, some protocol functions may still be applied. In this case an 

entity of the respective protocol must be present even when the protocol is transparent. For 

the RLC protocol the segmentation/reassembly function may be applied. This can be 

performed without segmentation header when a given higher layer PDU fits into a fixed 

number of RLC PDUs to be transferred in a given transmission time interval. In this case 

segmentation/reassembly follows predefined rules known to sending and receiving RLC 

entities. For instance in the U-Plane, the segmentation and reassembly function is needed for 

the case of real-time services using high and possibly variable bit rates. For such services 

higher layer PDUs shall be segmented into reasonably sized RLC PDUs of fixed length 

allowing efficient FCS error detection on the physical layer. The higher layer PDU can be 
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reassembled by simply concatenating all RLC PDUs included in a transport block set as 

implied by the used transport format. 

 

 

Figure 3-27 Data flow for transparent PDCP, MAC and RLC 

 

 

Figure 3-28 Data flow for non-transparent PDCP, MAC and RLC 
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There are 8 possible combinations of data flows, if PDCP, MAC and RLC are 

characterized only as transparent or non-transparent. Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28 present two 

extreme combinations, when all 3 layers operate in transparent mode (Figure 3-27) and when 

all operate in non-transparent mode (Figure 3-28). Most combinations are allowed, except 

those involving non-transparent PDCP and TM RLC. 

Each mapping between a logical channel and a transport channel (as defined in section 

3.3.4) in combination with the respective RLC transmission mode implies a certain data flow 

in the data link layer. The following set of data flows is defined in [25.301] for FDD: 

• Data flow for BCCH mapped to BCH. All RRC PDUs transmitted on BCCH have a 

fixed length and fit into one RLC PDU (and, equivalently, MAC PDU, as defined by 

the transport format). No RLC header is needed, i.e. the transparent data transfer mode 

of RLC is applied. No MAC header is needed since only one BCCH logical channel is 

mapped onto a BCH.  

• Data flow for BCCH mapped to FACH. No RLC header is needed, i.e. the transparent 

data transfer mode of RLC is applied. A MAC header is required for identification of 

the logical channel carried by the FACH.  

• Data flow for PCCH mapped to PCH. No RLC or MAC header is needed. 

• Data flow for CCCH mapped to FACH/RACH. For CCCH, transparent transmission 

mode on RLC is employed on the uplink (when mapped to RACH). Unacknowledged 

transmission mode on RLC is employed on the downlink (when mapped to FACH). A 

MAC header is used for logical channel identification (CCCH, CTCH, DCCH and 

DTCH). 

• Data flow for DCCH mapped to FACH/RACH. For DCCH, both unacknowledged and 

acknowledged transmission mode on RLC is employed. A MAC header is mandatory 

for FACH/RACH carrying DCCH.  

• Data flow for DTCH (non-transparent RLC) mapped to FACH/RACH. Mapping to 

FACH/RACH implies a DTCH with acknowledged or unacknowledged transmission 

on RLC. A MAC header is mandatory for FACH/RACH when carrying DTCH.  

• Data flow for DTCH (transparent RLC) mapped to DCH. Continuous DTCH data 

stream is segmented into transport blocks on RLC and mapped on a DCH transport 

channel on MAC. The transport block size is naturally implied by the data rate. Both 
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RLC and MAC sublayers are transparent, i.e. no protocol control information is added, 

when no multiplexing of DTCH on MAC is applied. If multiplexing on MAC is 

performed, a MAC header is needed. 

• Data flow for DTCH (non-transparent RLC) mapped to DCH. In this case 

acknowledged or unacknowledged transmission on RLC is applied. A MAC header is 

needed only if multiple DTCH logical channels are multiplexed in MAC before 

mapping to a DCH. 

• Data flow for DCCH mapped to DCH. In this case non-transparent or transparent 

transmission mode on RLC is applied. A MAC header is needed only if DCCH and 

DTCH logical channels are multiplexed in MAC before mapping to a DCH. 

• Data flow for CTCH mapped to FACH. For CTCH, unacknowledged transmission 

mode on RLC is employed. A MAC header is used for logical channel identification 

(CCCH, CTCH, DCCH and DTCH). 

• Data flow for DTCH (non-transparent RLC) mapped to HS-DSCH. Mapping to HS-

DSCH implies a DTCH with acknowledged or unacknowledged transmission on RLC. 

A MAC header is mandatory. 
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4. RESEARCH RESULTS 

The main goal of this chapter is to present results of research performed by the author and 

describe the author’s original contributions. It starts with an elaboration on recent research 

performed worldwide, concerning the UMTS radio interface protocol stack, with focus on the 

data link layer.  Next, the author’s own publications are listed to indicate the intensity and 

importance of research performed during the Ph.D. study. Then, the research approach, 

assumptions and goals are presented, followed by a description of the simulator used to verify 

all results. At last, an extensive description of performed analysis, simulations and obtained 

results is presented. 

4.1 Prior Art 

During the last few years, there has been a significant amount of research performed in the 

field of the UMTS data link layer. The need to provide high performance of the data link layer 

is widely recognized and addressed; low delay and jitter, high offered throughput and low 

overhead introduced by data link layer protocols are crucial to provide QoS appropriate to 

support several different services (see section 2.6 and [Holm04], [Kaar01], [Lloy02], 

[Rutk02], [Schi00], [Stal03], [Tane03] or [Wisl02]). 

This section outlines the most important results and provides references to work that 

assisted in original research performed by the author of this thesis. Some results presented in 

this section served as a basis for further work performed by the author, while other present 

different points of view, highlight other aspects of UMTS performance or introduce different 

research attitudes (e.g. mathematical modeling). They are all relevant to work performed by 

the author, since they more or less address different performance issues of the radio interface 

protocol stack.   

Previous work can be divided into a few main categories, each concerning a different 

research topic: 

• System and end-to-end performance, with focus on system modeling and the influence 

of configuration of radio interface protocols on session (mainly TCP) performance. 
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• Scheduling, with focus on MAC scheduling issues (including HSDPA). 

• Radio Link Control, with focus on performance and configuration of the ARQ 

mechanism. 

• Header compression, including issues concerning IPHC, ROHC and several other 

header compression algorithms. 

• Broadcast and multicast, including some issues concerning BMC and MBMS (in 

UMTS Release 6). 

• Other topics, which cannot be classified in any of the above-mentioned categories but 

are more or less connected with performance of the radio interface protocol stack. 

 

There are also several publications addressing the physical layer, and some addressing the 

network layer. Since this thesis focuses on the data link layer, specific work in those areas is 

not presented; however, some of the referenced publications focus on the whole radio 

interface protocol stack. The next few subsections summarize work done in each of the areas 

listed above. 

4.1.1 System Performance 

This research category focuses mainly on end-to-end system performance and QoS. Work 

can be divided into two main subgroups:  

• Creating analytical models, mainly considering end-to-end delay and throughput; 

• Analyses and optimization of end-to-end session (mainly TCP) performance. 

4.1.1.1 Analytical models 

An approach to mathematical modeling of key QoS end-to-end parameters is presented in 

[Lloy02]. Delay, jitter, throughput and error rate are discussed. Example formulas which may 

be used to roughly estimate queuing delays are derived from M/M/1, M/D/1 and M/G/1 queue 

models. They are very simple and do not take into account several intricacies of UTRAN and 

the radio interface. Methods to assess jitter, throughput and error rate are only briefly 

outlined. A more complete and interesting modeling approach is presented in [Badr01], which 

focuses more on radio interface protocols than on end-to-end performance. Simulation of data 

flows across each of the layers of the radio interface protocol stack was followed by replacing 

of each layer by a delay model, derived from a finite state machine describing operation of the 
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layer in question. Such a model was used to obtain queuing delays and buffer occupancies in 

the stack.  The system acted as a good prototype to iterate upon for different layers and 

parameters, and provided reasonable results. One of the more interesting conclusions in 

[Badr01] is that the MAC scheduler algorithms are the main issue to maintain the time 

requirements of the system, which is confirmed in several other papers mentioned below. 

Another approach to enabling end-to-end UMTS performance analysis is presented in 

[Nobl04]. The authors used Opnet as a simulation platform to develop a full UTRAN network 

solution. By modeling UMTS stacks, including the radio interface protocol stack, the tool can 

undertake a huge variety of activities to support end-to-end performance modeling and 

optimization. Comparison of simulation results with measurements performed in a real 

network proved that the tool is accurate and reliable. 

4.1.1.2 Session performance 

An extensive research addressing different aspects of packet scheduling, with focus on 

TCP/IP, is presented in [Holm04]. High level analysis of packet delay and jitter are followed 

by simulation results and results achieved in a real network. No low level (including radio 

interface protocol stack) analyses or enhancements are presented. Radio bearer utilization is 

presented in case of TCP sessions using channels with different maximum throughput; TCP 

performance is verified in case of different channel BER, during user movement, handovers 

and channel type switching. In addition to TCP, link and system level performance is 

analyzed in general, depending on the number of sessions, user bit rates, and signal to noise 

ratio. Performance of different types of applications, tested in practice, is presented, including 

web browsing, real time video, VoIP, video streaming, download, email and several others. 

One of the more interesting conclusions is that application performance depends mainly on 

packet delay, which in turn depends on several other factors, and UMTS is able to provide 

much lower delays than 2G systems.  

A similar analysis of TCP performance in a real network is presented in [Cata05]. TCP/IP 

level UMTS characterization is presented, including obtained throughput, losses, RTT and 

jitter measurements in static and mobile user scenarios in the network. It turned out that 

average packet length significantly influences experienced user throughput: using longer (on 

the average) packets increases the throughput. Part of the work was also devoted to testing 

several TCP parameter configurations. The conclusions are that TCP is highly dependant on 

the parameter configuration used. The highest throughput is obtained using large Maximum 
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Segment Size (MSS) values and a maximum transmission window larger than the Bandwidth 

Delay Product (BDP) of the path. Usage of selective acknowledgements is recommended for 

UMTS, since the overhead has a negligible effect on performance and, on the other hand, the 

option may help improve performance when multiple losses occur within the same 

transmission window. 

In [Chah03], a more analytical performance study of TCP in an environment where TCP 

flows traverse wired as well as wireless sections of the UMTS network is presented. In 

addition to loss and error expressions, the authors obtained expressions for TCP performance, 

mainly throughput, depending on radio channel conditions and operation of power control 

mechanisms. The drawback of this work is that it has no experimental validation of the 

obtained formulas was performed. An analytical model to determine the effect of TCP on the 

UMTS-HSDPA system performance was also proposed in [Assa04]. Obtained analytical 

results are close to simulation results. The paper is concluded by stating that the effect of TCP 

on application performance is much stronger than on the system capacity in the case of 

HSDPA due to the use of the high speed shared channels (instead of dedicated channels). 

Work presented in [Heie02a], [Heie02b] and [Lefe01] is much closer to what is presented 

in this thesis. Results of TCP performance obtained by simulating the radio interface and 

radio interface protocols are presented in all those publications. They proved that a Radio 

Bearer used to transport TCP traffic should use RLC AM, since the ARQ mechanism 

significantly improves TCP performance by providing fast retransmissions below the TCP 

layer. Additionally, the impact of modification of some RLC AM parameters on the system 

was studied. The maximum number of retransmission (RLC MaxDAT parameter) should be 

set to the highest possible value and RLC transmission buffer size should be closely linked 

with the TCP receiving window. However, the effect of setting a high number of 

retransmissions in a very erroneous environment was not analyzed, and according to 

[Ross03b] may have a negative effect on system performance. 

4.1.2 Scheduling 

As revealed by the analytical model presented in [Badr01], the performance of MAC 

scheduling algorithms is crucial to maintain QoS requirements of the system. This is 

emphasized in several other publications, addressing scheduling issues in UMTS.  

In both [Yieh02] and [Zhao02], analytical models are presented. [Yieh02] introduces a 

model based on dynamic bandwidth sharing schemes, in which bandwidth is effectively 
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partitioned between high and low priority traffic classes and shared channels. In [Zhao], a 

new priority queuing model for MAC, based on the M/G/1 model, is introduced. It supports 

two priority levels (high and low) and allows estimation of queuing delays and queue lengths.  

Three types of algorithms for scheduling and multiplexing data from logical channels 

mapped on a single transport channel are proposed in [Dimo01]: priority based, fairness 

based, and priority based with exceptions. The idea is interesting, but proposed scheduling 

mechanisms based on TFC selection contain a fundamental mistake. The authors assume that 

TFCs apply to logical channels; in fact, they apply to transport channels (see section 3.2).  

In [Heie02c] and [Heie02d] a scheduling mechanism for MAC-d or MAC-c/sh based on 

effective TFC selection (similarly as in [Dimo01]) is described. It is used to schedule 

transport channels based on the priority of actually conveyed logical channels. Channels with 

the same priority can be served using Longest Queue First (LQF) of Random scheduling. The 

proposed algorithm provides good priority differentiation and was successfully verified using 

a mix of voice, FTP and HTTP traffic.  

Numerous publications address MAC-hs downlink scheduling for HSDPA. A general 

description of problems associated with HSDPA scheduling and a classification of possible 

scheduling algorithms can be found in [Holm04]. [Anib04], [Berg03] and [Guti03] agree that 

Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling should be employed in MAC-hs and independently verify 

its operation and fairness. PF takes in to account instantaneous radio conditions experienced 

by each UE and the average service rate already received by them. Using the Exponential 

Rule (ER) can improve PF fairness in some cases, as described in [Anib04]. [Eski02] 

compares PF with ER, Maximum C/I and Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-

LWDF). In conclusion, C/I offers the best system throughput but it obviously does not take 

any delay requirements into account, so PF or ER (which requires more complex calculations) 

should be used. In [Andr04] it has been proven that PF is not stable in some specific situations 

– i.e. although MAC-hs queue service rate is equal (or even slightly higher) to the rate of data 

inserted in the queue, the length of the queue can grow infinitely. [Jala00] presents a 

scheduling algorithm which was invented by the authors, but in operation it resembles PF and 

uses the same input data. The formula used to choose the MAC-d flow to schedule is slightly 

different than in PF, but simulations indicate similar performance. In [Farr04], the authors 

present a class of opportunistic algorithms for scheduling HSDPA users and selecting 

modulation and coding schemes that exploit channel variations to increase the probability of 

an uninterrupted media play-out.  
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In [Ment02] a variety of scheduling algorithms for UMTS are presented and analyzed, 

including First In First Out (FIFO), Strict Priority (PS), Round Robin (RR), Weighted Round 

Robin (WRR), Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Modified EDF (MEDF). The conclusions 

are that FIFO and RR do not provide priority differentiation by definition, and in SP the 

majority of high priority traffic can delay low priority traffic extensively. In particular, the tail 

of the waiting time distribution in SP can be non-exponential so it is not a good solution. 

WRR or EDF should be used instead. EDF implementation was found complex, so the 

authors proposed MEDF as a simplified solution. WRR is a simple approximation of 

Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), which was also found hard to implement in real time 

systems. In [Shre95] another simple yet effective algorithm is proposed: Deficit Round Robin 

(DRR). For fixed-length queue elements, WRR and DRR perform similarly; however, DRR 

takes into account lengths of queue elements so in case of variable lengths it performs better. 

A hybrid scheduling method for shared channels, which is a mixture of RR and an 

algorithm similar to maximum C/I, is presented in [Lian04]. Simulation results indicate that 

the hybrid algorithm performs better any of the two separately, although it does not provide 

very good priority differentiation.  

There are also other issues concerning QoS in MAC. In [Chua99], three access priority 

schemes for the uplink RACH transport channel are presented; however, such research is out 

of scope of this thesis. Spatial scheduling policies for HSUPA in a MIMO environment, 

presented in [Boch04], although very interesting, are also out of current scope since the 

research addresses advanced features of UMTS Release 6. 

4.1.3  Radio Link Control 

There has been a significant amount of research conducted concerning the RLC layer, in 

particular the most complex Acknowledged Mode. A comprehensive description of RLC, 

outlining its important role in providing QoS in UMTS can be found in [Garg00b]. 

A strictly analytical approach to RLC can be found in [Lau02], where an analytical 

queuing model of RLC was developed to analyze the periodical polling based retransmission 

procedure in AM. Using the model, for some interesting cases of traffic distributions, average 

buffer occupancies and bounds for average packet delays were calculated. The results were 

then compared with simulation results which successfully validated the mode. Another 

partially analytical approach, resulting in a set of formulas describing RLC behavior, is 
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presented in [Ende02]. Using these formulas, a simple simulation model was created and 

successfully verified, proving that the formulas can be used to express RLC AM behavior. 

A heuristic method to approximate RLC SDU delay statistics was developed in [Ross03a]. 

It was also investigated how this heuristic can be effectively used in mobile terminals to set a 

limit on the number of RLC retransmissions and what is the gain achieved by setting an 

optimal number of retransmissions. In [Ross03b] the effect of the number of retransmissions 

on SDU delivery delay and throughput was also analyzed. Delay optimized and resource 

optimized schemes of RLC configuration were considered, the former allowing many 

retransmissions at cost of throughput (the cost increases with BER), and the latter limiting the 

number of retransmissions at cost of delay.  

[Chen03] investigates the influence of RLC Tx/Rx windows and STATUS PDU frequency 

on RLC throughput and delay. The results show that RLC performance benefits from large 

window sizes; optimal sizes for some RLC configurations and BER values are presented. 

Increasing STATUS PDU frequency results in less delay, but decreases net RLC throughput; 

the effect is similar to increasing the number of retransmissions, presented in [Ross03b]. 

Different aspects of polling and STATUS PDU frequency are also investigated in [Qinq02] 

and [Quinq03]. Simulations showed that although RLC throughput increases as status 

frequency decreases, session bitrate experienced from the user point of view may be lower 

due to increased delay. RLC overhead caused by different polling mechanisms and the 

influence of using the RLC discard timer on session throughput are also discussed. The 

conclusions are that the authors achieved best RLC performance when using the ‘per PDU’ 

polling mode in conjunction with ‘last PDU in transmission buffer’ and ‘last PDU in 

retransmission buffer’ modes.  

After having performed RLC analysis, it was concluded in [Xiao02] that it is extremely 

difficult to correctly model RLC analytically, and therefore simulation models should be used 

to understand all intricacies of the protocol. Using the proposed simulation model, some 

insight was provided into optimization of configuring the ‘poll’ and ‘poll prohibit’ timers. A 

similar although broader study is presented in [LiMo04]. The conclusions are that small 

values of those timers decrease the delay, but increase RLC overhead. In [LiMo04] other 

timer mechanisms are also analyzed, including periodic status transmission by the receiver 

which is not presented in other publications.  
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4.1.4 Header Compression 

Packet header compression is not a UMTS-specific feature. There are many header 

compression algorithms, but just two of them (IPHC and ROHC) were chosen by 3GPP to use 

in the PDCP layer, although the use of other is permitted and PDCP provides a flexible 

framework to additionally implement them. Although single publications mention their usage 

in UMTS, most research in the field of header compression is not done in context of a specific 

system. Therefore, as this is a separate research subject, the performance of header 

compression algorithms was not really part of the research presented in this thesis. However, 

the author studied some publications in this field, with emphasis on protocols used in PDCP. 

An extensive performance analysis of ROHC is presented in [Couv04] based on an 

experimental implementation. Some numerical performance results considering unrecoverable 

packet loss (due to errors or losses on between the sender and receiver) are presented for only 

one compression profile with the ROHC unidirectional mode. This mode represents the most 

common use of ROHC over slow links. Additionally, an analytical model was derived for this 

case. For examined cases, it provided results at most 10% different from the simulated results, 

and was deemed accurate enough to allow optimizing the performance of ROHC as far as 

different protocol configuration parameters are concerned. 

In [West03], IPHC is compared with a Frequency-Based Header Compression (FBHC) 

algorithm, both for IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. The performance (average header compression 

ratio) is similar for IPv4, but FBHC performs better for IPv6. Management of compression 

states was found to be much simpler in FBHC. The author also tried to combine the best 

features of both algorithms into a hybrid algorithm, saving extra 10 bytes in case of IPv6 

headers compressed by IPHC.  

Interesting research is presented in [Rossi01], where the performance of several IP/TCP 

header compression algorithms in UMTS is investigated by means of simulation. Van 

Jacobson (VJHC), Degermark (DEHC) and Perkins (PEHC) algorithms are compared with 

two new algorithms, namely Adaptive Base Proposal with Static Compression Start (ABP-

SCS) and Adaptive Base Proposal with Dynamic Compression Start (ABP-SDS). Both 

proposed techniques achieve a higher degree of compression in UMTS than the other 

algorithms; however, they were not compared with IPHC and ROHC. 
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There are several other header compression algorithms, such as CRTP, TAROC, EPIC or 

ROHC+ that can be used over slow links. The interested reader can follow references given in 

[Couv04]. 

4.1.5 Broadcast and Multicast 

In UMTS Release 5, the BMC layer is responsible for broadcast and multicast of non-

control information to users. Since it offers a very low bit rate and simple service, there are no 

publications examining its performance. Some research is done in [Vlaj04], in which several 

performance measures are defined for analysis of wireless data broadcast (WDB) systems. 

CBS which is currently the only service using BMC is also addressed, although the research 

targets rather broadband solutions, like MBMS in UMTS Release 6. MAC-c/sh/m scheduling 

for MBMS is also analyzed in [Kara04]; simulation revealed, that for efficient scheduling of 

MBMS sessions a 2-stage MAC scheduler should be employed. UMTS Release 6 is generally 

out of scope of this thesis, but some research concerning MBMS scheduling has also been 

done based on research results presented in [Kara04]. 

4.1.6 Other Topics 

Performance of the Transport Network Layer in UTRAN can also influence the 

performance of the radio interface protocol stack. Because UTRAN interfaces relay traffic 

between protocol layers of the stack, transport issues, like problems with congestions or 

operation of mechanisms providing QoS on UMTS interfaces, affect the overall stack 

performance. Although these problems are not addressed in this thesis, they are worth 

mentioning and some research has been done to address them. In [Sara03] a rate control 

algorithm is proposed for Iub to alleviate problems caused by the bursty nature of Iub traffic. 

Peak rate control helps to eliminate bursts, which cause temporary congestions especially on 

slow links. The proposed algorithm can also be applied to other UMTS interfaces. In [Garc02] 

the authors presented a simulation model suitable for experiments with QoS on the UMTS Iub 

interface. It supports multi-service scenarios and implements basic forms of ATM AAL2 

level traffic differentiation. Using the model, a wide range of results were obtained, including 

the most significant performance measurements on the Iub interface, such as frame loss ratio 

and delay, in different traffic scenarios.  
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4.2 Publications and Patent Applications 

The author’s publications during his 3-year long Ph.D. study include: 

• 9 articles strictly concerning effectiveness of the radio interface protocol stack, 

published in journals, conference proceedings or as research reports: [Matu02b], 

[Matu03c], [Matu04a], [Matu04b], [Matu04c], [Matu04d], [Matu05a], [Matu05b], 

[Matu05c]. 

• 8 articles concerning different aspects of broadband wireless networks (including, but 

not limited to, UMTS), published (or already accepted for publication) in journals and 

conference proceedings: [Matu02a], [Matu03a], [Matu03b], [Matu04e], [Matu05d], 

[Matu05e]. [Matu05f], [Wozn05]. 

• 1 article submitted for review to IEE Electronics Letters, acceptance still pending at the 

moment of writing this thesis ([Matu05g]). 

• 1 conference paper submitted for review to IEEE ICC 2006, acceptance still pending at 

the moment of writing this thesis ([Matu06]). 

• 12 patent applications in the fields of UMTS RAN and broadband wireless networks in 

general, filed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). 

4.3 Research Approach 

There are two extreme types of approach to performance research, both observed in 

publications listed in section 4.1: strictly analytical and strictly practical. The former is based 

on mathematical analysis of all elements which influence performance of the subject and 

usually results in creation of a coherent mathematical model (e.g. delay model) of the subject. 

This model can be used to find parameters which provide best performance, and/or may be 

enhanced to improve the performance of the subject. The latter is based mainly on 

measurements of performance of all elements of the subject, achieved either in a real 

environment or by means of computer simulations, and usually results in introducing 

modified or different procedures improving the observed performance. This may be achieved 

in several iterations of the process.  

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The derived and enhanced analytical 

model may be too complex to implement in a real-time environment, or too simple to 

appropriately express all dependencies and thus have only limited usability. On the other 
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hand, improvements resulting from a practical approach may not be optimal, since not all 

possible situations and configurations can easily be foreseen. However, the resulting 

mechanisms are already verified in practice and ready to use in real devices. 

In this thesis, definitely a more practical than analytical approach was chosen. The author 

put emphasis on effectiveness and usability of proposed solutions in real systems and they 

were validated in a real time environment. Many results from other publications in which the 

practical approach was used (see section 4.1) formed the basis of research presented in this 

thesis. However, there is also an amount of strictly analytical work included to justify usage 

of proposed algorithms, although mathematical modes are neither created nor analyzed. Such 

analyses can be found in some referenced publications and some conclusions drawn in them 

were also used to form the proposed solutions. 

The research was conducted in order to fulfill some goals, aligned with goals of this thesis. 

Due to the complexity of UMTS, the scope of research was precisely limited to performance 

of the data link layer (L2) of the radio interface protocol stack. Performance and QoS in 

UMTS can be considered on different levels, including end-to-end QoS (see section 2.6.1), 

but only Radio Bearer service performance was taken into account. Performance of higher 

services is out of scope of this thesis, since it is influenced by several factors beyond the radio 

interface protocol stack. Some assumptions had to be made regarding operation of elements of 

the system not directly involved in performed research, e.g. the physical layer and network 

layer. Goals and assumptions of performed research are presented below, followed by a list of 

metrics used in assessing performance of radio interface protocols. 

4.3.1 Goals 

The following research goals, strictly aligned with goals of the thesis, were defined: 

• Analyze in details the operation of the data link layer (layer 2) of the radio interface 

protocol stack in UTRAN. 

• Identify and describe performance problems of the data link layer. 

• Propose some changes to legacy UMTS mechanisms in the data link layer in order to 

increase its performance and available throughput. 

• Propose new, effective algorithms used to handle data streams in the data link layer, 

with respect to their QoS requirements. 
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• Examine behavior of proposed mechanisms and evaluate their effectiveness by means 

of computer simulations. 

4.3.2 Assumptions 

Some assumptions had to be made regarding the research to make it feasible: 

• Operation of other layers, on particular the physical and network layer, was simplified 

and limited to simulating services used by other layers and functions directly affecting 

operation of other layers. Due to the layered architecture of the radio interface protocol 

stack, this was possible as long as all SAP functions are preserved. The network layer 

is implemented as a relay, without L3 protocols (e.g. connection management and 

mobility management), since they are not used in the research and do not affect it. 

From the point of view of the data link layer, all complex functions of the physical 

layer and characteristics of the radio interface are observed as values of QoS attributes, 

presented in section 2.6.3 (such as residual BER and distribution of residual bit errors 

in received packets), obtained through certain measurements and indications passed by 

physical layer. This is able due to one of the assumptions of UMTS design, which is 

clear separation of protocols and layers, with well defined SAPs and interfaces between 

them. In relevant research (e.g. involving retransmissions) residual bit error 

distributions were simulated, without delving into details of mechanisms causing these 

errors (e.g. fading), and details of UMTS radio channel models and profiles (suggested 

in [30.03] and [ITU1225]) which are out of scope of this thesis. The same scheme 

applies to measurement reports and indications obtained from the physical layer, e.g. 

channel quality feedback information and HARQ ACK/NACK indications passed to 

MAC-hs from the Uplink High-speed Dedicated Physical Control Channel (HS-

DPCCH). This assumption significantly reduces the complexity of the simulator and 

performed simulations, while allowing to obtain reliable results as far as the data link 

layer is concerned. 

• Research is limited to operation of the radio interface protocol stack in UTRAN, in 

FDD mode. There are some small differences in stack procedures, services and 

functions between FDD and TDD; FDD has been chosen because solutions employing 

FDD are currently leading in the market and are used practically in all deployments in 

Europe and America. Functionally, the operation of the radio interface protocol stack in 

UE is in general similar to that in UTRAN, although there some differences. However, 
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most research results presented in this thesis apply to the UE side as well (except 

MAC-hs related research). 

• The simulator operates on streams of packets with defined length and inter-arrival 

interval distributions, without simulating e.g. real TCP sessions. Data streams are 

modeled in order to resemble common traffic patterns generated by services of 

different types: e.g. streaming, audio or download. From the point of view of all radio 

interface protocols except PDCP (which performs header compression and therefore 

has to distinguish between different protocol types), conveyed data streams are 

characterized only by these distributions. This assumption enables to validate 

performance of the stack under most common, as well as most severe, conditions, 

depending on the pattern of conveyed data. TCP performance over UMTS has been 

analyzed in numerous other publications (see section 4.1) and the interested reader can 

refer to them. 

• Emphasis is placed on solutions and algorithms that are capable of efficiently operating 

in real time devices with computational power and memory size constraints (such as an 

RNC which needs to simultaneously handle hundreds or thousands of connections). 

Even if better, in terms of performance metrics, but more difficult to implement in such 

systems algorithms exist, simpler but still providing reasonable performance are 

preferred. Such an approach is one of the golden rules of real time system design, 

according to [Tane03]. 

4.3.3 Efficiency Metrics 

To apply quantitative measures to obtained results, some common metrics should be used. 

The following main metrics are used to assess efficiency of individual layers of the radio 

interface protocol stack: 

• Layer throughput (or gross layer throughput), defined as maximum possible bit rate of 

data transmitted through a particular layer, expressed in bits per time unit. Net layer 

throughput is defined as layer throughput excluding layer overhead. 

• Layer overhead, defined as the bit rate of control data (headers, control frames) added 

by a particular layer, expressed in bits per time unit or fraction (percentage) of layer 

throughput. 
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• Layer delay, defined as time duration from a request from the higher layer to transfer a 

data unit at the layer’s service access point to its delivery at the service access point of 

the lower layer. 

 

Similar metrics can be applied to individual protocols. 

4.4 Simulator 

All results of performed research were evaluated by a means of computer simulations. The 

simulations were carried out using a tool based on Automated Network Validation Library 

(ANVL), a complex network protocol validation application provided by IXIA ([IxANVL]). 

To enable UMTS simulations, a version of ANVL employing a fully functional UMTS radio 

interface protocol stack developed by Intel Technology Poland was used. It is capable of 

interoperating in real time with external UMTS devices (such as. RNC, Node B, SGSN). In 

particular, the simulator was functionally verified by interoperability tests with commercial 

3G protocol testers: Tektronix® K1297 Compact Protocol Tester® ([Tektr]) and Catapult® 

DCT2000® ([CatCom]). Thus, results obtained either by working in a fully simulated or only 

partially simulated environment are reliable as all layers of the stack were developed in details 

according to UMTS Release 5 (or Release 6 in some cases) specifications and their 

implementation was verified against third party devices. 

The simulator is a Linux application and works in real time, so all timers, events and time 

dependencies are handled as they should be in a real time system. It is able to emulate RNC, 

SGSN, 3G-MSC, Node B or UE, depending on configuration. It is possible to connect more 

than one simulators together (via an ATM or IP network) to simulate UTRAN and devices 

directly connected to UTRAN. One instance of the simulator can also emulate a subset of 

nodes together, e.g. Node B + UE or SGSN + 3G MSC, which simplifies the physical setup.  

During research, configurations presented in Figure 4-1 were used. Devices marked in dark 

grey were used to obtain and verify results (e.g. different delay and throughput measurements, 

buffer occupancies and other data), while devices marked in light grey acted as devices 

supporting the actual research and were used for traffic generation, reception and verification. 

Figure 4-1a presents the simulation setup used to perform most of the research, concerning 

effectiveness and improvements of all sublayers of the data link layer that exist in RNC. The 

setup presented in Figure 4-1b was used mainly to verify issues concerning MAC-d / MAC-
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c/sh flow control on the Iur interface. The setup depicted in Figure 4-1c, was used for MAC-

hs / MAC-d flow control on Iub validation and for MAC-hs performance validation. 

Implemented in the simulator are all sublayers of the data plane in the data link layer of the 

radio interface protocol stack (PDCP, BMC, RLC and MAC) as well as some elements of 

RRC, mainly mechanisms used to configure other layers and receive measurements and 

notifications using Control SAPs (see chapter 3). Intra-layer communication is provided using 

appropriate SAPs, as defined in 3GPP specifications. In addition to radio interface protocols, 

Iu interface protocols (see section 2.5.3.2) are also implemented to provide an interface to the 

Core Network and enable interoperability with third party devices in the CN.  

 

 

Figure 4-1 Simulation setups 

 

As for transport interfaces between network elements (Iub, Iur, IuCS and IuPS), the user 

plane part of the Radio Network Layer (RNL) and Transport Network Layer (TNL) is 

implemented (see section 2.5.3.2), including appropriate Framing Protocols over ATM or 

IP/UDP. Full support of these open interfaces is also needed to successfully interoperate with 

third party devices. 

The physical layer (L1) offers appropriate SAPs to the higher layer (transport channels). 

However, operation of the physical layer is simplified since the research focuses on higher 

layers, and is limited mainly to simulating errors on the radio interface (using predefined error 

distributions) and providing some simulated measurements and indications to the higher 

layers (e.g. radio channel quality indications). Those operations influence processing done in 
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higher layers by e.g. forcing retransmissions or influencing the operation of the MAC-hs 

scheduler. The Uu interface is implemented as a relay, since all relevant features of the radio 

interface are simulated in the physical layer. 

The network layer (L3) implementation is simple, since no control plane L3 protocols are 

used in simulations. In UTRAN, the network layer functionality is limited to relaying data 

between radio interface protocols and Iu interface protocols. L3 uses SAPs (Radio Bearers) 

provided by the lower layer.  

 

Figure 4-2 Layered simulator architecture 
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In any of the simulated network devices, fully configurable traffic generators and receivers 

can be placed in the network layer, simulating user applications. Traffic generators can create 

all valid combinations of IPv4, IPv6, UDP, TCP and ICMP packets, as well as user-defined 

packets. Multiple packet sources and sinks can be created, each corresponding to a certain 

Radio Access Bearer (RAB). Distributions of packet lengths and packet arrival intervals can 

be configured independently for each RAB to simulate traffic patterns generated by different 

types of applications. 

The high level layered architecture of the simulator is depicted in Figure 4-2. The TNL 

uses ATM transport in this case. As presented, protocol stacks are different depending on the 

logical role of the simulator. It should be noted that SRNC and DRNC can also be realized as 

one node, the separation is only logical; as a matter of fact, both MAC-d and MAC-c/sh exist 

in each RNC, and they are just used selectively by different RBs. Each layer is fully 

configurable and to some extent modular, allowing to easily change some mechanisms, e.g. 

MAC schedulers, for research purposes. Several measurements are enabled throughout the 

stack (depending on type of research performed), so reports and statistics can be gathered and 

logged during operation of the simulator. 

To support UMTS Release 6, MAC-c/sh was extended to MAC-c/sh/m and additional 

MAC-es and MAC-e layers were implemented in the simulator. These changes are not 

depicted in Figure 4-2 since the bulk of research was performed for Release 5 so the simulator 

usually worked in the R5 compatibility mode, which is the mode presented in the figure. 

The possibility to use the simulator in a real time environment is a definite advantage, 

because the implementation of all protocols has to be 100% conformant with 3GPP 

specifications so obtained results are more reliable than they would be using a simplified 

simulator. Furthermore, it helps to prove the thesis of this dissertation by allowing all 

enhancements not only to be designed, but also verified in a real time environment. 
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4.5 Contributions 

After analyzing the operation of UMTS and the radio interface protocols in particular 

(presented in previous chapters) and several publications in the field of optimizing UTRAN 

protocols (presented in section 4.1), it has been concluded that performance of the radio 

interface protocol stack depends mainly on the efficiency of RLC and MAC layers. These 

layers exist both in the user plane and control plane and convey absolutely all traffic 

transferred over the radio interface. Other radio interface protocols in the data link layer do 

not influence data transmission efficiency that much. RRC transfers only control messages, 

BMC messages to users, but not regular user traffic. PDCP is used only on PS connections for 

packet header compression; however, as described in section 4.1.4, header compression is not 

a UMTS-specific feature, several different algorithms can be used (although 2 are imposed by 

the standard) and therefore it has been assumed that its efficiency is out of scope of this 

dissertation. 

It has therefore been decided that research should focus on RLC and MAC. Because their 

performance significantly affects the performance of the whole system in terms of providing 

end-to-end QoS, the importance of such research is unquestionable. Release 5 of UMTS has 

been chosen as the target release, since first commercial deployments will be done in the next 

few months, so the topic is up to date.  

The author’s contributions concerning efficiency of the Radio Link Control and Medium 

Access Control sublayers of the data link layer in UTRAN are presented below. 

4.5.1 RLC  

The author’s research concerning the Radio Link Control layer has already been presented 

in [Matu02b], [Matu03c], [Matu04a] and [Matu05g]. All research results are gathered in this 

section. 

The most important feature of RLC AM is the ARQ mechanism. It enables automated, low 

level retransmissions of lost or erroneous RLC PDUs. The transmitter sends poll requests to 

the receiver, which is supposed to answer to each poll request with a control PDU carrying 

status data (i.e. with a STATUS PDU). The receiver may also send unsolicited STATUS 

PDUs if it is appropriately configured. Each STATUS PDU acknowledges all correctly 

received PDUs (since the last sent STATUS PDU) and requests retransmission of lost or 

incorrect PDUs (see [25.322] or section 3.3.3 for details). 
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Operation of different RLC polling and status transmission modes, their influence on RLC 

performance, interactions with higher layer traffic (e.g. TCP sessions) and reasonable 

configurations have already been discussed in some publications, e.g. [Chen03], [Qinq02], 

[Quinq03], [Xiao02] and [LiMo04] (see section 4.1.3).  The general conclusion is that when 

frequency of status transmission increases, RLC delay decreases and RLC net throughput also 

decreases. The former is caused by the fact retransmission of erroneous or missing PDUs can 

be triggered faster if status is sent more often. The latter is a consequence of more RLC 

control traffic which has to be sent. However, an interesting observation has been made:  

although net RLC throughput increases as status frequency decreases, session bitrate 

experienced from the user point of view may be lower due to increased delay. Therefore, the 

average frequency of sending STATUS PDUs should be carefully configured, using available 

poll and status triggers. It has been reported in [Qinq02] that best RLC performance can be 

achieved when using the 'per PDU' polling mode in conjunction with 'last PDU in 

transmission buffer' and 'last PDU in retransmission buffer' modes, but the authors have not 

considered the possibility of using receiver-specific unsolicited status transmission modes. 

Research conducted during the author’s Ph.D. study was partially based on those results. 

Because of the described influence of status transmission frequency on delay and throughput, 

most of the research concerning RLC focused on decreasing RLC overhead and optimizing 

status transmission by different means, in order to increase net RLC throughput. 

4.5.1.1 STATUS PDU type 

Control PDUs consist of a 4-bit header and several SUFIs (Super Fields). SUFIs contain 

specific control information: they can request entity reset, request moving the reception 

window, or convey status information. There are 4 types of SUFIs that convey status 

information: 

• ACK SUFI, which acknowledges all correctly received PDUs up to a PDU with a 

certain sequence number; 

• 3 types of NACK SUFI: LIST, BITMAP and RLIST, which contain information about 

sequence numbers of PDUs that need to be retransmitted.  

 

A typical STATUS PDU contains zero, one or more NACKs and a single ACK. If all 

PDUs were received correctly, only the ACK is sent. Otherwise, it is preceded by a NACK 

(or NACKs) requesting retransmission of PDUs with given sequence numbers. 
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The LIST, BITMAP and RLIST SUFIs can convey the same information, but the coding of 

each of them is different (see [25.322] for details). Depending on the number of PDUs that 

need to be retransmitted and their distribution among all PDUs being acknowledged, the 

optimal (shortest) SUFI should be chosen to reduce RLC throughput consumed by control 

traffic. There are two main types of error distributions – errors either appear in series or are 

sparsely, statistically evenly distributed. STATUS PDU length was verified for both cases to 

determine which NACK SUFI type should preferably be used. 

Figure 4-3 presents the length of different STATUS PDU types in case of series of errors 

of a specific length. Each STATUS PDU consists of a 4-bit header, a variable length NACK 

SUFI and a 24-bit ACK SUFI. During simulation, such a STATUS PDU was sent every 128 

received PDUs (using the Poll_PDU trigger set to 128 at the PDU sender) and series of errors 

were injected into Transport Blocks (TBs) transmitted over the Uu interface. As a result of 

these errors, series of TBs were discarded because of having incorrect CRC and PDUs which 

they conveyed needed retransmission. In several runs of the simulation, different lengths of 

retransmitted series were reported by NACK SUFIs of different type. It can be seen that, on 

the average, using the RLIST SUFI is the most efficient solution.  
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Figure 4-3 STATUS PDU length in case of series of errors 

 

The length of different STATUS PDU types in case of statistically evenly distributed 

errors can be seen in Figure 4-4. Errors were injected in such a way, that a certain number of 

PDUs from the 128-PDU set to acknowledge needed retransmission, and the distance (in 

PDUs) between incorrect PDUs was similar. It can be seen that, on the average, the RLIST 

SUFI is the shortest. Although for a large number of errors the BITMAP SUFI is shorter (its 

length is constant, dependent on the distance between the first and last incorrect PDU), a 
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lower error rate is more probable in the long run (a very high error rate should force RRC to 

increase transmission power or reconfigure the Radio Bearer). Length of the LIST SUFI is a 

linear function of the number of incorrect, not adjacent PDUs. 
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Figure 4-4 STATUS PDU length in case of sparse errors 

 

In both presented extreme cases, the RLIST SUFI should preferably be used as the usually 

shortest NACK SUFI, while usage of the LIST SUFI should be avoided. Therefore, it can be 

expected that RLIST is the best choice in most cases. The BITMAP SUFI may be considered 

in case of a large number of PDUs to retransmit. 

4.5.1.2 RLC SDU concatenation 

The usage of RLC SDU concatenation is not obligatory and is implementation dependant. 

If concatenation is used, subsequent RLC SDUs are concatenated in RLC AM or UM PDUs 

so, in case of continuous transmission, no space remains unused in RLC PDUs.  
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Figure 4-5 RLC throughput consumed by padding in case of lack of SDU concatenation 
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The usage of concatenation is highly encouraged. If concatenation is not used, each RLC 

SDU must start from the beginning of a new RLC PDU. Therefore, some of the available 

throughput is wasted by padding inserted after the end of each RLC SDU (unless it 

completely fills a number of PDUs). This may result in a serious decrease of available RLC 

throughput. Figure 4-5 depicts the percent of bandwidth consumed by padding in case on not 

using concatenation, for different RLC SDU sizes and different RLC PDU sizes. As can be 

seen, not using concatenation is extremely inefficient for short SDUs and long PDUs. 
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Figure 4-6 RLC header length for different SDU sizes 

 

The end of each RLC SDU (or SDU fragment) in a PDU is marked by an additional 

Length Indicator (LI) in the RLC header, indicating the length of the SDU or SDU fragment. 

LIs can be 7 or 15-bit long, depending on the length of the PDU (for PDUs longer than 127 

bytes 15-bit indicators have to be used). Figure 4-6 shows how much of the RLC PDU is 

occupied by the RLC header in case of concatenating several RLC SDUs (using 7-bit length 

indicators) in one PDU. In general, conveying several very short, concatenated RLC SDUs 

should be avoided, because a serious part of the RLC throughput is consumed by RLC 

headers - the RLC overhead is significant. Using long PDUs (over 127 bytes) should also be 

avoided because LIs are twice as long as for shorter PDUs, and in case of errors on the radio 

link the probability of an error in a shorter PDU is lower than in a longer PDU.  

4.5.1.3 Status frequency 

Although results of research concerning the impact of status frequency on RLC 

performance in terms of delay and throughput have been presented in other publications, a 

short discussion of results obtained by the author is presented below.  
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The frequency of sending STATUS PDUs largely affects RLC performance. If STATUS 

PDUs are sent rarely, some throughput is preserved, but Rx and Tx RLC buffers must be 

longer and retransmission time is longer, so RLC delay may be higher. If STATUS PDUs are 

sent more frequently, they consume more RLC throughput but RLC buffers can be shorter, 

retransmission time is shorter, and RLC delay is lower. 

Figure 4-7 presents minimum, average and maximum downlink (DL) retransmission 

delays in function of STATUS PDU interval in a reference configuration presented in 

Appendix A, section A.4.  STATUS PDU interval is defined as the number of RLC AM 

PDUs between subsequent STATUS PDUs conveyed in AM PDUs; n means that a STATUS 

PDU is conveyed in every n-th AMD PDU. Retransmission delay is defined here as the time 

between receiving an incorrect RLC AMD PDU and receiving the retransmitted PDU.  
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Figure 4-7 RLC retransmission delay in function of status interval 

 

Downlink retransmission delay (Dretr DL) may be denoted as: 

 

Dretr DL = TTIDL + TTIUL + Dproc NB + Dproc RNC + DUTRAN   (4-1) 

 

In the simulation, TTIDL = 10ms and TTIUL = 20 ms (from transport channel configuration 

A.4). It has been assumed that Dproc NB and Dproc RNC, which are frame processing times in 

Node B and RNC, accordingly, are equal to 10 ms. DUTRAN is the sum of all delays 

experienced by the exchanged frames in UTRAN. It has been neglected for clarity and 
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because it is usually significantly lower than the other delays; in fact it is hard to accurately 

estimate, since it depends on the transport layer and UTRAN topology. 

In Figure 4-7 it can be seen that higher status frequencies (shorter STATUS PDU intervals) 

should be preferred since they provide lower retransmission delays. However, for high status 

frequencies throughput consumed by control traffic is obviously higher, which is depicted in 

Figure 4-8 (STATUS PDU piggybacking not configured, concatenation configured, high user 

traffic i.e. there were always RLC SDUs available for processing). The unused throughput is 

defined as throughput consumed by control PDUs and padding added after them, i.e. 

unavailable for user traffic. 
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Figure 4-8 Average unused throughput: no piggybacking 

 

Hence, a tradeoff needs to be made between retransmission delay and throughput used for 

RLC control traffic (and wasted for padding). The traffic QoS requirements and actual 

channel BLER should be taken into account while making a decision whether it is more 

important to decrease retransmission delay or increase available throughput by adjusting 

STATUS PDU transmission frequency. The adjustment decision should be made by RLC or 

RRC each time when traffic characteristics begin to differ from the required QoS. RLC and 

RRC should be fully aware of the discussed impact of STATUS PDU transmission frequency 

on RLC performance. Problems with throughput consumed by STATUS PDUs can be 

partially resolved by using different channels for data and control traffic, which is one of the 

possible RLC AM configurations (see section 3.3.3). In such case, more radio resources are 

required on the air interface, but the throughput of the data channel remains constant 

regardless of the amount of control traffic. 
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4.5.1.4 Improved RLC architecture 

RLC supports an optional STATUS PDU piggybacking mechanism, which enables 

STATUS PDUs to be piggybacked in unused portions of AMD PDUs, in place of padding. If 

piggybacking is not supported, then each STATUS PDU, although typically very short (ACK 

is 3 bytes long), needs to be sent as a separate PDU which causes a significant waste of 

throughput. Figure 4-9a depicts the amount of throughput consumed by control traffic and 

padding if piggybacking is not enabled. All results presented in Figure 4-9 were obtained for 

RLC PDU size equal to 336 bits (configuration from Appendix A, section A.3) with 

concatenation enabled, in case of heavy traffic (i.e. under the condition that there are always 

RLC SDUs available to process), and were averaged for all RLC SDU lengths between 1 and 

1500 bytes. 
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Figure 4-9 Average unused throughput: standard and improved RLC 

 

The usage of piggybacking should significantly decrease the amount of throughput 

consumed by control traffic by using otherwise wasted (filled with padding) portions of AMD 

PDUs. This is true when RLC SDU concatenation is not enabled. It appears that, when using 

both piggybacking and RLC SDU concatenation, the expected decrease does not occur in case 

of heavy traffic, which is presented in Figure 4-9b. The 3GPP RLC specification [25.322] 

does not address this problem. RLC AM architecture proposed by 3GPP makes it impossible 

to effectively use concatenation and piggybacking together in case of high RB utilization. In 

the legacy RLC solution, RLC SDU or SDU fragment concatenation is done first, and then a 

piggybacked STATUS PDU (if ready to send) is tried to be placed in the available padding. In 
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case of heavy traffic, practically no or very little padding is generated (concatenation 

efficiently distributes SDUs in PDUs) so STATUS PDUs cannot be piggybacked and usually 

have to be sent in separate AMD PDUs anyway. 

As a solution to this problem an improved and architecturally modified version of RLC 

AM, presented in Figure 4-10, has been invented. Changes can be seen by comparing the 

improved RLC architecture in Figure 4-10 with the legacy RLC architecture presented in 

Figure 3-11. The legacy and new RLC versions are compatible. The proposed solution 

enables efficient transmission of piggybacked STATUS PDUs even in case of concatenation 

and heavy traffic. The ‘Segmentation & Concatenation/Multiplexing/Add RLC header’ 

functional block presented in Figure 4-10 is an advanced PDU multiplexer, aggregating 

functions of the previously separate ‘Segmentation & Concatenation’, ‘Multiplexing’ and 

‘Add RLC header’ functional blocks from the legacy architecture. It handles data from 4 

buffers (implemented as priority queues) which contain different types of PDUs. The 

priorities, from highest to lowest, are assigned to RESET/RESET_ACK PDUs, STATUS 

PDUs, retransmitted PDUs and new SDUs to send.  

 

 

Figure 4-10 Improved RLC architecture 
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Every TTI, MAC performs the TFC selection procedure (taking into account RLC buffer 

occupancies) and then informs each RLC instance how many RLC PDUs will be sent from 

the logical channel handled by that particular instance. The PDU multiplexer prepares these 

PDUs using data from all 4 input buffers. If there is a RESET or RESET_ACK to send, it is 

transmitted in the first order. Then, if there is a STATUS PDU to send, an attempt is made to 

piggyback it in the retransmitted PDUs, if there are any to send. If there are no PDUs to 

retransmit or the STATUS PDU does not fit in their padding, the multiplexer tries to segment 

and concatenate new SDUs in such a way that the STATUS PDU is piggybacked and the 

smallest possible amount of padding is added. The multiplexer can try to place the 

piggybacked STATUS PDU between any SDUs sent to MAC in the current PDU set. Only if 

no such combination is possible the STATUS PDU is sent as a separate AMD PDU. The gain 

of using the improved RLC architecture is presented in Figure 4-9c. The amount of 

throughput consumed by control traffic is apparently lower, compared to standard 

RLC (Figure 4-9b). 

During simulations it further turned out that although the improved RLC version performs 

better, still another improvement can be made. It allows removing unnecessary padding 

completely by enabling full concatenation of piggybacked STATUS PDUs and SDU 

fragments inside AMD PDUs. The gain is most noticeable in case of high volume of user 

traffic, when all available RLC throughput is really needed to maximize the associated RAB 

throughput. In such case, enabling full concatenation allows using all available RLC 

throughput to convey data. The idea of full concatenation is presented in Figure 4-11.  

 

 

Figure 4-11 Concept of full RLC concatenation 

 

Full concatenation comes at cost of loss of compatibility with the legacy RLC version. Figure 

4-12 depicts how STATUS PDUs are concatenated using the proposed solution; in such case, 

they are called ‘concatenated STATUS PDUs’. In  the standard 3GPP solution (Figure 4-12a), 

no new SDU can be started after a piggybacked STATUS PDU – usage of a piggybacked 

STATUS PDU implies that there will always be padding after it.  Length Indicators (LI) are 
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placed in the RLC AMD PDU header and indicate the length of each SDU or SDU fragment 

in the AMD PDU, indicate a piggybacked STATUS PDU or indicate the existence of 

padding. In case of the proposed improvement a new, special LI value (reserved by 3GPP for 

future use, e.g. 125 for 7-bit LIs and 32765 for 15-bit LIs) indicates the usage of a 

concatenated STATUS PDU. Length of the STATUS PDU can always be calculated from its 

contents. The next LI can mark either existence of padding after the concatenated STATUS 

PDU (Figure 4-12b), or length of the next SDU or SDU fragment (Figure 4-12c). 

 

 

Figure 4-12 Examples of usage of Concatenated STATUS PDU 

 

In case of low traffic, when there are not enough SDU fragments to concatenate, the 

improved RLC with full concatenation operates practically in the same way as standard RLC 

with piggybacking. Under medium load, SDU fragments start to be fully concatenated with 

STATUS PDUs, introducing gain by reducing the amount of unused AMD PDU space. Under 

heavy traffic load, 100% of the available throughput is used (as illustrated in Figure 4-11), i.e. 

no padding is generated. The gain then depends mainly on the length of RLC PDUs and 

average frequency of transmitting STATUS PDUs, which is depicted in Figure 4-9d. It can be 

seen that under heavy traffic full concatenation always introduces gain, in the best case up to 

about 22% of RLC throughput, comparing with results obtained by the improved RLC with 

piggybacking (Figure 4-9c).  
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4.5.1.5 Polling modes and extensions 

Frequency of sending status information is controlled either by the sender (by polling the 

receiver), or by the receiver itself (by unsolicited status reporting). If retransmission delay or 

control traffic overhead requirements are strict, periodic timer polling or periodic timer status 

reporting should be used because it assures constant status transmission frequency. If there are 

no such strict QoS requirements, it is better to configure status frequency to be dependant on 

actual traffic rate or packet length by enabling ‘per PDU’, ‘per SDU’ or window occupancy 

based polling.  

When using the per SDU polling mode, poll frequency is dependant on the frequency of 

RLC SDUs received from the upper layer, which enables flexible adjustment to current traffic 

rate. The drawback of this method is that bursts of short SDUs can, even for a long time in 

case of long bursts, cause polls to be triggered very often, even every TTI. Therefore, the poll 

prohibit timer should be enabled in such case. Usage of the poll prohibit timer alleviates the 

problem by specifying the shortest possible interval between poll transmissions. All polls that 

are triggered more often than this interval are delayed and transmitted as a single poll when 

the poll prohibit timer expires. A similar mechanism, the status prohibit timer, should be used 

at the receiver in case of using the ‘detection of missing PDUs’ mode. In this mode, each time 

a missing PDU is detected, a STATUS PDU containing a NACK SUFI is sent immediately. 

This is repeated every TTI if new PDUs are meanwhile received, until the missing PDU is 

received. Using the status prohibit timer disallows sending STATUS PDUs more often than a 

specified interval. 

Even when using a combination of polling or reporting modes and timers, some problems 

remain. The poll prohibit timer correctly limits poll frequency in case of bursts of short SDUs, 

but does not help in case of bursts of long SDUs which can significantly increase the poll 

interval. In the simulated configuration from Appendix A, section A.4, when per SDU poll 

mode with polling every 15 SDUs is configured, conveying DL traffic consisting of 1500-

byte long SDUs cause a DL poll to be sent once every 46 TTIs, i.e. exactly once every 563 

RLC PDUs (Figure 4-13). In case of a 512-PDU RLC transmission window, a window 

overflow occurs, which triggers the transmission window resize procedure. If it cannot be 

successfully accomplished (or is not permitted) then RLC may encounter a deadlock – a poll 

cannot be sent because the transmission window is full and PDUs from the window cannot be 

removed, because a poll is needed to trigger a status from the receiver to do it. It is a deadlock 

situation if the receiver does not have periodic status reporting configured; and in general it 
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should not be configured, because using both mechanisms (polled and unsolicited periodic 

status transmission) is inefficient – surplus STATUS PDUs are generated. 
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Figure 4-13 Usage of poll prohibit timer and the poll force timer 

 

Another problem is that if there is no traffic sent through the channel for some time, some 

of the last sent PDUs may not be acknowledged for long because a poll will not be sent until 

transmission is resumed. This has a great, negative influence on system performance in case 

of serious periodical changes in the amount of sent traffic. If some of the last PDUs are lost, 

the receiver might not detect this, and a time consuming higher-layer (e.g. TCP) 

retransmission might be triggered. Even if periodic status reporting is configured at the 

receiver, an RLC retransmission will not be triggered for all missing PDUs not followed by a 

correctly received PDU. This problem can be resolved by configuring the ‘last PDU in buffer’ 

and ‘last PDU in retransmission buffer’ modes in the sender (as described in [Qinq02]); 

however, in case of short pauses in conveyed traffic, using this solution may generate a 

significant number of surplus polls. 

 

 

Figure 4-14 Example of using introduced RLC extensions (poll force timer set to 7 TTI) 

 

The presented scenarios show that the standard RLC ARQ mechanism is not capable of 

adjusting correctly to changing traffic conditions. To make it more flexible and avoid some 

performance problems two new extensions to the RLC standard were developed. The first one 
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is the ‘poll force timer’. It is started each time the first RLC PDU is transmitted after sending 

a poll and stopped when a poll is sent. If it expires, a poll is sent in the next available PDU 

and the poll force timer is stopped (Figure 4-14). The value of this timer should be higher than 

the average interval between polls. Usage of the poll force timer prevents poll interval from 

becoming too long and causing very long retransmission delays or deadlocks (Figure 4-13, 

graph with prohibit and poll timers). The second extension is the possibility of sending empty 

RLC PDUs, with just the poll bit set (the last PDU in Figure 4-14). This has to be done when 

a poll should be sent but there are no more RLC PDUs to send. Such a PDU should be 

handled by the receiver by correctly interpreting the poll bit in the RLC PDU header, although 

the PDU does not contain any payload. Both extensions apparently improve the RLC polling 

mechanism by addressing some problems that might occur during data transmission because 

of different possible traffic patterns 

4.5.1.6 Summary 

Performed RLC simulations showed that the RLIST SUFI should be used when sending 

negative acknowledgements in a STATUS PDU and that RLC SDU concatenation should 

always be used. While configuring the frequency of sending status information, a tradeoff has 

to be made between retransmission delay and channel throughput consumed by control traffic. 

Using status piggybacking can save some throughput, but the standard RLC architecture 

appears to be inefficient when piggybacking and RLC SDU concatenation is enabled in case 

of heavy traffic. An improved RLC architecture, which more effectively handles 

concatenation and piggybacking, has been proposed, implemented and tested; it significantly 

reduces throughput consumed by control traffic and padding. Furthermore, a novel 

mechanism, providing full concatenation of RLC SDUs and STATUS PDUs, has been 

introduced and validated; it enables 100% RLC throughput utilization in case of heavy traffic. 

Further analysis and simulations were focused on configuring and optimizing the poll and 

status generation mechanism, especially the frequency of sending status information. Several 

ARQ configuration guidelines were given and two new RLC extensions introduced, providing 

improved RLC efficiency and preventing possible deadlocks. 
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4.5.2 MAC  

The author’s research concerning all sublayers of the Medium Access Control layer in 

UMTS Release 5 has already been presented in [Matu02b], [Matu04b], [Matu04d], [Matu05b] 

and [Matu05c]. Additionally, some research has been done concerning UMTS Release 6, 

results have been presented in [Matu05a] and [Matu06]. Most research focused on MAC 

scheduling and flow control mechanisms, since they significantly affect MAC performance 

and thus efficiency of the radio interface protocol stack. All research results are gathered in 

this section. 

4.5.2.1 MAC-d Scheduling 

Each MAC-d instance in RNC performs two main tasks every TTI: 

• Logical channel selection and multiplexing. 

• TFC (Transport Format Combination) selection for all controlled DCHs  

 

If a DCH has only one logical channel mapped on it, the first task is reduced to checking 

how much data, in form of fixed-length TBs (Transport Blocks), can be created from data 

received on this logical channel. This is done by measuring current RLC buffer occupancy for 

this logical channel and calculating how many TBs can be created. In case a DCH has 

multiple logical channels mapped on itself, the scheduler has to multiplex these logical 

channels on the DCH by selecting the number of TBs from each channel that should be sent 

every TTI.  

Multiplexed logical channels have assigned priorities; there are 8 possible priorities, where 

1 is the highest and 8 is the lowest priority. The MAC-d scheduler should schedule TBs to be 

sent from each logical channel according to its priority and (possibly) length of queued data 

(number of queued TBs calculated from RLC buffer occupancy). The scheduling algorithm 

should be efficient but simple in implementation, because it should not burden the system too 

much – a single RNC should be able to handle thousands of simultaneous connections so 

MAC algorithms cannot be too time consuming. For example, WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing) 

is deemed inappropriate because it is hard to implement in real time environments [Benn96]. 

FIFO (First In First Out) scheduling, the simplest queuing strategy, offers no service and 

priority differentiation and therefore should not be used either.  
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SP (Strict Priority) scheduling, a simple queuing strategy for priority differentiation, has 

been implemented in the simulator as one of the algorithms to perform logical channel 

selection. In SP scheduling, for every logical channel a FIFO queue is created. Queues with 

higher priorities are served exhaustively before queues with lower priority. This can lead to 

substantial queuing delay for channels with lower priority. In particular, the tail of the waiting 

time distribution can be non-exponential [Subr00] because a majority of high priority traffic 

can delay low priority traffic extensively. Such a situation is presented in Figure 4-15. For 

clarity, the simulated multiplexing model was simple: 3 logical channels with priorities 1, 2 

and 3 (P1, P2 and P3, respectively) were multiplexed on a single DCH (downlink transport 

channel configuration from Appendix A, section A.3). Every TTI a maximum of 8 TBs could 

be sent on the DCH and channel with P3 delivered 1 TB, channel with P2 delivered 2 TBs 

and channel with P1 delivered TBs in a bursty manner. The bursts are calculated in such a 

way that the average delivered traffic is 8 TBs/TTI, so it does not exceed the amount of traffic 

that can be sent over the DCH (MAC throughput for this DCH). It can be observed that, as the 

number of delivered TBs with the highest priority P1 (which are handled in the first order) 

increases, TBs in P2 and P3 queues begin experiencing significant delays. The P2 queue is 

served when the P1 queue is empty, and P3 queue is served only when P2 and P3 queues are 

empty. Some TBs from channel 3 are delayed up to 10 TTIs (e.g. between TTI 6 and 16 in 

Figure 4-15) in this scenario. 
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Figure 4-15 Logical channel queue lengths (in TBs) in case of SP scheduling 

 

To alleviate this problem, WRR (Weighted Round Robin) scheduling with dynamically 

adjusted serving cycle has also been implemented as an effective algorithm to perform logical 
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channel selection. WRR is a simple approximation of WFQ [Ment02]. LQF, DRR, EDF and 

MEDF have also been considered, but as show in [Ment02] EDF is too complex and MEDF 

(which is a simpler version of EDF) performance in this case would similar. DRR also 

performs similarly since MAC TBs are all of equal length and LQF depends on queue length 

rather than on priority so it provides insufficient priority differentiation. In WRR, as in SP 

scheduling, a FIFO queue is created for every logical channel. The queues are served in a 

round-robin manner, but following a defined serving cycle that enables priority 

differentiation. In RR (Round Robin) each queue receives the same share of available 

bandwidth. In WRR, queues with priorities P1 and P2 are differentiated by defining a serving 

cycle, e.g. 1-1-2, which means that a data unit from queue P1 is taken 2 times and then a data 

unit from queue P2 is taken 1 time; thus available bandwidth is shared among queues P1 and 

P2 with a ratio of 2:1. In WRR, priority assignment is more flexible than in SP because 

priorities are precisely defined by specifying guaranteed shares of bandwidth for each 

channel. If a queue with a certain priority is empty, its bandwidth is distributed among other 

queues by the scheduler following the serving cycle.  

In this implementation of the MAC-d scheduler, in addition to channel priority P, a relative 

priority rp for each logical channel has been defined. Relative priority rpi defines how many, 

at most, TBs can be sent from the highest priority queue P1 between subsequent TBs sent 

from queue Pi. For the highest priority queue P1 always rp1=1. Based on relative priorities, a 

serving cycle is constructed. For example, for rp1=1, rp2=5 and rp3=15 the following cycle is 

created: 1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-2-3. This cycle is used by the WRR scheduling 

algorithm and can be changed each time when relative priorities change. These priorities can 

be adjusted e.g. as a result of changing RLC buffer occupancies (queue lengths) of some 

logical channels – the priority of channels with higher buffer occupancy can be slightly 

incremented to allow their queue length to decrease more rapidly (which is a step towards the 

LQF scheduling algorithm). This mechanism can be used to effectively handle short-term 

traffic bursts on some of the logical channels. 

In case of M logical channels multiplexed on one DCH, the fraction gbi of total available 

DCH bandwidth guaranteed for each logical channel i with assigned relative priority rpi is 

defined as: 
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gbi = 

∑
=

∗
M

j

ji rprp
1

/1

1
             (4-2) 

 

If several logical channels have the same priority assigned, their relative priorities may be 

slightly different and may be dynamically adjusted to the ratio of their RLC buffer 

occupancies in order to approximate weighted fair scheduling among them. 

In Figure 4-16 the result of applying WRR to the same scenario as depicted in Figure 4-15 

for SP is presented. Relative priorities were set to rp1=1, rp2=5 and rp3=15 which results in 

gb1=15/19, gb2=3/19 and gb3=1/19, calculated using (4-2). It can be observed that, although 

the average length of queue P1 is slightly higher than in SP scheduling (because of bandwidth 

guarantees for lower-priority channels), TBs in queues P2 and P3 experience less delays. For 

P3, TBs are delayed for at most 4 TTIs (e.g. between TTI 13 and 17) compared with 10 TTIs 

in the same scenario for SP scheduling. In this implementation of WRR, guaranteed 

bandwidth and maximum TB delay for each logical channel can be adjusted by changing 

channel priorities and relative priorities. 
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Figure 4-16 Logical channel queue lengths (in TBs) in case of WRR scheduling 

 

The second main task performed by the MAC-d scheduler is TFC (Transport Format 

Combination) selection. Each TFC consists of a set of TFI (Transport Format Identifiers) 

precisely describing which transport format has to be used for each DCH. Assuming a 

simplified notation: TF0 – use 0 TBs, TF1 – use 1 TB etc., an example of a TFC for 3 DCHs 

can be (TF2, TF0, TF4), which can be even more simply denoted as (2,0,4). If such a TFC is 
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selected, the MAC-d scheduler will send 2 TBs on DCH 1, no TBs on DCH 2 and 4 TBs on 

DCH 3 (see section 3.2 for details). 

TFC is selected from a set of available combinations, the TFCS (Traffic Format 

Combination Set). These combinations should be chosen according to the following 

principles: 

1. For each TFC in the TFCS, the amount of data sent on all DCHs, specified by TFIs in 

this TFC, should not exceed the bandwidth allocated for the UE on the radio interface. 

2. TFCs in the TFCS should be chosen in such a way that, regardless of the traffic pattern, 

all data in every DCH queue can be sent. 

3. Some TFCs in the TFCS should enable sending the maximum available amount of 

data. 

 

Assume that the bandwidth allocated on the radio interface to a certain UE is b bits/TTI, M 

DCHs are used by the UE and for each DCHi the TB length is tbleni bits and number of TBs 

defined for this DCH in TFC is tbnumi. The first condition is fulfilled by a TFC if: 

 

b≥∑
=

∗
M

i

ii tbnumtblen
1

             (4-3) 

 

 Additionally, lets denote TFCj[i] as the TFI of DCHi in TFCj. The second condition is 

fulfilled if : 

 

)0][1][( =∀∧=∃∀ ≠∈ kTFCiTFC jikjTFCSTFCi j
               (4-4) 

 

The third condition is fulfilled if: 

 

)(
1

btbnumtblen
M

i

iiTFCSTFC =∗∃ ∑
=

∈                  (4-5) 

 

In the tested implementation, each DCHi has a priority pi assigned, similar to priorities for 

logical channels. In general, MAC-d scheduler should always select a TFC that carries the 

most priority data, i.e. for which the following expression is maximized: 
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*][                   (4-6) 

 

In Figure 4-17 simulation results are presented for a simple MAC-d TFC selection 

algorithm in the MAC scheduler, following all the basic rules. In the simulated scenario, TB 

length for all DCHs was equal and, each TTI, a total of 12 TBs could be sent over the radio 

interface on all DCHs used by the simulated UE. 3 DCHs were used; DCH1 had the highest, 

DCH2 medium and DCH3 lowest priority. Traffic delivered from RLC was constant and set 

to 6, 5 and 1 TB for DCH1, DCH2 and DCH3, respectively, so total delivered traffic was 

equal to the maximum traffic that could be sent over the radio interface every TTI. The 

following TFCS was used: TFC0=(1,0,0), TFC1=(0,1,0), TFC2=(0,0,1), TFC3=(12,0,0), 

TFC4=(0,12,0), TFC5=(0,0,12), TFC6=(4,4,4). All TFCs in this TFCS fulfill equation (4-3), 

TFCs 0, 1 and 2 together fulfill (4-4) and TFCs 3, 4, 5 and 6 fulfill (4-5).  
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Figure 4-17 Transport channel queue lengths in case of inefficient TFC selection 

 

As can be seen in Figure 4-17, a simple MAC-d TFC selection algorithm is not efficient. 

The scheduler chooses TFCs by following the rule of maximizing expression (4-6). The index 

of the TFC chosen every TTI – the TFCI (Traffic Format Combination Index) – is shown on 

the X axis. The average queue length is significant and TBs sent on DCHs with lower 

priorities experience substantial queuing delays (the distribution of queue length is flat). For 

DCH3 this delay reaches even 14 TTIs.  

Therefore an efficient, much improved version of the TFC selection algorithm has been 

implemented in the MAC-d scheduler in the simulator. This algorithm uses a solution 

somehow similar to that used in the WRR scheduler. To guarantee each DCH a minimal 
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portion of available bandwidth and limit queuing delays for low-priority DCHs, a mandatory 

priority is introduced. This is the highest possible priority that can be assigned to a DCH.  

Mandatory priority can be assigned permanently or temporarily. It is permanently assigned 

to all DCHs carrying time-constraint real time data, such as voice data. By default, it is 

assigned to all DCHs carrying CS (Circuit Switched) data in UMTS. Data sent over such 

DCHs is not delay and jitter tolerant and has to be scheduled for transmission every TTI, 

otherwise it will be dropped. 

Mandatory priority is temporarily assigned to DCHs that have some TBs queued, but could 

not send them for a specific number of TTIs. Similar to logical channels, in this 

implementation DCHs also have relative priority rp assigned to each channel. This priority 

defines how many TTIs, at most, can pass between every two subsequent transmissions on 

this DCH (if there is data to be transmitted). Channels with mandatory priority assigned 

permanently have rp=1 which means that they must be scheduled for transmission every TTI. 

Other channels can have rp>1, so a DCH with rp=10 would have the mandatory priority 

assigned temporarily (for one TTI) every 10 TTIs. DCHs with mandatory priority are 

scheduled for transmission only if they have data to send. In case of temporarily assigned 

mandatory priority, it is always removed after one TTI and the DCH’s real priority is assigned 

to it again.  

The improved MAC-d TFC selection algorithm operates as presented below. The 

following procedure is executed every basic TTI, which is defined as the shortest TTI used by 

all DCHs used by a UE. These TTIs can be different, so some TFCs can be used more 

frequently than others. For example, if all DCH channels presented in Figure 3-2 belonged to 

one UE, the basic TTI would be 10 ms and after 20 from the TTI common start point only 

TFCs including the upper two DCHs could be chosen (data from the lower two would still be 

transmitted). 

• From TFCS, choose a subset, TFCS’, of TFCs that can be used during this TTI. 

Eliminate TFCs used to schedule DCHs with such TTIs that they cannot be scheduled 

now. 

• Assign mandatory priority to all DCHs that should have it assigned this TTI, according 

to their relative priority. 
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• From TFCS’ choose a subset, TFCS’’, of TFCs that schedule for transmission all 

DCHs with mandatory priority which have data to send. If there are no DCHs with 

mandatory priority, TFCS’’=TFCS’. 

• From TFCS’’ choose a TFC’ that schedules highest priority data for transmission. This 

is the TCF for which expression (4-6) is maximized. 

• Remove mandatory priority from all DCHs to which it has been temporarily assigned. 

Assign real priorities to these DCHs. 

• Use TFC’ to schedule data for transmission 

 

In order for MAC to operate efficiently, TFCS should contain a significant number of 

carefully chosen TFCs. This number should not be too big though, because the size of TFCS 

directly affects the performance of the TFC selection algorithm; its execution time can be 

estimated as O(n) where n is the size of TFCS. TFCs being a result of equation (4-4) should 

be extended by all possible combinations of a single TB sent on each DCH; for M DCHs, 

there are 2M such combinations. There should also be more combinations fulfilling expression 

(4-5), taking into account that more data can be sent on some DCHs than on others, so the 

total number of TBs to send should be distributed among different subsets of DCHs. 

Additionally, there should be a number of TFCs fulfilling the following expression: 

 

b >∑
=

∗
M

i

ii tbnumtblen
1

     (4-7) 

 

Such TFCs enable the scheduler to operate efficiently – without empty cycles, i.e. when no 

matching TFC is chosen – in case of low and medium traffic received from logical channels.  

 

Table 4-1: Extended TFCS 

0 1,0,0 5 0,1,1 10 12,0,0 15 8,4,0 20 2,4,0 
1 0,1,0 6 1,1,1 11 0,12,0 16 6,4,2 21 6,4,0 
2 0,0,1 7 6,0,0 12 0,0,12 17 4,8,0 22 4,6,0 
3 1,1,0 8 0,6,0 13 6,6,0 18 4,6,2 23 0,6,4 
4 1,0,1 9 0,0,6 14 4,4,4 19 4,2,0 24 6,0,4 

 
 

Figure 4-18 depicts the same scenario as presented in Figure 4-17, but using the improved 

MAC-d scheduler with an extended TFCS, presented in Table 4-1. Queue length is 
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significantly lower than for the simple MAC-d scheduler, data from DCH1 (with highest 

priority) is sent without any delay. In this scenario mandatory priority was never assigned, 

because the lower-priority DCHs are handled very efficiently. 
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Figure 4-18 Transport channel queue lengths in case of improved TFC selection 

 

To further improve MAC-d scheduler performance, a dynamic TFCS adjustment algorithm 

has been additionally implemented. TFCs that are not crucial - i.e. not fulfilling expressions 

(4-4) or (4-5) - and are not used for several TTIs are removed from TFCS. In Figure 4-18 it 

can be seen that only TFCs 21, 13 and 16 are used, so many TFCs from Table 4-1 can be 

removed from TFCS to shorten the TFC selection procedure execution time. The traffic 

pattern is also being analyzed and if specific combinations of TBs are often delivered by 

logical channels, they are included in TFCS as new TFCs. After this improvement, in the 

simulated scenario a new TFS=(6,5,1) was automatically added. Because, in this scenario, the 

number of delivered TBs is equal to maximum number of TBs that can be sent, the residual 

queue occupancy presented in Figure 4-18 could not be removed. But, after changing the 

scenario to deliver slightly less data, the queue length for all DCHs was practically always 

zero - excluding TTIs when a perfectly matching TFC could not be found. However, if the 

traffic pattern was kept constant, after some time TFCS was always adjusted to contain all 

matching TFCs.  

4.5.2.2 MAC-c/sh Scheduling 

In MAC-c/sh there are up to 16 queues, which are used to buffer data (obtained from 

MAC-d) ready to send on FACH. In MAC-d, each logical channel is mapped to an 

appropriate (preconfigured) CmCH-PI (Common Transport Channel Priority Indicator) value, 

which identifies the priority queue to which data from this channel is destined. A MAC-c/sh 
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FACH scheduler is used to multiplex data from all priority queues. The algorithm used in the 

scheduler should provide appropriate priority differentiation and have moderate 

computational complexity in order to operate efficiently in a real time environment. 

Two scheduling algorithms for the MAC-c/sh FACH scheduler have been validated: SP 

and WRR, the same as for the MAC-d scheduler. Other (RR, DRR, WFQ, EDF, MEDF and 

LQF) were not used for reasons already described in sections 4.1.2 and 4.5.2.1. Results 

obtained for SP scheduling can be observed in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20, depicting 

distributions of queue lengths and MAC-c/sh SDU delays. 
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Figure 4-19 Distribution of MAC-c/sh queue length in SP scheduling 
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Figure 4-20 Distribution of MAC-c/sh SDU delay in SP scheduling 

 

Results were obtained for a FACH configuration from Appendix A, section A.5. Three 

queues with different priorities (priority 1 is the highest and 3 is the lowest) were configured 
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in MAC-d. 11 UEs using each queue (giving a total of 33 UEs) were simulated, each 

generating bursts of MAC-c/sh SDUs with burst interval obtained from a Poisson distribution 

with λ=1s and burst length obtained from a uniform distribution [1,5]. The resulting average 

MAC-c/sh SDU total generation rate of 99 SDUs/s did not exceed maximum FACH 

transmission rate of 100 MAC-c/sh SDUs. 

Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 demonstrate that SP scheduling also does not provide 

appropriate traffic differentiation in case of a MAC-c/sh FACH scheduler. Although in the 

simulation queues with priorities 1 and 2 were served correctly, queue with the lowest priority 

has an almost uniform (non exponential) distribution of length and SDU delay (the long tail of 

distributions in both figures has been trimmed to improve readability). Delay experienced by 

data using low priority queues is hard to estimate, so it is impossible to make QoS delay 

guarantees for RABs using those queues. Additionally, a precise relationship between 

different priorities cannot be defined. 

Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 present distributions of queue lengths and MAC-c/sh SDU 

delays in case of a WRR MAC-c/sh FACH scheduler. These results were obtained in the same 

configuration as used for SP scheduling, with a WRR serving cycle 1-1-1-2-1-1-1-2-3. By 

comparing them with results from Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20, it can be seen that lower 

priority queues are handled better by WRR and distributions of the lowest-priority queue are 

exponential, so WRR scheduling provides apparently better priority differentiation than SP 

scheduling. 
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Figure 4-21 Distribution of MAC-c/sh queue length in WRR scheduling 
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Figure 4-22 Distribution of MAC-c/sh SDU delay in WRR scheduling 

 

Because MAC-c/sh needs to be reconfigured, e.g. as UEs enter and leave the cell, and there 

may be a need to change MAC-c/sh queue priorities, WRR with a dynamically adjusted 

serving cycle has been implemented. Relative priorities are assigned to all queues, in the same 

manner as in the MAC-d scheduler. Based on these priorities, the guaranteed share of 

bandwidth for each queue and the resulting serving cycle can be calculated, which facilitates 

precise configuration.  

Obtained results indicate that WRR should be used in the MAC-c/sh FACH scheduler as a 

fast, efficient and flexible solution, providing sufficient priority differentiation. 

4.5.2.3 FACH Flow Control 

Description of the 3GPP framework for the FACH Flow Control (FC) algorithm has been 

provided in section 3.3.4.5. The objectives of a FACH flow control algorithm are to prevent 

overflow of MAC-c/sh input buffers and, on the other hand, keep them appropriately filled. 

These buffers should be fairly short to limit buffering between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh in case 

of channel type switching (between FACH and DCH) or cell reselection, so in order to 

operate efficiently the algorithm should quickly adjust to changes in traffic rate. It should also 

try to limit the amount of generated control traffic to preserve Iur bandwidth. Operation of the 

FACH flow control algorithm is the same for all MAC-c/sh priority queues, so the proposed 

algorithm description and analysis is done for a single queue.  

The DRNC should keep track of how many MAC-c/sh SDUs are there already in the 

queue, how many credits are currently granted (and to which UE flow) and how many can 

still be granted (Figure 4-23). Additionally, a small part (about 10%) of the queue should be 
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reserved for unsolicited SDUs (from connections which were not granted credits). New UE 

flow should either have one credit initially granted (if there are available credits) or have the 

right to initially send one unsolicited MAC-c/sh SDU in order to implicitly request credits, 

thus decreasing the amount of control traffic (an initial FACH Capacity Request message 

does not have to be sent). The number of unsolicited SDUs existing in the queue at every 

moment of time should not exceed the number implied by space in the queue reserved for 

such SDUs. Surplus unsolicited SDUs should be dropped.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-23 Logical partitioning of a MAC-c/sh queue 

 

When a request for credits (explicit or implicit) is received, credits are granted from the 

pool of currently available credits (the free part of the queue in Figure 4-23). There can be 

several strategies of granting credits, ranging from a defensive strategy (only one credit is 

granted per request) to an aggressive strategy (always as many credits are granted as 

requested). The former strategy causes maximum amount of control traffic to be generated 

(each SDU requires a separate credit grant in form of a FACH Flow Control message), the 

latter minimizes the amount of control traffic but may cause that a certain UE flow (or group 

of flows), for which a lot of traffic is generated, obtains all credits all the time. Therefore, a 

moderately aggressive strategy to limit the amount of control traffic and ensure fair 

distribution of credits among all active UE flows has been proposed. In this strategy, every 

time a request is handled, only ½ of the available credits (but minimally 1 credit, if available) 

can be granted – e.g. if the queue is empty the first request can be granted up to ½ of all 

credits, the second ¼ and so on. This ensures an exponential distribution of credits, with the 

maximum possible amount of granted credits dependent on current queue occupancy. 

The DRNC part of the proposed FACH flow control algorithm is presented in Figure 4-24 

and Figure 4-25.  The flow control mechanism in DRNC is triggered by either receiving a 

grant request (explicit - a FACH Capacity Request message or implicit - a data frame from 

SRNC) or transmitting a portion of SDUs on FACH, which frees some space in the queue.  In 

case a request is received, it is placed in a FIFO request queue; if a request for this UE flow 

already exists in the queue, it is updated with data (user buffer size) from the new request. 

Then, as long as there are free credits, consecutive requests from the request queue are served 

using the described, moderately aggressive grant strategy. This phase is called a grant cycle. 

Unsolicited Free Granted SDUs in queue 
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The number of granted credits is sent to the requesting SRNC using a FACH Flow Control 

message and DRNC flow control variables (number of granted credits and free space in 

queue) are appropriately adjusted. If, as a result of this strategy or lack of credits, the request 

is not served exhaustively, it is moved to the end of the queue to improve fairness of credit 

distribution. A request cannot be served twice during one grant cycle to prevent greedy UEs 

from consuming all credits. 

 

 

Figure 4-24 FACH flow control algorithm for DRNC 

 
 

 

Figure 4-25 Algorithm for revoking unused credits 

 

It may happen that, as a result of e.g. a faulty SRNC or FACH Flow Control message loss, 

some granted credits are never consumed. This may even lead to a deadlock when all credits 

are granted, but no solicited traffic is received and no new requests can be served. To prevent 
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such situations, a timer TUE is started for each UE every time credits are granted to this UE 

and is restarted every time a data frame is received from SRNC for this UE (Figure 4-24). If 

timer TUE expires and there are credits still granted to this UE, they are revoked and a FACH 

Flow Control message with 0 credits is sent to the appropriate SRNC (Figure 4-25).  TUE 

timeout should be long enough (e.g. 150ms) to allow a correctly operating SRNC to send a 

data frame to DRNC. 

 

 

Figure 4-26 FACH flow control algorithm for SRNC 

 

The proposed FACH flow control algorithm for SRNC is presented in Figure 4-26. It is 

triggered each time new data is received for a certain UE flow. If there are credits still 

available, no action is taken because more credits will be requested implicitly by sending the 

next data frame. If there are currently no credits, a request in form of a FACH Capacity 

Request message is sent to DRNC. To prevent generating too much control traffic, a timer 

Treq is started after sending each request and a new request cannot be sent before the timer 

expires. If this mechanism was not active, each new MAC-c/sh SDU that is ready to send to 

DRNC would always generate a new request, even if the previous request was just placed in 

the request queue in DRNC and is still waiting to be served. If Treq expires and there is data to 

send but there are no credits granted, a request is sent. The Treq timeout should be adjustable 

and take into account the actual average time used to serve a request. This consists of the RTT 

(Round Trip Time), processing delay and the average time a request spends in the DRNC 

serving queue, which in turn depends mainly on DRNC priority queue length and number of 

active UEs and UE flows using the FACH.  
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Figure 4-27 presents distributions of MAC-c/sh SDU queuing delays (calculated as time 

between SDU generation in SRNC and transmission on FACH on the Iub interface by DRNC) 

in case of 4 UEs, each with 1 UE flow, using one FACH with the proposed flow control 

algorithm. These results were obtained for a FACH configuration from Appendix A, section 

A.5.  The maximum FACH transmission rate, resulting from the transport channel 

configuration was 100 MAC-c/sh SDUs/s. Length of the DRNC priority queue was 30 SDUs. 

For each of the 4 simulated UEs, bursts of MAC-c/sh SDUs were generated in SRNC with 

burst interval obtained from a Poisson distribution with λ=0.5s and burst length obtained from 

a uniform distribution [1,23]. The resulting average MAC-c/sh SDU total generation rate of 

96 SDUs/s did not exceed maximum FACH transmission rate. Delay distributions for all UEs, 

presented in Figure 4-27, are similar which shows that the proposed flow control algorithm is 

fair and grants a similar amount of credits to all UEs. If one of the UEs started generating 

significantly more traffic, it would still receive the same amount of credits (at most ½ of 

currently free credits) in each grant cycle, as the other UEs. This “greedy” UE would be able 

to transmit its surplus amount of traffic only if the other active UEs requested less credits. 
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Figure 4-27 Distribution of SDU delay as a result of FACH FC 

 

Figure 4-28 depicts an the value of QO (Queue Occupancy) in time both in DRNC and 

SRNC (total length of queues for all simulated UEs). Additionally, the number of FACH 

Flow Control messages (calculated during 200ms periods) is presented. These results were 

obtained in the same configuration as results presented in Figure 4-27. It can be seen in Figure 

4-28 that the flow control algorithm tries to keep the DRNC queue full and efficiently grants 

credits, not allowing SDUs to wait in SRNC queues if only there is space in the DRNC queue. 
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The amount of control traffic depends on DRNC queue occupancy. If the queue is almost full, 

the flow control algorithm grants at most only 1 credit for each UE during the grant cycle, so 

the number of FACH Flow Control messages equals the number of MAC-c/sh SDUs 

delivered to DRNC. If queue occupation is lower, more credits can be granted at once and the 

amount of control traffic significantly decreases. 
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Figure 4-28 Queue lengths and number of FC messages 

 

Obtained results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is robust, effective, and achieves 

all objectives of an efficient FACH flow control algorithm stated in section 3.3.4.5. This 

algorithm can be used either between SRNC and DRNC or internally in one RNC, between 

instances of MAC-d and MAC-c/sh. 

4.5.2.4 MAC-hs Scheduling 

There has been some investigation concerning an efficient scheduling algorithm for 

HSDPA (see section 4.1.2). The general conclusion is that Proportional Fair (PF) is a good 

and efficient algorithm, which takes in to account instantaneous radio conditions experienced 

by each UE and the average service rate already received by them. Using the Exponential 

Rule (ER) can improve PF fairness in some cases; however, fairness is increased only in some 

specific conditions and for specific UE movement and fading patterns and is not significant 

on the average. Of course, it would be good to use the ER since it does provide some 

improvement, but on the other hand it requires complicated fractional calculations which are 

usually not easy to perform in a real-time system. The ER does not profoundly change PF, 

only slightly modifies the UE selection condition so conclusions from PF can be in general 

applied also to a scheduler incorporating ER as well. In [Andr04] it has been proven that PF is 
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not stable in some situations – i.e. although queue service rate is equal (or even slightly 

higher) to the rate of data inserted in the queue, the length of the queue can grow infinitely. In 

HSDPA, the service rate of each queue changes dynamically on a per-TTI basis, so may the 

amount of data delivered to queues, and no throughput guarantees are given. Therefore 

HSDPA performance is marginally (in fact imperceptibly) affected by this problem. 

It appears that in a real HSDPA implementation PF scheduling alone is insufficient, 

because there may be several HSDPA flows with different priorities configured for each UE. 

Therefore, a 2-stage scheduler is proposed; the first stage is a PF scheduler which is used to 

select the UE that should be served in the current TTI, and the second stage is a WRR 

(Weighted Round Robin) scheduler used to schedule data from HSDPA flows belonging to 

one UE (Figure 4-29). 

 

 

Figure 4-29 2-stage MAC-hs scheduler 

 

The PF algorithm used in the stage 1 scheduler intends to exploit the time varying radio 

channel conditions by serving a UE which instantaneous relative channel quality outperforms 

the one of the remaining UEs in the cell. UE selection is done on a per-TTI basis. When a 

scheduling decision has to be made at moment t, PF selects UEi which maximizes the 

following expression: 
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where δi(t) is an expression proportional to instantaneous channel quality experienced by 

user UEi at moment  t and λi(t) is an expression proportional to the average  UEi throughput. 
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The classical PF method to average user throughput uses an averaging window equal to the 

lifetime of the user 
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where αi(t) is the amount of data successfully received by UEi between times ti   and t and 

ti is the moment when the user started to be served by the PF scheduler (e.g. after entering a 

cell).  In the classical method, the averaging window can be large if the user is active for a 

long time. The longer the UE is active, the less each new ∆αi(t), which is calculated every 

TTI, affects the average. PF can then begin to schedule ineffectively, as it becomes less 

sensitive to instantaneous changes of user throughput. Therefore, the average should either be 

calculated from a shorter period of time or an exponentially smoothed average can be used 

instead of (4-9): 
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where µ is the time constant for the exponential filter and αi(n) is the user throughput 

experienced in TTI n. In order to work efficiently, the process should average out the fast 

fading variations and therefore should be set to at least 800 to correspond to an averaging 

window encompassing 1.6s (for TTI=2ms). Because scheduler time is discrete (decision is 

made every TTI), n in expression (4-10) denotes time corresponding to a certain TTI in which 

the scheduler currently operates. Expression (4-8) for a scheduling decision made in TTI n 

can then be written as: 
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PF scheduler operation was not analyzed in details, because such analyzes can be found in 

literature (see section 4.1.2). Below, the implementation of PF used in the simulator is briefly 

described and some scheduling problems observed during simulations are presented, along 

with suggested solutions to alleviate the problems. 
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The implementation of the HSDPA stage 1 PF scheduler uses (4-11) to decide which UEs 

should be selected in each TTI. A HS-DSCH channel simultaneously uses up to 15 spreading 

codes, so the stage 1 scheduler schedules several UEs in a single TTI as long as there are free 

codes. Lets define δi(n) as the maximum number of bits that can be received by UEi in TTI n, 

which is proportional to instantaneous radio channel conditions experienced and reported by 

UEi. λi(0)=1/µ for all i and in subsequent TTIs it is updated according to Eq. (4-10). αi(n) is 

the number of bits actually sent to UEi in TTI n. In every TTI, only users with data to send 

(MAC-hs queue not empty) compete to be scheduled, and λi is also updated only for these 

users to decrease the influence of traffic burstiness on priority computation. 

During simulations two problems with PF scheduling were observed. The first one appears 

in case a new UE joins a set of already active UEs. The new UE initially has a very low 

average throughput, so its g(n) may be higher than the one of the remaining UEs. As a result, 

the new UE may continuously be scheduled until its g(n) falls to a level comparable with g(n) 

of other UEs. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 4-30 for two equal HSDPA category 9 

UEs with infinitely backlogged queues (the maximum possible number of bits can be sent to 

each UE every TTI). 
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Figure 4-30 g(n) for two equal users 

 

UE2 becomes active 30 TTIs after UE1 and both experience equal channel conditions so 

they should be scheduled alternately. Instead, after UE2 becomes active it is constantly 

scheduled for about 30 TTIs (it has a higher g(n) as can be seen in Figure 4-30). This is 

somewhat unfair and may lead to a situation, when users which are alternately activated and 
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deactivated constantly “steal” radio resources from users which are active for a longer time. 

The impact of this problem on PF scheduling can be significantly decreased by setting λ(0) of 

a new user to the average λ of all active users. 

The second problem is that since PF takes average user throughput into account, users with 

constantly low throughput are generally privileged (have a higher g(n)). This may lead to very 

inefficient usage of radio resources, which can be illustrated in a simple scenario with 16 

equal HSDPA category 9 UEs. For simplicity let’s assume, that all experience equal radio 

channel conditions. The queue corresponding to UE1 is infinitely backlogged, and queues of 

the remaining UEs are only 1% backlogged. 
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Figure 4-31 g(n) for 16 users: UE1: 100% backlogged queue, UE2-16: 1% backlogged queues 

 

Figure 4-31 presents the result of PF scheduling in such a scenario. UE1 is scheduled 

approximately once every 95 TTIs and during this single TTI utilizes 100% of radio 

resources. Each of the remaining UEs is scheduled every other TTI, consuming only 1 

spreading code and utilizing 1% of radio resources, so a total or 15% of available resources 

are used. Therefore, 85% of HSDPA radio resources are not used for 99% of the time, which 

is highly inefficient. To partially solve this problem, RRC should not allow such a 

disproportion in user throughput – if traffic for UEi falls below a certain percentage of 

maximum available throughput, the maximum available throughput for this user should be 

decreased (which affects δi calculation). RRC may also consider switching the UE from 

HS-DSCH to DCH (or FACH). Another solution would be to take the utilization of radio 
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resources into account in the scheduler, and lower g(n) of users with low queue occupancies, 

letting them to have time to queue more data.  

The WRR algorithm used in the stage 2 scheduler is the same algorithm with adjusted 

serving cycle as used in MAC-d and MAC-c/sh schedulers. DRR can also be used; however, 

because in HSDPA only one queue per UE can be served using one spreading code in one 

TTI, there is no problem with WRR concerning potential unfairness in case of data units of 

different length in different queues. As already presented in sections 4.5.2.1 and 4.5.2.2, 

WRR provides good priority differentiation. 

Each time the PF stage 1 scheduler selects a certain UE to serve, the WRR stage 2 

scheduler advances to the next index in the serving cycle of this UE, thus selecting a queue to 

serve. If the queue is empty, the scheduler advances to the next index, until a non-empty 

queue is found or the index returns to its initial value which means that all queues are empty. 

In this implementation, a variable containing cumulative occupancy of all UE queues is kept 

per UE, thus enabling the stage 1 scheduler to quickly filter out UEs for which there is no data 

to send.  

4.5.2.5 HSDPA Flow Control 

The main objectives of a HSDPA flow control algorithm are: 

• Assure that there is no buffer overflow and resulting data loss in Node-B. 

• Assure that there is enough data in a Node-B buffer (queue) to send at the time when 

data from this buffer can be sent, providing that a sufficient amount of data can be 

delivered from RNC. 

• Minimize Node-B queue length. 

• Minimize the amount of generated control traffic. 

• Be simple enough to run effectively in a real-time environment. 

 

The algorithm should find a balance between the amount of generated control traffic and 

resulting queue length. It is unacceptable if it is unable to provide enough data to send, 

because it would then significantly degrade HSDPA performance. On the other hand, keeping 

long Node-B queues may cause loss of a lot of data when a user moves to another cell. The 

less data there is in Node-B queues at the moment of cell change, the less will be lost. As for 
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the amount of control traffic, if it is assumed that a request for new data is sent from MAC-hs 

to MAC-d (or MAC-c/sh) every HSDPA TTI (2ms) then, when using ATM AAL2 transport 

on Iub, one instance of a flow control algorithm would require about 212 kbps of uplink 

bandwidth on Iub (assuming that each short flow control message has to be sent in a separate 

ATM cell).  

We can define two extreme types of a flow control algorithm:  

• The first one sends a request for more data each time data is transmitted from a certain 

queue; this allows keeping queues very short, but if new data from MAC-d is unable to 

arrive on time there may be not enough data to send during the next transmit occasion 

and the amount of generated control traffic is significant.  

• The second one sends a request very rarely, thus minimizing the amount of control 

traffic; this approach keeps the queue length at a certain, but significant length.  

 

A flow control (FC) algorithm that is a mixture of both types, and maintains a 

(configurable) balance between maximum queue length and the amount of generated control 

traffic, has been proposed. It utilizes the FC framework defined by 3GPP (see section 3.3.4.5), 

in which a Capacity Request (CR) message can be sent in downlink to request for credits (if 

MAC-d or MAC-c/sh has data to send) and MAC-hs sends Capacity Allocation (CA) 

messages in uplink, containing (among other parameters) the number of assigned credits, the 

interval during which they should be consumed and a repetition period, defining the number 

of subsequent repetitions of the interval. The number of assigned credits is equal to the 

number of MAC-d PDUs that can be delivered to MAC-hs. 

FC operation for MAC-d and MAC-c/sh is the same, therefore later in the paper we use 

only MAC-d in all examples. 
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The operation principle of the proposed FC algorithm is presented in Figure 4-32. CR 

messages are not used at all, thus saving downlink bandwidth on Iub. FC in MAC-hs controls 

the length of its queue and when it falls below a certain threshold, sends CA in uplink, 

requesting new data. The decision whether to send CA is made every ITI (Inter TTI Interval), 

which results from UE capabilities (HSDPA terminal capability category) and is the minimum 

interval (in HSDPA TTIs) between subsequent transmit occasions for this UE. The maximum 

amount of data (Dmax) which can be handled in one ITI by this UE is also known and defined 

by its capabilities. RTT (Round Trip Time) is defined as the maximum time between sending 

CA and receiving at least Dmax data. The proposed FC algorithm always requests enough 

MAC-d PDUs (assigns enough credits) to provide data for the next RTT, rounded up to the 

nearest ITI. 

A HSDPA-capable UE does not have to be scheduled for transmission each ITI. The fact 

whether it will be scheduled depends, among other things, on experienced (and reported to 

Node-B) radio channel conditions and the average amount of already received data (see 

section 4.5.2.4 for details). Additionally, if several HSDPA flows exist per UE, they are 

scheduled in a certain manner (in this implementation using WRR, as described in section 

4.5.2.4). A perfect FC algorithm should use a long term strategy and predict when several 

next transmit occasions will be scheduled for this UE in order to request the minimum needed 

amount of data. In practice this is impossible, because efficient HSDPA scheduling has to 

employ a short term strategy in order to maximize the usage of available radio resources. 

Therefore, FC has to assume that Dmax data can be sent each ITI to avoid undesirable buffer 

underrun (not enough data in queue at the time of a transmit occasion). 

 

 

Figure 4-33 Flow Control algorithm for MAC-hs 
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Details of the proposed FC algorithm for MAC-hs are presented in Figure 4-33. The 

following variables are used: 

K – A configurable variable, defining for how many ITIs data is requested by one CA 

message. K should be more than the number of ITIs resulting from RTT. RTT depends on the 

actual Node-B and RNC setup: their processing capabilities, type of Iub transport, network 

delays etc. It should envisage all possible delays, e.g. segmentation of large FP (Framing 

Protocol) frames which carry MAC-d PDUs, multiplexing of different data streams on Iub 

etc. It should be set by system administrator for each RNC-Node-B pair. For example, Figure 

4-32, 3 K=4. 

Q – Number of ITIs for which there is data in queue. 

M – Number of MAC-d PDUs which fit in a Dmax-long HS-DSCH transport block. For 

simplicity we assume, that each queue uses only one MAC-d PDU size P, in which case: 

 

M= Dmax / P              (4-12) 

 

If multiple MAC-d PDU lengths are used then the minimum available MAC-d PDU length 

Pmin should be used in (4-12). 

The MAC-hs FC algorithm uses a runtime variable n which is initially set to 0. It is used to 

assure that CA is not sent more often than K ITIs, which is unnecessary and would be 

inefficient. CA transmission is triggered when Q falls below K, i.e. there is not enough data to 

transmit transport blocks of maximum length (Dmax) for the next K ITIs. Each CA requests 

K*M MAC-d PDUs to provide data for K ITIs. The interval field in CA should be set to a 

value big enough to include K ITIs (it can be set to a maximum possible value) and the 

repetition period should be set to 1. RTT values above the maximum possible interval (2550 

ms) are unrealistic.  Because of RTT, enough data for one ITI should arrive just before it is 

needed to be transmitted, assuming a transmit occasion is scheduled to the UE every ITI and 

always transport blocks of maximum length can be sent (which may practically happen only if 

there are no more active HSDPA terminals in the cell and radio conditions for this UE are 

favourable). This mechanism assures that there is always enough data in queue and that the 

queue is kept at minimum length needed to support maximum transmission rate. Control 

traffic rate is significantly reduced – the maximum rate is one CA message every K ITIs (1/K 

[CA/ITI]). In practice, a transmit occasion is scheduled to a UE only once in a few ITIs and 
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maximum transport blocks can rarely be sent, which causes that CA is sent even less 

frequently. 
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Figure 4-34 Flow Control algorithm for MAC-d or MAC-c/sh 

 

In Figure 4-34 details of the proposed FC algorithm for MAC-d (or MAC-c/sh) are 

presented. Each time a CA message is received, only appropriate variables (number of credits, 

interval, repetition period, maximum MAC-d PDU length) are updated. Data transmission is 

controlled by a Tx timer. It is suggested that it should elapse every HSDPA TTI (2ms) to 

provide good performance - data on Iub is sent in blocks of several MAC-d PDUs which are 

accumulated during a HSDPA TTI. Because the value of Tx timer has to be taken into 

account while calculating RTT it should not be too big. On the other hand, one HSDPA TTI is 

the shortest possible ITI so better granularity is not needed – it is sufficient for data to arrive 

once every ITI (which is an extreme case for K=1). 

While assessing the performance of this FC algorithm, it has to be distinguished between 

scenarios with infinitely backlogged and only partially backlogged queues. The behaviour of 

the algorithm is slightly different. Figure 4-35 presents a histogram of queue lengths, in 

number of ITIs for which there is data in queue, for a certain HSDPA flow, experienced each 

ITI before transmitting data. The simulation was done for K=4 and an infinitely backlogged 

(BL) queue in case of a single user (scheduled every ITI) and two users with the same 

terminal capability category following similar movement patterns, so on the average each of 

them was scheduled every second ITI. An empty queue is experienced only at FC algorithm 

start (i.e. when a HSDPA terminal activates a flow or enters a cell) when an initial CA is sent. 
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This can be partially helped by initially allocating K*M credits in MAC-d during FC start. 

While decreasing the frequency with which transmit occasions are scheduled to a UE, the 

peak in Figure 4-35 moves towards a higher number of ITIs.. 
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Figure 4-35 MAC-hs queue length: backlogged, K=4 

 

For BL queues there is a difference in maximum queue length in case when all requested 

MAC-d PDUs arrive before K TTIs after CA was sent and when only M (required) MAC-d 

PDUs arrive. Results in Figure 4-35 were obtained in the former scenario. In this case, the 

upper bound for queue length (in bytes) is: 

 

maxmax **)12( PMKQ −=                          (4-13) 

 

where Pmax is the maximum available MAC-d PDU length for this HSDPA flow. In case of 

the latter scenario, the upper bound for queue length is: 

 

maxmax **)23( PMKQ −=          (4-14) 

 

The difference is caused by the fact, that “late” MAC-d PDUs increase queue length, so 

there has to be room for them. The worst case scenario can happen only when transmit 

occasions are not scheduled every ITI. The scenario is as follows: after K ITIs, Q=K-2 so 

K*M PDUs are requested; after the next K TTIs, only M PDUs are received and nothing was 

transmitted to the UE, so Q=K-1 and another request for K*M PDUs is sent; during the next 

K ITIs, (K-1)*M “late” PDUs are received together with K*M new PDUs and again nothing 

was transmitted to the UE, which results in Q as in (4-14). 
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A more realistic scenario, with queues which are not infinitely backlogged (NBL), is 

presented in Figure 4-36. During the simulation, there was data in MAC-d queues for 80% of 

the time. Other parameters were the same as in the simulation with BL queues. ITI was set 

to 1, Dmax was configured to be able to contain 50 MAC-d PDUs and MAC-d SDUs were 

delivered to MAC-d with intensity (per HSDPA TTI) obtained from a Poisson distribution 

with λ=40. It can be seen that an empty queue is experienced about 20% of the time, which is 

consistent with the simulated level of queue backlogging. In case of NBL queues, the 

maximum queue length (in bytes) is: 

 

maxmax **)13( PMKQ −=           (4-15) 

 

The worst case scenario is similar to the one for BL queues, but because queues are not 

backlogged all the time it may happen that no requested MAC-d PDUs are received before K 

TTIs. The scenario starts with Q=K-1, after K ITIs K*M PDUs are requested. None of them 

arrive, so again K*M are requested. Then K*M “late” PDUs arrive, and after them K*M new 

ones. No transmit occasions are scheduled for the UE all of that time. It can be seen in Figure 

4-36 that in practice the worst case scenario happens very rarely. Additionally, the case for 

transmit occasions every second ITI is similar to the case for every single ITI – the reason for 

this is mainly that in case of NBL queues each UEs has no data to send for about 20% of 

transmit occasions (in the simulated scenario), so the other UE is scheduled instead which 

helps to decrease its queue length 
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Figure 4-36 MAC-hs queue length: 80% backlogged, K=4 
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It has been shown how the proposed algorithm manages Node-B queue lengths and the 

amount of control traffic and how the K parameter in the algorithm should be chosen to assure 

the required maximum queue length. The algorithm, presented in Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34  

is simple enough to be effectively implemented and used in a real time system. 

4.5.2.6 MAC-c/sh/m Scheduling 

Although the research focused mainly on UMTS Release 5, some mechanisms from 

Release 6 were also investigated. One of them is MBMS, which has been described briefly in 

section 3.3.4.6. 

In the radio interface protocol stack, MBMS service flows are handled mostly in the same 

way as other data flows. Yet, the MAC-c/sh/m scheduler should be carefully designed to take 

into consideration different, often stringent, QoS requirements of MBMS services in case of 

using p-t-m transmission mode. Providing a high level of QoS on common and shared 

connections was important in MAC-c/sh, but becomes a crucial performance issue in 

MAC-c/sh/m. As in case of other MAC entities, 3GPP does not impose any strict solution 

how to provide appropriate QoS – scheduler design should be done by RNC vendors and its 

effectiveness may be used as a factor differentiating better and worse (in terms of 

performance) devices. Below, an efficient, 2-stage scheduler that should be used in 

MAC-c/sh/m has been proposed (Figure 4-37). 
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Figure 4-37 Scheduling and multiplexing of MBMS services 

 

Several MBMS services, mapped on separate MTCHs, can be multiplexed on a single 

FACH. This is done by the level 1 scheduler. No other types of logical channels, in particular 

MCCH, should be multiplexed together with MTCHs – a single FACH should convey only 

MBMS services to improve scheduling performance. Based on results of our previous work 
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(see sections 4.5.2.1 and 4.5.2.2), using WRR or DRR is suggested in the MAC-c/sh/m level 1 

scheduler. DRR should be used if variable-length packets above the RLC layer are scheduled, 

but because MBMS bearers use RLC in UM mode (there are no retransmissions and RLC 

control traffic) it is better (faster) to schedule fixed-length MAC-c/sh/m SDUs using WRR. 

Figure 4-38 presents distributions of MAC SDU delays for a single FACH when using the 

proposed level 1 WRR scheduler. Each of the three simulated MBMS services (with different 

priorities) generated bursts of packets with burst interval obtained from a Poisson distribution 

with λ=0.1s and burst length (in number of MAC SDUs) obtained from a uniform distribution 

[1,5]. The WRR serving cycle was 1-1-1-2-1-1-1-2-3 and FACH throughput was set to 100 

MAC SDUs/s (FACH configuration from Appendix A, section A.5), so the average FACH 

load was 90%. It can be seen that WRR provides sufficient service priority differentiation.  
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Figure 4-38 Level 1 scheduling: distribution of MAC SDU delays 

 

Each FACH can use a separate physical channel (S-CCPCH), but it is possible to multiplex 

several FACHs on a single S-CCPCH (Figure 4-37). Multiplexing is done by means of 

choosing the appropriate TFC for FACHs using the same S-CCPCH; it is assumed for 

simplicity that TFCS contains all possible, valid transport format combinations. The proposed 

level 2 scheduler, used to perform such multiplexing, is based on the results of research 

described in [Hawa02] and [Kara04]. It is assumed that TFCS (Traffic Format Combination 

Set) either consists of all possible transport formats or, which is much more efficient, can be 

dynamically adjusted (see section 4.5.2.1). To increase scheduling efficiency, each FACH 

should be used to convey only traffic with similar QoS requirements – i.e. if level 1 scheduler 

multiplexes several services on a single FACH, they should all have similar QoS 
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requirements. With such an assumption all FACHs, which are scheduled on one S-CCPCH, 

can be divided into three types according to what services they convey (Figure 4-39): 

• Type 1, conveying services with stringent delay and jitter requirements. They consist of 

streaming services (mainly voice) which do not tolerate delays and allow small jitter. 

• Type 2, conveying services with minimum reserved bandwidth and lower delay 

requirements. They consist mainly of some streaming and carousel services, but may 

include download services. 

• Type 3, conveying services with no special QoS requirements (best effort traffic). They 

consist of some download and carousel services (e.g. text messages and still images). 
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Figure 4-39 Types of MBMS services considering QoS requirements 

 

The proposed level 2 scheduler uses SP (Strict Priority) scheduling to switch between 

types of services, and WRR to switch between FACHs of a certain type. When scheduling 

TBs (Transport Blocks) from type 1 FACHs (with highest priority), the scheduler tries to 

minimize jitter by scheduling TBs exactly at moments defined by QoS requirements of the 

appropriate service. If those moments overlap for two different services and both cannot be 

scheduled in the appropriate TTI (Transmission Time Interval), the one with lower tolerable 

jitter is scheduled first. RRC should avoid mapping type 1 services with overlapping serving 

times to one S-CCPCH.  

If there is no more data to send from type 1 FACHs in a certain TTI, the SP scheduler 

switches to type 2 FACHs, which are then served by WRR. WRR weights, and thus WRR 

serving cycle, are defined to reflect the maximum throughput of each FACH and guarantee 

enough throughput for it on S-CCPCH. Delay introduced by the scheduler for type 2 services 

depends on how bursty is traffic on particular FACHs but, because of throughput guarantees, 

delays on one FACH do not affect delays on other FACHs. 
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If there is still some S-CCPCH throughput left after making throughput guarantees for type 

2 services, type 3 services can be scheduled together with type 2 services, using the remaining 

throughput. But in case of throughput oversubscription for best effort traffic, which is an 

efficient solution if average type 1 and 2 FACH load is expected to be below 100%, traffic 

from type 3 FACHs should be served only after all type 1 and type 2 services have already 

been served. Again, WRR is used to schedule type 3 FACHs, according to their relative 

priority. 
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Figure 4-40 Level 2 scheduling: distribution of FACH transport block delays 

 

Figure 4-40 presents level 2 scheduling delay distributions for four services of different 

types, conveyed using separate FACHs (in order to neglect otherwise possible delays caused 

by level 1 scheduling). The simulated type 1 MBMS service was a voice service with no 

tolerable delay and jitter, and it can be seen that data from the FACH to which it was mapped 

was always scheduled immediately. One of the type 2 services generated very bursty traffic, 

while the other generated rather constant traffic with small, short term deviations from the 

defined average throughput. As can be seen, traffic from the bursty service suffered higher 

delays, which did not affect the conformable service – bandwidth guarantees were preserved 

quite well. The average type 2 FACH load was set to 80%, so the best effort (type 3) service 

could use the remaining bandwidth as long as there was no more data to schedule from type 1 

and type 2 services.  

Results presented in Figure 4-40 show that the proposed level 2 scheduler operates 

efficiently in case of multiplexing several MBMS services with different QoS requirements.  

Overall simulation results are encouraging and the proposed 2-stage scheduler should be used 
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in MAC-c/sh/m to improve performance of the data plane in the UMTS Release 6 radio 

interface protocol stack. 

4.5.2.7 Summary 

Efficient scheduling algorithms have been proposed and their effectiveness validated by 

means of real time simulations for all MAC entities: 

• In MAC-d and MAC-c/sh, WRR scheduling with dynamically adjusted serving cycle. 

• In MAC-hs, a 2-stage scheduler using PF and WRR scheduling. 

• In MAC-c/sh/m, a 2-stage scheduler using WRR and SP scheduling. 

 

In all cases, the proposed solutions provide good priority differentiation for logical and 

transport channels with different priorities. An efficient TFC selection algorithm for MAC-d, 

with self-adjustable TFCS and adjustable throughput guarantees for channels using different 

priorities has also been introduced.  

Additionally, flow control algorithms between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh (FACH flow 

control) and between MAC-d (or MAC-c/sh, depending on configuration) and MAC-hs 

(HSDPA flow control) have been designed and verified. The FACH flow control algorithm 

grants credits in a fair manner, avoids draining the pool of available credits by revoking 

unused credits and limits the amount of generated control traffic. The HSDPA flow control 

algorithm keeps MAC-hs input buffer (queue) occupancy as low as possible and avoids 

MAC-hs input buffer overrun and underrun, while generating a low amount of control traffic.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis introduces a collection of solutions, which improve the performance of the data 

link layer of the radio interface protocol stack in UMTS. Some of the proposed solutions are 

known algorithms and mechanisms applied to UMTS; however, several novel ideas are 

introduced. The description of performed research and introduction of new proposals has been 

preceded by an extensive study of UMTS, with focus on UTRAN and radio interface 

protocols, including a wide range of literature. Performed research and drawn conclusions 

were based also on results presented in numerous past publications in the field of UMTS 

performance. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents current trends in wireless networks and the evolution of 

mobile cellular systems from first generation systems towards 3G. It also discusses 

differences between different UMTS versions and provides comprehensive descriptions of 

UMTS Release 5 and the UMTS QoS architecture. Chapter 3 provides insight into functions, 

procedures and services offered by the radio interface protocol stack, with focus on the second 

(data link) layer. Detailed analysis of operation and peculiarities of this layer is accompanied 

by discussions concerning problems with its efficiency. These problems are addressed in 

chapter 4. This chapter begins with an extensive presentation of results of past research 

performed by other authors in the fields of UMTS performance and providing QoS in 

UTRAN, with emphasis on efficiency of the radio interface protocol stack. It is followed by 

results of research performed by the author of this thesis. 

As a result of own research and research presented in other publications, it has been 

concluded that the MAC and RLC sublayers play a vital role in data link layer performance. 

Absolutely all user and control traffic transferred over the radio interface is handled by these 

sublayers, so any inefficiency in their operation affects the performance of data transmission 

to and from mobile terminals. The other data plane sublayers, namely BMC and PDCP, 

influence performance much less. Although packet header compression provided by PDCP 

undeniably affects data transmission, it has been decided that packet header compression 

itself is a vast subject of study not specific to UMTS and is out of scope of this thesis. 
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As the main contributions, this thesis introduces: 

• An improved RLC AM entity architecture, providing an efficient mechanism for 

multiplexing regular, retransmitted and control traffic. It reduces the amount of 

padding in RLC AMD PDUs by efficiently concatenating RLC SDUs in such a way,  

that piggybacked STATUS PDUs can be almost always conveyed in place of padding 

and do not need to occupy separate AMD PDUs. It is also possible to piggyback 

STATUS PDUs in retransmitted AMD PDUs. The solution does not change the RLC 

AMD PDU coding and structure, so it is compatible with legacy RLC AM entities. 

• An RLC AM enhancement, enabling full RLC SDU and STATUS PDU concatenation 

in RLC AMD PDUs. This solution provides noticeable RLC throughput gain in case of 

heavy traffic conveyed by RLC AM by completely eliminating padding. 

• Efficient scheduling algorithms for MAC-d, MAC-c/sh, MAC-hs (UMTS Release 5) 

and MAC-c/sh/m (UMTS Release 6), providing good priority differentiation and 

simple enough in implementation to use in a real time system. 

• A novel TFC selection algorithm for MAC-d. It increases MAC throughput by 

dynamical self-optimization of the TFCS according to imposed rules and the current 

traffic pattern, and provides improved QoS by assigning and using transport channel 

priorities.  

• A novel FACH flow control algorithm between MAC-d and MAC-c/sh. In this 

credit-based algorithm, the MAC-c/sh server grants credits to MAC-d clients in a fair 

manner, avoids draining the pool of available credits by revoking unused credits and 

limits the amount of generated control traffic. 

• A novel HSDPA flow control algorithm, which keeps MAC-hs input buffer occupancy 

as low as possible and avoids buffer overrun and underrun, while generating a low 

amount of control traffic.  

 

Additionally, several minor enhancements of the data link layer and numerous 

configuration guidelines have been proposed.  

All proposals have been evaluated by means of computer simulations. The simulation 

experiments were carried out using a tool capable of simulating several UMTS nodes and 

interoperating with real 3G devices. Results obtained either by working in a fully simulated or 
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only partially simulated environment are reliable, as all simulated protocols have been 

developed in details according to the UMTS standard to enable interoperability with third 

party devices. 

From simulation results, it can be concluded that the author's original proposals 

significantly improve the efficiency of data transmission through the UTRAN data link layer 

in terms of throughput, delay, priority differentiation and utilization of system resources. 
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APPENDIX A TYPICAL RADIO 
PARAMETER SETS 

This appendix contains transport channel parameters for typical radio parameter sets, 

selected from [34.108], used in simulations. 

A.1 DCH: Stand-alone UL:3.4 DL:3.4 kbps SRBs 
 

Table A-1: Uplink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 3.4 DL 3.4 kbps SRBs) 

RAB/signalling RB SRB#1 SRB#2 SRB#3 SRB#4 Higher layer 
User of Radio Bearer RRC RRC NAS_DT 

High prio 
NAS_DT 
Low prio 

Logical channel type DCCH DCCH DCCH DCCH 
RLC mode UM AM AM AM 
Payload sizes, bit 136 128 128 128 
Max data rate, bps 3400 3200 3200 3200 

RLC 

AMD/UMD PDU header, bit 8 16 16 16 
MAC header, bit 4 4 4 4 MAC 
MAC multiplexing 4 logical channel multiplexing 
TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 148 (alt 0, 148) 

TF0, bits 0x148 (alt 1x0) TFS 
TF1, bits 1x148 

TTI, ms 40 
Coding type CC 1/3 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI before rate 
matching 

516 

Uplink: Max number of bits/radio 
frame before rate matching 

129 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 155-185 

 

Table A-2: Downlink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 3.4 DL 3.4 kbps SRBs) 

RAB/signalling RB SRB#1 SRB#2 SRB#3 SRB#4 Higher layer 
User of Radio Bearer RRC RRC NAS_DT 

High prio 
NAS_DT 
Low prio 

Logical channel type DCCH DCCH DCCH DCCH 
RLC mode UM AM AM AM 
Payload sizes, bit 136 128 128 128 
Max data rate, bps 3400 3200 3200 3200 

RLC 

AMD/UMD PDU header, bit 8 16 16 16 
MAC header, bit 4 4 4 4 MAC 
MAC multiplexing 4 logical channel multiplexing 
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TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 148 (alt 0, 148) (note) 

  TF0, bits 0x148 (alt 1x0) (note) TFS 
  TF1, bits 1x148 

TTI, ms 40 
Coding type CC 1/3 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI before rate 
matching 

516 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 155-230 

 

A.2 DCH: Conversational/speech UL:12.2 DL:12.2 kbps CS 
RAB 
 

Table A-3: Uplink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 12.2 DL 12.2 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB subflow #1 RAB subflow #2 RAB subflow #3 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode TM TM TM 
Payload sizes, bit 39, 81 

(alt. 0, 39, 81) 
103 60 

Max data rate, bps 12200 

RLC 

TrD PDU header, bit 0 
MAC header, bit 0 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH DCH DCH 
TB sizes, bit 39, 81 

(alt. 0, 39, 81) 
103 60 

TF0, bits 0x81(alt. 1x0) 0x103 0x60 
TF1, bits 1x39 1x103 1x60 

TFS 

TF2, bits 1x81 N/A N/A 
TTI, ms 20 20 20 
Coding type CC 1/3 CC 1/3 CC 1/2 
CRC, bit 12 N/A N/A 
Max number of bits/TTI after 
channel coding 

303 333 136 

Uplink: Max number of 
bits/radio frame before rate 
matching 

152 167 68 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 180-220 170-210 215-256 

 

Table A-4: Downlink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 12.2 DL 12.2 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB subflow #1 RAB subflow #2 RAB subflow #3 

Logical channel type DTCH RLC 
RLC mode TM TM TM 

 Payload sizes, bit 0 
39 
81 

103 60 

Max data rate, bps 12 200  
TrD PDU header, bit 0 

MAC MAC header, bit 0 
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MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH DCH DCH 
TB sizes, bit 0 

39 
81 

103 60 

TF0, bits 1x0 (note 2) 0x103 0x60 
TF1, bits 1x39 1x103 1x60 

TFS  

TF2, bits 1x81 N/A N/A 
TTI, ms 20 20 20 
Coding type CC 1/3 CC 1/3 CC 1/2 
CRC, bit 12 N/A N/A 
Max number of bits/TTI after 
channel coding 

303 333 136 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 180-220 170-210 215-256 

 

A.3 DCH: Interactive or background UL:64 DL:128 kbps PS 
RAB 
 

Table A-5: Uplink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 64 DL 128 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode AM 
Payload sizes, bit 320 
Max data rate, bps 64000 

RLC 

AMD PDU header, bit 16 
MAC header, bit 0 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 336 

TF0, bits 0x336 
TF1, bits 1x336 
TF2, bits 2x336 
TF3, bits 3x336 

TFS 

TF4, bits 4x336 
TTI, ms 20 
Coding type TC 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI after channel coding 4236 
Uplink: Max number of bits/radio frame 
before rate matching 

2118 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 130-170 

 

Table A-6: Downlink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 64 DL 128 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode AM 
Payload sizes, bit 320 
Max data rate, bps 128000 

RLC 

AMD PDU header, bit 16 
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MAC header, bit 0 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 336 

TF0, bits 0x336 
TF1, bits 1x336 
TF2, bits 2x336 
TF3, bits 4 x336 

TFS 

TF4, bits 8 x336 
TTI, ms 20 
Coding type TC 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI after channel coding 8460 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 120-160 

 

A.4 DCH: Interactive or background UL:128 DL:384 kbps 
PS RAB 
 

Table A-7: Uplink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 128 DL 384 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode AM 
Payload sizes, bit 320 
Max data rate, bps 128000 

RLC 

AMD PDU header, bit 16 
MAC header, bit 0 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 336 

TF0, bits 0x336 
TF1, bits 1x336 
TF2, bits 2x336 
TF3, bits 4 x336 

TFS 

TF4, bits 8 x336 
TTI, ms 20 
Coding type TC 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI after channel coding 8460 
Uplink: Max number of bits/radio frame 
before rate matching 

4230 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 120-160 

 

Table A-8: Downlink transport channel parameters (DCH UL 128 DL 384 kbps RAB) 

Higher 
layer 

RAB/Signalling RB RAB 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode AM 
Payload sizes, bit 320 
Max data rate, bps 384000 

RLC 

AMD PDU header, bit 16 
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MAC header, bit 0 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type DCH 
TB sizes, bit 336 

TF0, bits 0x336 
TF1, bits 1x336 
TF2, bits 2x336 
TF3, bits 4 x336 
TF4, bits 8 x336 
TF5, bits 12x336 
TF6, bits N/A (alt. 16 x336) 
TF7, bits N/A (alt. 20 x336) 

TFS 

TF8, bits N/A (alt. 24 x336) 
TTI, ms 10(alt. 20) 
Coding type TC 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI after channel coding 12684(alt. 25368) 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 110-150 

 

A.5 FACH: Interactive/Background 32 kbps PS RAB 
 

Table A-9: Transport channel parameters (FACH 32 kbps RAB) 

RAB/signalling RB RAB Higher 
layer User of Radio Bearer Interactive/ Background RAB 

Logical channel type DTCH 
RLC mode AM 
Payload sizes, bit 320 
Max data rate, bps 32000 (alt. 16000) 

RLC 

AMD PDU header, bit 16 
MAC header, bit 27 MAC 
MAC multiplexing N/A 
TrCH type FACH 
TB sizes, bit 363 

TF0, bits 0 x363 
TF1, bits 1x363 TFS 
TF2, bits 2x363 (alt. N/A) 

TTI, ms 20 
Coding type TC 
CRC, bit 16 
Max number of bits/TTI before rate matching 2286 (alt. 1149) 
Max number of bits/radio frame before rate 
matching 

1143 (alt. 575) 

Layer 1 

RM attribute 110-150 
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